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A new system for a photoelectric converter is proposed, and its photoelectric properties are
studied, using ann-CdO/a-C/p-Si heterostructure as an example. The distinguishing feature of the
structure is that the broad-band insulating layer of SiO2 on the surface of the silicon is
replaced by a narrow-band layer of amorphous carbon, while a layer of CdO is used as the upper
electrode. It is shown that an increase of the short-circuit current because of impact
ionization can be expected in such a heterostructure. The results of the paper show that it is
worthwhile to use CdO films in practice as transparent electrodes. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00111-0#
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energy by the conversion of solar radiation has recently
come more and more important. The creation and study
new materials and methods for directly converting light in
electrical energy is therefore extremely crucial, taking in
account that the most widely used material in solar energ
silicon—has already almost reached its limitin
efficiency.1–3

This paper proposes a new system for a photoelec
converter that makes it possible to increase the short-cir
current both by creating conditions for impact ionization a
by increasing the internal quantum yield of the converter
the short-wavelength region.

The energy-band diagram of the converter is shown
Fig. 1. The essence of the proposed system for a photoe
tric converter is as follows: When a cell is formed betwee
p-type layer~P1! and ann-type layer~P3! that have different
band gaps, an intermediate semiconductor layer~P2! is pro-
duced in which there is a strong electric field. The purpose
the layer is to heat the charge carriers and to transport t
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occurs, the photogenerated carriers can acquire sufficien
ergy for impact ionization, and this generates additio
charge carriers.

To make sure that these conditions are fulfilled, the
rameters of the layers of the heterostructure must be cho
starting from the following considerations:

The band gapEg3 of layer P3, on which sunlight is
incident, must be greater thanEg1 in order to provide the
‘‘window’’ effect. Layer P3 in the converter is based on
semiconductor withEg3'2.5 eV. There are photons in th
solar spectrum with energiesE.Eg3, which will be ab-
sorbed in layer P3. Photons withE,Eg3 are transmitted
through layer P3, and, if their energy is greaterEg1, they are
absorbed in layer P1. The band gapEg3 is chosen so tha
minority carriers travelling from P3 to P1 acquire enou
energy at the P3–P2 interface to produce impact ioniza
in layer P1.

The conditions for the appearance of impact ionizat
obtain when the relationship (3/2)Eg1,Eg32h12U1 is sat-
FIG. 1. Energy-band diagram.
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isfied, in whichU1 is the voltage corresponding to the ban
bending in P1, andh1 is the difference between the Ferm
energy and the energy of the top of the valence band in P

In order to reduce the series resistance of the conver
~and consequently to increase the fill factor! and to increase
the carrier collection, layer P3 can be based on a strong
doped semiconductor. Moreover, the thickness of layer P3
chosen so that it is an antireflection coating with respect
layer P1. Consequently, semiconductor layer P3

• is an antireflection coating with respect to layer P1,
• collects charge-carriers from the surface of the co

verter, and
• generates electron–hole pairs because of the absorp

of light in the blue region of the visible solar spectrum
This structure is similar to an MIS structure in that a thi

intermediate layer P2 is present in it between layers P1 a
P3. The presence of a thin insulating layer in a meta
insulator–semiconductor structure makes it possible to
crease the open-circuit voltageVoc in comparison with a
Schottky barrier by means of a built-in positive charge.4 At
the same time, this layer~in any case! impedes the move-
ment of the charge carriers because of the presence o
potential barrier at the layer boundary. Therefore, in th
structure under consideration, a broad-band insulating lay

FIG. 2. Current–voltage characteristic of ann-CdO/a-C/p-Si structure illu-
minated by sunlight with an intensity of 0.1 W/cm2 ~a!, and reflectanceR vs
wavelength for the photoelectric converter described here and for pure s
con ~b!.
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rameters of layer P2 must be such that they ensure the tr
port of charge carriers through it in the ballistic regime~i.e.,
the mean free path of the carriers in layer P2 must be gre
than the layer thickness, whileEg2,Eg1). Thus, the relation-
ship between the band gaps of the layers isEg3.Eg1.Eg2.

The physical processes underlying the functioning of
proposed converter have the following feature: Discontin
ties of the potentials at the interfaces between P1 and P2
between P2 and P3 produce heating of the electrons
holes. If, as they pass through layer P2, the hot ballis
electrons and holes experience no recombination or sca
ing, the holes entering layer P1 will have enough energy
generate electron–hole pairs. This causes an increase o
short-circuit current.

In creating a photoelectric converter, we started from
materials and technologies available to us. Therefore, sili
with p-type conductivity~KDB-10! was chosen as the mate
rial for layer P1. The plate had thickness 330mm and
Eg151.1 eV. The intermediate layer P2 is made from am
phous carbon (a-C! of thickness 30 Å, withEg250.5 eV.
The thickness of thea-C was monitored during deposition.5,6

The broad-band semiconductor CdO, with a band gap
2.5 eV ~Refs. 7 and 8! and a thickness of about 800 Å, wa
used as the second,n-type, outer layer P1. Amorphous ca
bon layers were obtained by magnetron sputtering of gra
ite in argon, and the CdO was obtained in an atmospher
nitrogen with oxygen. The active area of the photoelec
converter wasS50.64 cm2. The CdO layer consisted of two
regions with different resistivities. The first region~next to
the P3–P2 interface! was 100 Å wide and had a resistivit
of '1 V•cm, while the second hadr5531024V•cm. The
change in resistivity was produced by varying the oxyg
concentration in the CdO.8 Two regions were created be
cause it was necessary to introduce an electric field inside
CdO layer that aided the motion of the carriers generate
the CdO in order to increase their collection.

Figure 2a shows the current–voltage characteristic of
n-CdO/a-C/p-Si structure when it is illuminated by sunligh
with an intensity of 0.1 W/cm2. It can be seen that, despit
the small value ofVoc50.32 V, the short-circuit curren
reaches the values obtained in the best silicon-based s
cells.1,2 The efficiency of the structure is about 11.5%. In t
absence of thea-C layer, the short-circuit current was se
eral times less, which was possibly associated with the h
density of boundary states. Figure 2b shows how the refl
tanceR depends on wavelength for the given structure~curve
1! and for pure silicon~curve 2!. It can be seen thatR is
virtually equal to zero at a wavelength of 800 nm.

Even though the conditions of the experimental hete
structure described here were not optimal, it follows from t
above that the proposed photoelectric converter system
promising for further studies.

1M. Grauvogl, A.G. Aberleet al., Appl. Phys. Lett.69, 1462~1996!.
2J. Zhao, A. Wanget al., Appl. Phys. Lett.66, 3636~1996!.
3 ‘‘Solar cells and their industrial application. Advances in materials te
nology,’’ Monitor, UNIDO No. 31, 2~1993!.

4S. M. Sze,Physics of Semiconductor Devices~Wiley, New York, 1969!.
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Nonradiative energy transfer from titanium „III… ions to erbium „III… ions

of
in aluminosilicophosphate glass
I. M. Batyaev and E. B. Kleshchinov
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~Submitted March 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 7–11~November 12, 1997!

A luminophor based on aluminosilicophosphate glass doped with erbium~III ! and titanium~III !
has been synthesized. It is shown that the erbium luminescence in this glass is efficiently
sensitized by the titanium ions via the4I13/2→4I15/2 channel (l51.538mm!. It is determined that
the transport is by a dipole–dipole mechanism. The critical transport concentration is
0.032 M, and the critical transport distance is 1.95 nm. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00211-5#

One way to enhance the energy efficiency and economyerbium is observed in the electronic absorption spectrum
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of solid-state erbium lasers is to introduce impurity ions in
the matrix that can absorb energy in the visible region a
can then transfer it to the erbium ions. Despite the signific
advances that have been achieved in this scientific directi1

the search for new sensitizers of the 1.5-mm luminescence of
erbium remains pressing.2

In this paper we study of the possibility of nonradiati
excitation-energy transport from titanium~III ! ions to erbium
in aluminosilicophosphate glass. The spectroluminesce
properties of titanium~III ! in various glassy matrices wer
studied in Refs. 3–6. We showed in Refs. 7–10 that titani
ions in phosphate glasses are efficient sensitizers of the
minescence of neodymium and ytterbium.

A glassy matrix was synthesized by the method of
precipitation from the solutions, producing a high degree
homogeneity in the resulting glass. The concentration of
tivator ions was 0.5 wt% for erbium and 1 wt% for titanium

We carried out a series of experiments that allowed u
conclude that erbium luminescence is efficiently sensiti
by titanium.

Superposition of the absorption bands of titanium a
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the resulting glass~Fig. 1, curveA!. We detected no visible
differences from the spectra of the corresponding n
codoped ions in the same matrix. The absorption maxim
of titanium lies in the 560-nm region. The luminescence w
recorded with an SDL-1 spectrometer, using an FEU-79 p
tomultiplier and an original photon counter with a digital-t
analog converter. An ISSh-100 pulse lamp with an MDR
monochromator and an LGN-222 He–Ne las
(lB5630 nm,P555 mW! were used as excitation source
Glasses doped only with titanium ions~with no codopant!
exhibit intense luminescence in the 750–980-nm region~Fig.
1, curveC!. The relative intensity of the luminescence ba
of titanium decreases by more than a factor of 10 in
luminescence spectrum of glass codoped with Er31 and Ti31

simultaneously. In this case, an increase is noted in the
minescence intensity of erbium at the4I13/2→4I15/2 transition
(l51.538mm! after titanium ions are introduced into th
matrix ~Fig. 2!.

A band is present in the 500–700-nm spectral region
the luminescence excitation spectrum of the Er31 ion in
Ti31 –Er31-doped aluminosilicophosphate glass~Fig. 3! that
FIG. 1. Absorption~A, B! and luminescence~C! spectra of
aluminosilicophosphate glass doped with Ti31 –Er31 ~A!,
Er31 ~B! and Ti31 ~C!.
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FIG. 2. Luminescence spectrum of erbium in aluminosilic
phosphate glass doped with Er31 ~A! and Ti31 –Er31 ~B!.
corresponds to the absorption of the Ti31 ion, and this is
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evidence of Ti31→ Er31 nonradiative energy transport. I
studying the luminescence-damping kinetics, we found t
the mean lifetime of the excited state of Ti31 ions decreased
from 6 to 2.5ms in the presence of Er31 ions. The kinetic
curve in this case had a nonexponential character.
Ti31→Er31 energy transport in all likelihood is by a dipole
dipole mechanism. Such an assertion allowed us to carry
the corresponding calculations from the equation
at

e

ut

r~ t !5expF2
tOD

2
C0

GS 12
SD S tOD

D G , ~1!

wherer(t) is the luminescence-damping law of a donor;tOD

is the mean luminescence-damping time of a donor in
absence of quenching;CA is the concentration of energy
acceptor molecules;C0 is the critical energy-transport con
centration;t is the luminescence-damping time of a dono
normalized by intensity;G(x) is the gamma function; andS
is a constant determined by the nonradiative energy-tran
i-
FIG. 3. Luminescence excitation spectrum of erbium in alum
nosilicophosphate glass doped with Ti31 –Er31 ~A! and Er31

~B!.
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gives the most satisfactory description of the experime
curve of the titanium luminescence damping kinetics on
assumption of a dipole–dipole transport mechanism w
S56. From this, the critical energy-transport concentrat
is determined asC050.032 M.

The equation

R5S 3

4pC0
D 1/3

~2!

was used to determine the critical transport distance
R51.95 nm.

It has thus been shown for the first time that the lum
nescence of erbium can be efficiently sensitized by titan
~III ! ions in glasses.

1V. P. Gapontsev, A. K. Gromov, A. A. Izyneev, P. I. Sadovski�, A. A.
Stavrov, Yu. S. Tipenko, and A. P. Shkadarevich, Kvant. Elektron.~Mos-
cow! 16, No. 1 ~1989! @Quantum Electron.19, 447 ~1989!#.

2D. Scrano, IEEE J. Quantum Electron.32, 628 ~1996!.
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Effect of the width of the spacer layers on the size of the bistability region in the

current–voltage characteristics of two-barrier tunnel resonance diodes

M. M. Vrubel’, V. M. Borzdov, and F. F. Komarov

Belarus State University, Minsk
~Submitted April 3, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 12–16~November 12, 1997!

This paper discusses the question of how the size of the spacer layers affects the position and
width of the bistability region in the current–voltage characteristics of tunnel resonance
diodes. The current–voltage characteristics were calculated in terms of the self-consistent
effective-mass approximation. Increasing the size of the spacer layers shifts the lower boundary of
the bistability region upwards so that this region becomes narrower and then completely
disappears. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00311-X#

As is well known, under certain conditions the current– make it possible to refine the scheme given here.
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voltage characteristics of two-barrier tunnel resonance st
tures display the bistability effect in regions with negati
differential resistance.1–4 This paper discusses the questi
of how the size of the spacer layers affects the position of
boundaries of the hysteresis loops in the current–volt
characteristics of two-barrier tunnel resonance structu
Current–voltage characteristics with sections of bistability
regions with negative differential resistance were calcula
using the system proposed in Ref. 6, which includes s
consistent solution of the Poisson and Schro¨dinger equations.
Two-barrier AlAs/AlGaAs diodes with parameters similar
those in Ref. 6 were considered: the width of the barriers
of the quantum well was 50 Å, the donor impurity conce
tration in the contacts was 1018 cm23, the effective mass o
the electron wasm50.067m0, the quantum barrier wa
V05370 meV, and the relative permittivity was«R511.9.
All the current–voltage characteristics are calculated fo
temperature ofT55 K.

The mechanism by which two stable current states a
in the region of negative differential resistance can be
plained as follows:5–8 As the external voltage is increase
~moving from peak currents to valley currents!, the reso-
nance level approaches the bottom of the conduction ban
the emitter from above. The resonance level, which lies
the energy regionU(0),E,U(0)1EF , accumulates elec
trons that tunnel from the emitter. The charge of the el
trons accumulated on the resonance level of the quan
well alters the potential profile of the structure, in particu
by raising the bottom of the well. Because of this, the po
tion of the resonance level is raised, and the voltage at wh
the resonance level crosses the bottom of the conduc
band of the emitter consequently increases. Qualitatively
is this voltage that forms the boundary between the regi
of peak and valley currents. As the voltage falls~moving
from a valley to a peak!, the resonance level approaches t
bottom of the conduction band of the emitter from below.
this case, there are no electrons at all on the resonance
@at low temperatures we neglect scattering and conseque
the possibility of accumulating scattered electrons on
resonance levelER , which is located at the bottom of th
conduction band in the energy regio
U(L)1EF,ER,U(0)#. The examples considered belo
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As is well known, the presence of spacer layers betw
the strongly degenerate electrode regions and the quan
barriers introduces significant changes in the potential pro
of the structure~Fig. 1!. A potential barrierV* arises that
impedes the penetration of charge from the electrodes
the spacer layers. The bottom of the quantum well and c
sequently the position of the resonance level of the quan
well are raised by comparison with the bottom of the co
duction band in the electrodes. The narrower the spa
layer, the smaller the value ofV* .

Figure 2a shows the current–voltage characteristics
two-barrier tunnel resonance diodes that differ only in t
size of the spacer layers. It is easy to see that the size o
spacer layers has a strong effect on the position of the lo
boundary of the bistability region. The lower boundary of t
hysteresis loop~the region with two stable current state!
corresponds to the intersection by the resonance level of
bottom of the conduction band of the emitter, provided th
there is no accumulated charge in the quantum well. T
position of the boundary can be estimated by the quan
VL52(ER1V* )/e. Thus, the narrower the spacer layers, t
lower the potentialV* and consequently the smaller th
value ofVL .

It should be pointed out that the positionVH of the upper
boundary of the hysteresis loop is identical for all the stru
tures that we considered for which the width of the spa
layers was between 35 and 50 Å~Fig. 2a!. Figure 2b makes
it possible to compare the chargeQ accumulated by the
quantum well for structures with spacers of different siz
The quantityQm , the maximum charge held by a quantu
well, corresponds to the maxima in the dependences of
2b. It is obvious that the relationship betweenQm and the
width DV5VH2VL of the bistability region in the structure
under consideration cannot be considered linear, unlike
nel resonance diodes with no spacer layers.5

Note that if the spacer layers are so wide that the va
of VL'2(ER1V* ) exceedsVH , the region with two stable
current states is absent, although charge is accumulate
the quantum well~Fig. 2, w560 Å!. The same effect has
been detected experimentally.2

82310823-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The situation in which the spacer layers are very narr
or absent altogether requires further study. Note that the
sition of the upper boundary of the hysteresis loop sh
upwards only slightly~Fig. 2, w535 Å!. In structures with
thin spacer layers, when voltageVH is reached, a significan
falloff is observed in the potential in the emitter and collec
regions adjacent to the structure. An enriched layer~at the
collector! and a depleted layer~at the emitter! are formed. It
becomes necessary to include wide electrode layers in
spatial region for self-consistency, which creates additio
difficulties in achieving convergence in the self-consist
solution of the Schro¨dinger and Poisson equations. Mor
over, the solution becomes very sensitive to the choice
initial conditions.

The main results of our work thus reduce to the follo
ing: The presence of spacer layers in two-barrier tunnel re
nance structures causes the region with two stable cur
states~the hysteresis loops! to become narrower, because t
lower boundary of the loop moves upwards as the width
the spacer layers increases. The position of the upper bo
ary of the hysteresis loop is identical for structures w
spacer layers of different width until the spacer layers
sufficiently wide to impede the formation of depleted or e
riched layers in the electrodes. If the spacer layers are
wide that the potentialV* exceeds the size of the bistabilit

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the potential profile of a two-bar
tunnel resonance diode with spacer layers.
824 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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region of the analogous structure without spacer layers,
region with two stable current states does not appear.

1V. J. Goldman, D. C. Tsui, and J. E. Cunningham, Phys. Rev. Lett.58,
1256 ~1987!.

2T. Wei, S. Stapleton, and O. Berolo, J. Appl. Phys.77, 4071~1995!.
3A. Zaslavsky, V. J. Goldman, D. S. Tsuiet al., Appl. Phys. Lett.53, 1408
~1988!.

4A. S. Ignat’ev, V. É. Kaminski�, V. B. Kopylov et al., Fiz. Tekh. Polu-
provodn.26, 1795~1992! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.26, 1005~1992!#.

5F. W. Shead and G. A. Toombs, Appl. Phys. Lett.52, 1228~1988!.
6J. O. Sofo and C. A. Balseiro, Phys. Rev. B.42, 7292~1990!.
7K. L. Jensen and F. A. Buot, Phys. Rev. Lett.66, 1078~1991!.
8R. J. Salvino and F. A. Buot, J. Appl. Phys.72, 5975~1992!.
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FIG. 2. Current densityJ ~a! and the two-dimensional charge densityQ/eA
accumulated by the quantum well~b! vs applied external voltageV for
two-barrier tunnel resonance diodes that differ in the size of the sp
layers. The numbers on the curves correspond to the widthw of the spacer
layers, the arrows show the direction in which the voltage varies, and
points show the lower boundaryVL of the bistability regions.
824Vrubel’ et al.



Efficiency and reliability of metal–insulator–semiconductor radiative structures

ey
based on broad-band semiconductors with unipolar conductivity
V. G. Sidorov, A. G. Drizhuk, and D. V. Sidorov

Vologda Polytechnical Institute
~Submitted June 27, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 17–23~November 12, 1997!

This paper discusses the possibility of increasing the efficiency and reliability of radiation
sources made from semiconductors with unipolar conductivity and operating in strong electric
fields. To this end, the active region of the structure is fabricated in the form of alternating
layers of different resistance, so that strong-field regions are spatially separated from luminescence-
generation regions. The proposed idea is put into practice on M–i –n structures made from
gallium nitride. The properties of fabricated LED structures are presented. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00411-4#

The problem of creating solid-state radiation sources fordirections and can leave the active region before th
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the short-wavelength parts of the visible spectrum rema
crucial. The difficulties of solving it are associated with t
phenomenon of self-compensation of the dopants by intrin
defects of the crystal in broad-band semiconductors. T
phenomenon makes it impossible to freely control the c
ductivity type of the semiconductor and to createp–n struc-
tures that emit efficiently. The semiconductor remains uni
lar, and therefore the search for and the synthesis of n
easily doped broad-band semiconductors continues, a
with the improvement of the technology for growing an
doping those already known. It is also possible to follow t
approach of creating new types of radiative structures ba
on unipolar semiconductors in which electroluminesce
can be efficiently excited. This paper is devoted to the imp
mentation of one such possibility.

Metal–insulator–semiconductor structures are most
ten used to excite electroluminescence in unipolar semic
ductors. In the most efficient metal–insulator–semiconduc
structures, the insulator region is made in the form of a se
insulating layer from the same semiconductor as in the se
conductor layer, but strongly compensated. Moreover,
strives to choose the compensating impurity so that it sim
taneously is an efficient radiative center. In this case, lu
nescence is excited in thei layer of the structure. Such struc
tures are called M–i –n structures. The electroluminescenc
excitation mechanism in them is associated with accelera
the majority carriers and also the nonequilibrium charge c
riers in the strong electric field of thei layer to energies
sufficient for the ionization or impact excitation of the lum
nescence centers. Nonequilibrium charge carriers appe
the i layer because of tunnel or impact ionization of impu
ties or atoms of the crystal. The probability of the giv
mechanisms is small in principle. The simplest method
increasing the concentration of hot charge carriers is to
crease the electric field in thei layer. However, this rapidly
degrades the structure and eventually causes breakd
Moreover, the electroluminescence efficiency is reduced
all luminescence mechanisms in which nonequilibriu
charge carriers participate, because the electrons and h
generated in the field are separated by the field in oppo
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To increase the electroluminescence efficiency, it is n

essary to localize the excitation and luminescence at
same centers, i.e., to use defects with an intracenter lumi
cence mechanism in the active region. Moreover, the gi
mechanism usually has a higher internal quantum yield t
does a recombination mechanism. The reliability of the M
i –n structures must also increase in this case, since s
centers, remaining neutral during excitation and radiati
are less subject to degradation in a strong electric field.
even larger increase of the lifetime of the M–i –n structures
can be expected if the centers in general are not subjecte
the action of a strong field. For this it is sufficient to spatia
separate the strong-field region from the active region t
contains the defects with intracenter luminescence, so
charge carriers are accelerated in the former and lumin
cence centers are excited in the latter by these acceler
carriers.

To put this proposal into practice, we chose GaN, n
no longer unipolar, as the semiconductor with unipolar co
ductivity. When this experiment was planned, GaN w
p-type conductivity had not yet been obtained. Neutral is
electronic defects with intracenter luminescence were to
created by simultaneously isovalently doping GaN with a
ceptor and donor impurities—specifically, with zinc an
oxygen.

Layers of GaN~Zn! and GaN~Zn, O! were grown on
~1012! sapphire by vapor-phase epitaxy in a chloride
hydride system in a horizontal flow-through quartz react
Zn vapor was supplied to the growth zone by a flow of h
lium, while oxygen was transported in the form of H2O va-
por by a flow of ammonia. The temperature regimes of
process ensured that Zn and H2O would interact in the sub-
strate zone in order that Zn and O could be incorporated
the GaN lattice in the form of Zn–O coupled pairs. Th
resulting layers were oriented in the~1120! plane.

In the presence of O, the solubility of Zn in GaN in
creases to 8–10%. The Zn and O distributions reproduce
other well across a cleavage face of the layer. The Zn an
concentrations in the layers vary from 531019 to 231021

cm23. The resistivity of GaN~Zn, O! was always about two

82510825-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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orders of magnitude less than that of GaN~Zn! for identical
concentrations of Zn in these layers. The formation of Zn–
coupled pairs in GaN~Zn, O! is indicated by a band of ves-
tigial rays in the IR reflection spectra,2 characteristic of ZnO
crystals. In the photoluminescence spectra of GaN~Zn, O!,
along with bands characteristic of GaN~Zn!, a new band hav-
ing plane polarization is detected, with a maximum a
2.55 eV and a half-width of 0.3 eV. We associate the appea
ance of this band with the presence in the GaN~Zn, O! of
defects that include Zn–O pairs. The given band was n
observed in the photoluminescence spectra of GaN~O!. An
intracenter luminescence mechanism in the band detec
here is indicated by~a! the character of the polarization pat-
terns of the photoluminescence when it is excited by intrins
and impurity light, ~b! the form of the photoluminescence
excitation spectra, and~c! the absence of additional photo-
conductivity in GaN~Zn, O! for any polarization of the excit-
ing characteristic impurity light.

i -GaN~Zn!–i 1-GaN~Zn,O!–n-GaN/sapphire radiative
structures~Fig. 1! were grown in a single process. A layer of
undoped low-resistancen-GaN served as a buffer between
the substrate and thei layer and simultaneously as an elec
trical contact to the latter. This layer was grown at 1050 °C
at average growth rates of 20mm/h, which ensured that it
and the activei layer had high crystalline perfection. Then
layer was 10–20mm thick. The electron concentration and
mobility had values of (531019–1020) cm23 and about 100
cm2/V•sec. The activei region was grown as two layers at a
temperature of about 950 °C and a growth rate of~6–10!
mm/h. The characteristics of this region varied within the
following limits: The i –GaN~Zn! layer was~0.05–0.5! mm
thick, and its resistivity was (105–107)V•cm; the
i 1 –GaN~Zn,O! layer was~0.3–3! mm thick, and its resistiv-
ity was (103–105)V•cm. When the layer parameters are re
lated in this way, virtually all the voltage applied to the
structure falls across thei – GaN~Zn! layer; when the total
voltage on the structure is 4–50 V, the electric field in thi
layer exceeds 105 V/cm, whereas the mean field in thei re-
gion does not exceed~1–5)3104 V/cm. These fields are suf-
ficient to produce impact generation of nonequilibrium
charge carriers in thei –GaN~Zn! layer and to accelerate

FIG. 1. A radiative M–i –n structure.
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them to the energies necessary to excite the Zn–O cente
the i 1 –GaN~Zn, O! layer. Because the structure is asymm
ric, this can occur only for one polarity of the voltage on t
structure—the minus contact must be to thei –GaN~Zn!
layer. Actually, efficient polarized electroluminescence w
characteristics corresponding to polarized photolumin
cence in GaN~Zn, O! was observed in the structures only f
this polarity of the voltage. When thei –GaN~Zn! layer was
gradually ground away, polarized photoluminescence exc
from the side of the surface of the structure by intrinsic lig
appeared and gradually increased in intensity. The grad
disappearance of the photoluminescence bands characte
of GaN~Zn! was simultaneously observed. The total res
tance of thei layer and the intensity of the polarized ele
troluminescence decreased at the same time, and m
abruptly than the thickness.

When voltage was applied to the structure in the op
site polarity @plus on thei –GaN~Zn! layer#, weak unpolar-
ized electroluminescence of a spectrum close to the phot
minescence spectra of GaN~Zn! was excited. It follows from
this that the strong-field condition is not achieved in t
i 1-GaN~Zn,O! layer all the way to electric breakdown be
cause of the low resistance of this layer. This is confirmed
such an experiment. After thei –GaN~Zn! layer is removed,
polarized electroluminescence cannot be excited at all in
structure for either polarity of the voltage. However, afte
new i -GaN~Zn! layer with a thickness of 0.1–0.2mm was
grown on the surface of thei 1-GaN~Zn, O!, polarized elec-
troluminescence was again observed in the same struct
but only for a minus voltage on this layer. Moreover, if
secondi 1-GaN~Zn, O! layer was grown on the surface of th
i -GaN~Zn!, polarized electroluminescence could be excit
with either polarity of the voltage on the structure.

All the experimental facts enumerated here prove thati –
n structures with the planned arrangement and propertie
the layers, in which the strong electric-field region is sp

FIG. 2. Electroluminescence intensity vs voltage for an M–i –n structure
with an active layer made from GaN~Zn, O!.

826Sidorov et al.
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gion, have been grown, and that the electroluminescenc
excited by an impact mechanism, while the luminescence
an intracenter nature. An impact mechanism of the excita
of the luminescence centers is indicated by the fact that
nition of the electroluminescence is always observed on
linear section of the current–voltage characteristic, while
dependence of the electroluminescence intensity on the
age ~Fig. 2! obeys the equationF5F0exp(2b/Um), where
parameterm takes values of 1 and 2 in small and large field
respectively.1

Various types of LEDs were fabricated on the basis
the i –n structures that were grown: with blue polarize
radiation,2 with radiation controllable by light from the blu
to the red,3 with white radiation,4 and also LEDs with en-
hanced luminous efficiency.5 The efficiency of the LEDs was
0.1–0.3%, which is an order of magnitude better than
highest known values for radiative metal–oxide
semiconductor structures created on unipolar semicon
tors. The LEDs showed high stability and reliability in o
eration. Their characteristics varied reversibly by more th
30% in the temperature interval 100–450 K, and they c
tinued to function over the range 4–900 K. Irreversib
changes of the parameters of unpackaged LEDs were
than 10% during more than 10 000 h of tests in worki
827 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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tons having an energy of~1–5! MeV at doses of up to
1016 cm22, the efficiency of the LEDs increased by abo
30%.

Thus, the experiment carried out here not only confirm
the idea expressed above but also revealed a new mat
GaN~Zn, O!, possessing unique properties and polarized
minescence. Now that it is possible to growp-type GaN
stably, GaN~Zn, O! can be successfully used to create inje
tion LEDs with blue polarized radiation, based, for examp
on p–i –n structures.

This work was carried out with the partial support of th
University of Arizona.
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3.3-mm LEDs for measuring methane

e

A. A. Popov, M. V. Stepanov, V. V. Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted May 15, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 24–31~November 12, 1997!

LEDs have been created that emit in the region of the fundamental absorption band of methane
at a wavelength of 3.3mm for fast-response gas analyzers. A continuous optical power of
0.13 mW~cw! is achieved, and the peak optical power is 2.2 mW~the pulsewidth is 50ms, and
the inverse duty cycle is 1.63102). The current dependence of the optical power on the
pump-pulse parameters is studied, and the conditions are found under which the peak power of
the radiation of the LEDs in the mid-IR region is maximized. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00511-9#

The 3.3-mm spectral range is extremely attractive for (S5731024 cm2) was determined by the diameter of th
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purposes of detecting hydrocarbons in various media, sin
contains the fundamental C–H absorption line
hydrocarbons.1 Devices based on absorption spectral det
tion methods with radiators in this wavelength region a
therefore promising for portable gas analyzers and warn
devices for the maximum permissible concentration of me
ane, ethane, propane, and other gases both under produ
conditions~shops, gas lines! and in the household.2 The ra-
diation sources in them can be semiconductor LEDs, wh
spectral power density, efficiency, and response rate sub
tially exceed the analogous ratings of thermal radiat
sources. For the 3-mm spectral region, such diodes can
created from heterostructures based on CdHg
semiconductors,3 stressed layers of the compoun
InGaAs/InP,4 or solid solutions of InAsSb/InAs.5–9 The last
are the most attractive material, since they are based
III–V semiconductor heterostructures, which are dist
guished by their stability against degradation and supe
conductivity.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the creation
LEDs based on the InAs/InAsSbP double heterostructu
with the maximum spontaneous radiation at 3.3mm at room
temperature and to present the results of studies of the c
acteristics that are most essential to put them into practic
will be shown that optimizing the parameters of the sup
pulse of LEDs based on narrow-band semiconductors ma
it possible to increase their maximum optical power by m
than an order of magnitude.

The LEDs were double symmetrical InAs/InAsSbP h
erostructures grown by liquid-phase epitaxy on InAs~100!
substrates by the technology discussed earlier.10 The struc-
ture consisted of three epitaxial layers: the active InAs la
~thickness 1.0mm! was enclosed between two broad-ba
emitters of n-type and p-type InAsSbP. The active InAs
layer was not specially doped. The broad-band InAsS
bounding layers were grown with a phosphoro
(Eg5550meV! content of 0.35 and were doped with Sn a
Zn to a concentration of~5–7)31018 and~1–2)31018 cm23

for the n-type andp-type layers, respectively.
The objects of the study were circular mesa diodes

tained by means of photolithography and deep chem
etching into the substrate. The area of the emitting surf
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mesa~300mm!. The size of the crystal of a single LED wa
5003500mm. The semiconductor crystal was soldered w
indium onto a standard TO-18 housing. A parabolic reflec
mounted on the housing served to narrow the spatial di
tionality pattern of the emission of the LED to 10° –12°. Th
LED with the parabolic reflector was 9 mm in diameter a
5.5 mm in length.

The electrical and spectral characteristics of the dio
were measured by means of a system based on a stan
synchronous detector circuit, an MDR-12 monochroma
and a cooled InSb-based photodiode with a passban
10 MHz. The optical power was recorded by an IMO-2
device. The measurements were made at room tempera
(T5296 K!.

The diodes were supplied in the continuous regime w
current up to 150 mA dc and in the pulsed regime with
inverse duty factor of up to 103—no greater than 2 A. The
current–voltage characteristics of the LEDs had a dio
character with a cutoff voltage of about 0.12 V at room te
perature~about 0.36 V at liquid-nitrogen temperature!. If the
current–voltage characteristic is described by the dep
denceI 5I 0exp(qU/kT), whereq is the charge of the elec
tron,U is the voltage,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the
temperature, the saturation currentI 0 was about 4.6 mA. The
series resistance with forward bias was about 0.6V.

The emission spectrum of the LED in the continuo
supply regime (I 5120 mA! at room temperature is shown i
Fig. 1. The spectrum contains one emission band wit
maximum at a wavelength ofl53.3mm. The width of the
emission spectrum of the LED at half-maximum~FWHM!
was about 0.5mm. We should point out that the given valu
is about 2.5–3 times as great askT and is typical of the
electroluminescence of InAs compounds. This probably
be associated not only with the presence of tails on the d
sity of states in the conduction band but also with the po
bility of radiative recombination in the region of the hete
oboundaries. However, for practical applications, such
width of the spectrum makes it possible to raise the detec
sensitivity by collecting the total absorption signal of a nu
ber of close-lying absorption lines of hydrocarbons. F
comparison, the fundamental absorption bands of meth
based on theHITRAN92 database,1 are shown in the upper par

82810828-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of the figure. Figure 1 also shows the emission spectrum
the test LED transmitted through an absorbing cell 2.5
long filled with methane at atmospheric pressure. The sh
of the spectrum corresponds to the absorption of radiation
hydrocarbons. The position of the maximum of the emiss
spectrum with the observed width of the LED spectrum
independent of the value of the injected current. When it w
cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature, the maximum shif
by 0.26mm toward shorter wavelengths with a mean rate
about 1.1 nm/K, which was less than the temperature de
dence of the band gap of InAs. As a whole, the spectral
electrical characteristics can be explained by quasi-interb
recombination in the volume of the active region, whi
agrees with the conclusions of previous papers.4,5

In the continuous regime, the output optical power of t
LED increased essentially linearly in the region of pumpi
currents up to 120 mA. The maximum continuous power w
130mW. When the working current was increased furth
the output power saturated, and the power decreased sh
~the power characteristic had a cutoff!. This was most likely
determined by Joule heating of the active region, since n
radiative processes predominate over radiative process
narrow-band semiconductors as temperature increases11 and,
as the temperature decreased, the output power increas
accordance with the dependenceP;exp(T/T0), with a char-
acteristic temperatureT0 of 56 K. At currents exceeding
150 mA ~about 200 A/cm2), the studies were carried out i
the pulsed pump regime. We estimated the maximum mo
lation frequency from the total rise and fall times of th

FIG. 1. Emission spectrum of an LED~curve1! recorded in the continuous
supply regime at room temperature. The FWHM of the emission spectru
0.5mm. The injection current is 120 mA dc. The absorption spectrum of
LED emission by methane at atmospheric pressure, recorded under the
conditions, is represented by curve2. The length of the sample cell wa
2.5 cm. The position and relative intensity of the absorption lines of m
ane, based on theHITRAN92 database,1 are shown for comparison in the uppe
part of the figure.
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radiation when the pump current was switched, which wa
about 50–100 ns at room temperature. Therefore, the mod
lation frequency in our measurements was limited to the fre
quency range below 10 MHz. This is sufficient for most ap
plications, since it allows modulation at frequencies
exceeding thermal noise.

To study the current regimes at which the maximum
pulsed radiation power is attained, measurements were ma
as a function of inverse duty factor (c52 –103) and current
pulsewidth (t53 ms–5ms!. Figure 2 shows the dependence
of the peak optical power on the current pulsewidth at a fixe
repetition rate. These power characteristics showed that t
pump-pulse parameters had a strong influence on the rad
tive recombination efficiency and the output optical power o
LEDs based on narrow-band compounds InAs/InAsSbP. Th
dependence for a pulsewidth of 3ms ~an inverse duty factor
of 2.6! in the region of small currents was close to the de
pendence obtained for the continuous supply regim
whereas the slope of the current–voltage characteristic va
ied as a function of the current amplitude for the curren
region above 100–150 mA. With a pulsed supply, a differ
ence in the efficiency was observed for the region of curren

is
e
me

-

FIG. 2. Peak power of an LED at room temperature vs pulsewidth at a fixe
pulse-repetition rate (f 5130 Hz!. The inset shows the effect of the duty
factor of the current pulse on the maximum peak power of the LED an
plots the dependences for injection currents of 0.4, 1, and 2 A. The highe
peak power is reached when the inverse duty factor is about 1.63102. The
squares in the inset correspond to a supply regime in which the inverse du
factor was varied by varying the current pulsewidth while the pulse
repetition rate was fixed at 130 Hz. The triangles correspond to a variab
repetition rate and a constant pulsewidth of about 1ms.
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come much stronger because of heating of the diode at
pump currents (I .0.6 A!. For shorter pulses, heating of th
diode begins to show up at large currents, and the ou
power of the diode increases virtually linearly with current
~1–2! A. As a whole, the measurements showed that sat
tion of the watt–ampere characteristics of the LEDs at h
pump levels weakens for pulses shorter than 0.5 ms.

The dependence of the output power on the inverse d
factor of the current was studied at various current am
tudes of 0.4, 1, and 2 A~see inset in Fig. 2!. In the inset, the
squares correspond to the supply regime in which the inv
duty factor was varied by varying the current pulsewid
while the pulse-repetition rate was fixed at 130 Hz. The
angles correspond to a variable repetition rate and a con
current pulsewidth of 1ms. All the dependences exhibite
the following common features: The maximum peak pow
was attained under supply conditions in which the inve
duty factor was about 102. When this value was exceede
we observed saturation and falloff of the output optic
power ~see the behavior found for injection currents of 0
and 1 A in the inset to Fig. 2!. The observed limitations
apparently arise, on one hand, because the pulsewidth be
to approach the intrinsic carrier lifetime and, on the oth
hand, from the limitation of the passband of the record
system. The maximum optical power attained was 2.4 mW
I 52 A, t55.0ms, andf 5130 Hz~an inverse duty factor o
1.63102). It should be pointed out that the given value e
ceeds the output optical power of HgCdTe LEDs, ab
0.048 mW (l53.2mm, I 515 mA!, larger pump currents o
which were impossible because of high series resista
(R;80V).3 Moreover, the powers obtained in this paper a
attractive by comparison with the results obtained earlier
InAs/InAsSbP LEDs: about 0.031 mW,5 0.33 mW
(I 5400 mA, inverse duty factor about 6!,6 0.4 mW
(I 5200 mA, inverse duty factor about 2!,7 and 0.05 mW
(I 5100 mA dc!8 at room temperature and the same wa
lengths.
830 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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at a wavelength of 3.3mm and a spectral width~FWHM! of
0.5mm. The diodes were developed for portable gas ana
ers to determine when the maximum permissible concen
tion is exceeded for the hydrocarbons methane, ethane,
pane, and other gases. It has been shown that a contin
optical power of 0.13 mW~dc! and a maximum peak optica
power of 2.4 mW~pulsewidth about 5.0ms, inverse duty fac-
tor about 102) can be attained at room temperature in diod
based on an InAs/InAsSbP double heterostructure. The c
acter of the dependence of the optical power of the LEDs
the pump-pulse parameters has been demonstrated.
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Vibrational instability of the charged interface of immiscible electrically

conductive liquids

A. I. Grigor’ev, D. F. Belonozhko, S. O. Shiryaeva, and S. I. Shchukin

Yaroslavl State University
~Submitted April 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 32–36~November 12, 1997!

This paper shows that, in an electrostatic field normal to the flat interface of two viscous
electrically conductive liquids, an oscillatory instability of the interface with periodically
increasing amplitude can be produced when the electrical conductivity of the upper
liquid is substantially greater than that of the lower one. Results are obtained by numerical
analysis of the dispersion equation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00611-3#

The problem of the stability of the interface of two im- m5r~Ak21s/n22k!2~Ak21s/n12k!,
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miscible liquids that differ in their physicochemical chara
teristics appears in explaining the ‘‘Dead Sea’’ effect,1 in
Rayleigh–Taylor instability theory, in the implosion metho
of a nuclear explosion,2 in inertial thermonuclear fusion,3

and in studying the stability of the interfaces of a multilay
liquid undergoing acceleration.4 Adding to the system an
electrostatic field normal to the interface naturally does
simplify the problem, since the possibility appears of dev
oping instability with respect to the charge accumulated
the interface.5,6 As will be shown below, besides aperiod
instability of the Tonks–Frenkel type,5,6 it is possible in the
system described here to have oscillatory instability.

The following discussion is based on a model of inco
pressible viscous conductive liquids filling all of space in
gravitational field. Let the unperturbed interface between
liquids coincide with theXY plane of a Cartesian coordina
system whoseZ axis is directed upwards in the directio
opposite to that in which the gravitational field acts. T
upper liquid, with kinematic viscosityn1 and densityr1,
filling half-spacez.0, is considered electrically conductiv
with conductivity s1 and permittivity«1. The lower liquid
fills the half-spacez,0 and possesses kinematic viscos
n2, densityr2, permittivity «2, and conductivitys2. We also
assume that the unperturbed interface of the liquids is ho
geneously charged with surface charge density¸ and pos-
sesses surface tension with coefficientg. We call the elec-
trostatic fields in the upper and lower regionsE1 and E2,
respectively.

The dispersion equation that describes the capillary m
tion of the liquid in the system under discussion, taking in
account the electric-charge relaxation effect, has the form7

2a2@s2~11sb!n1skud#2sk3HL

1~11sb!2@s4~r11!n24s2k3n2~r21!2d

14s3k2n~r21!m14rs4k]

1~11sb!@s3k2un1s3ku~r11!d

1k2~H1Ls!~s2m22skQn~r21!d!] 50, ~1!

where the following notation has been used:

n5r~Ak21s/n22k!1~Ak21s/n12k!,
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d5~Ak21s/n12k!~Ak21s/n12k!,

a25~11sb!@k~r21!2k3#1k2F,

s5
s1

s2
, «5

«1

«2
, b5

«11«2

4p~s11s2!
, r5r1 ,

u5W~12«s!bS 12
11s

11« D ,

FIG. 1. The real component ReS5ReS(s1 /s2) and the imaginary compo-
nent ImS5ImS(s1 /s2) of the frequency of capillary motions of a liquid v
the ratio of the conductivities of the upper liquid,s1, to that of the lower
liquid, s2, for k51, n50.1, «50.1, r50.01,b50.01, andW52.15.
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Dimensionless variables in whichg5r25g51 were
used in writing dispersion Eq.~1!, where the characteristi
scales of the dimensional quantities have the form

s* 5S r2g3

g D 1/4

, k* 5S r2g

g D 1/2

, r* 5r2 ,

n1* 5
g

r2g3
, n2* 5

g

r2g3
, b* 5S g

r2g3D 1/4

,

W* 5Argg.

Numerical analysis of the dispersion equation~1! shows
that, besides the usual spectrum of capillary wave moti
produced in such systems~for example, see Refs. 8 and 9!,
wave motions with exponentially increasing amplitude a
pear in the system when the densities are small and the
trical conductivities of the upper medium are large; i.e.,
cillatory instability of the interface manifests itself, as can
seen from Fig. 1. The physical meaning of the appearanc
832 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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interface is associated with the excitation of thermal capill
waves by waves of electric charge redistributed along
interface ~accompanied by pressure waves of the elec
field!. When the electrical conductivity of the upper mediu
is much greater than that of the lower medium, the wave
the redistributed charge in the upper medium outruns that
the lower medium and transmits additional energy to it. B
if the density of the upper medium is much less than tha
the lower medium~as is true in the case analyzed here!, the
interface develops an oscillatory instablity. To all appe
ances, it is just such instability that appeared in the exp
ments of M. D. Gabovichet al.10,11

1L. N. Sretenski�, Theory of the Wave Motions of a Liquid~Nauka, Mos-
cow, 1977!.

2E. Fermi, Collected papers (Note e memorie)~University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1962–65; Nauka, Moscow 1972!, pp. 490–501@Russian#.

3M. Sapir and D. Havazelet, J. Phys. D18, 41 ~1985!.
4M. J. Lyell and M. Roh, AIAA J.29, 1894~1991!.
5L. Tonks, Phys. Rev.48, 562 ~1935!.
6Ya. L. Frenkel’, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.6, No. 4, 348~1936!.
7J. R. Melcher and C. V. Smith, Phys. Fluids12, 778 ~1969!.
8O. A. Grigor’ev and S. O. Shiryaeva, Izv. Ross. Akad. Nauk SSSR MZ
No. 1, 98~1996!.

9S. O. Shiryaeva, A. I. Grigor’ev, V. A. Koromyslov, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fi
22, No. 4, 89~1996! @Tech. Phys. Lett.22, 173 ~1996!#.

10M. D. Gabovich and V. Ya. Poritski�, PisUma Zh. E´ ksp. Teor. Fiz.33, 320
~1981! @JETP Lett.33, 304 ~1981!#.

11M. D. Gabovich and V. A. Khomich, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.13, 673
~1987! @Sov. Tech. Phys. Lett.13, 279 ~1987!#.
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Global stochastic particles in a field-reversed configuration

V. I. Khvesyuk, A. V. Khvesyuk, and A. N. Lyakhov

High-Energy Machine Construction Research Institute, N. E´ . Bauman Moscow State Technical University
~Submitted October 23, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 37–39~November 12, 1997!

This paper discusses the dynamics of the fusion products of the D–He3 reaction in a field-
reversed configuration, with application to a reactor regime with a large value of the plasmab. It
shows that, under the conditions in the Artemis-L design@H. Momota and Y. Tomita, J.
Plasma Fusion Res.69, 801 ~1993!#, the motion of protons with an initial energy of 14.1 MeV is
strongly stochasticized. The confinement time of these particles and the energy transfer
from the fusion products to the plasma are very small. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00711-8#

According to the design concept of Artemis-L,1 the
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value of b for a D–He reactor based on a field-reverse
configuration~FRC! must be about 0.9, while the extern
magnetic field in the symmetry plane of the trap~outside the
separatrix! is B56.7 T. In connection with the developme
of the concept of a D–He3 reactor based on an FRC, one
the important problems is to calculate the energy excha
between the fusion products~protons and alpha particles!
and the plasma. In this connection, the present paper
cusses the proton dynamics under such conditions.

Note that the dynamics of the particles in an FRC ha
been studied in a number of papers.2,3 However, questions
associated with the confinement of the high-energy prod
of the D–He3 reaction as applied to an FRC have not y
been analyzed. This paper uses the model of Ref. 4 of
magnetic field for an FRC~Fig. 1!, which takes into accoun

• the presence of a magnetic field both inside and outs
the separatrix,

• the finite value of the plasmab and the attenuation o
the magnetic field inside the separatrix caused by
value, and

• the geometrical size and the magnitude of the exte
magnetic field in the symmetry plane of the FRC, co
responding to the design of Artemis-L.1

The stream function of the magnetic field inside t
separatrix was taken in the form4
d
l

t
f
ge

is-

e

cts
t
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2 a b

whereB052T. The field created by the magnetic system
Bz(r 5aw ,z50)56.7 T; a51 m, andb58 m.1

The results of the calculations showed that taking in
account the attenuation of the internal magnetic field cau
the motion of the high-energy protons to be highly nonad
batic. The result that their motion is stochastized at an ene
of 14.1 MeV. Figure 2 shows the trajectory of a proton wi
such an energy on theR–Z plane. A particle in motion, in a
manner of speaking, feels the entire surface of the separa
finds the narrow opening in the magnetic field near theX
point, and leaves the plasma. It can be seen that the trajec
of such particles covers the entire volume of the plasma.
therefore propose to call them ‘‘global stochastic particles
in distinction to local stochastic particles, which are confin
in the reactor.

As a rule, the confinement time of such protons is le
than te;1024 sec. However, the characteristic relaxatio
time ~for the case of a thermonuclear plasma with a dens
of n0'1021 m23) is ts'0.6 sec. The global stochastic pa
ticles ~the fusion products! will consequently transfer only a
small part of their energy to the plasma.
-
FIG. 1. Radial distribution of the magnetic field in a field
reversed configuration.
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-
FIG. 2. Stochastic motion of a high
energy proton withE514.1 MeV.
Note that increasing the magnetic field inside the sepa-
n
n

a
,
he
ac

count the possibility of global stochastization of the reaction

ratrix by a factor of 2–3 provides substantially better co
finement of the high-energy protons. Such an increase ca
produced either by reducing theb of the plasma for the
given external field of 6.7 T or by increasing the extern
magnetic field while maintaining theb of the plasma. Thus
in estimating the given values of the magnetic field in t
D–He3 plasma of an FRC, it is necessary to take into
834 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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products.

1H. Momota and Y. Tomita, J. Plasma Fusion Res.69, 801 ~1993!.
2M. Y. Hsiao and G. H. Miley, Nucl. Fusion24, 1029~1984!.
3M. Y. Hsiao and G. H. Miley, Phys. Fluids28, 1440~1985!.
4L. Steinhauer, Phys. Fluids B2, 3081~1990!.
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Effect of the post-growth defect system on the orientation of a flat interphase boundary

hed
in PbTiO 3 crystals

E. A. Dul’kin and V. G. Gavrilyachenko

Scientific Research Institute of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics, Rostov State University
~Submitted October 30, 1996; accepted for publication June 11, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 40–44~November 12, 1997!

Optical microscopy and acoustic emission have been used to study the phase transition in
PbTiO3 crystals. It is established that the acoustic-emission activity depends on the angle between
the normal to the interphase boundary and the direction of a uniform temperature gradient.
It is shown that the orientation of the interphase boundary is determined by the post-growth defect
system of the crystals. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00811-2#

It is known that a phase transition occurs in PbTiO3 the technique of Ref. 3. The crystal is placed on the polis
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7/1
crystals because of the displacement of one or several
interphase boundaries. In lamellar crystals with dimensi
a.b@h ~@001# axis alongh), in the most general case, di
ferently oriented interphase boundaries appear simu
neously during the phase transition because of the diffe
growth rates along the indicated axes. By placing a lame
crystal in the field of a uniform temperature gradient¹T and
rotating it around an axis perpendicular to the develop
faces, it is possible to observe the successive formatio
interphase boundaries of definite orientations.1

In certain crystals that initially have ana–c domain
structure in which thec domains dominate, it was observe
that when an isothermal surface was oriented along~010!, a
~023! interphase boundary formed in the crystals. When
isothermal surface occupied the~230! position, instead of an
interphase boundary with the same indices, an interf
boundary appeared consisting of a combination of~023! and
~320! boundaries. When an isothermal surface was orien
along ~320!, an interface boundary with the same indic
appeared in the crystals. When the crystals were rotated
ther, single wedges appeared, limiting sections of the~320!
and ~230! boundaries. After a complete rotation by 90
when an isothermal surface occupied a~100! position, the
number of wedges increased, and the interphase boun
became complicated. The appearance of 90° wedge-sh
twins displaced behind the interphase boundary was
served in the ferroelectric phase, while the crystals beca
a-domain.

To explain the observed features of the formation of
interphase boundary, Ref. 1 assumed that conditions w
created during bulk crystallization in which a definite syste
of defects arises that acts similarly to mechanical clamp
and impedes the crystals from lengthening in the direction
the most rapid growth~the @010# axis, alonga), thereby lim-
iting the possible positions of the interphase boundary
similar phenomenon has also often been observed in vi
crystals with an initiala-domain structure.

To experimentally check the given assumption, we u
acoustic emission, whose high sensitivity made it possibl
establish the effect of the post-growth defect system on
process of phase work-hardening in PbTiO3 crystals.2 We
studied specially chosen virgina-domain PbTiO3 crystals by

835 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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end of a quartz acoustic waveguide introduced from be
into a furnace mounted on the chassis of a polarization
croscope. The flat heaters of the furnace are arranged s
metrically along both sides of the waveguide and are s
plied from two adjustable independent current sourc
which makes it possible to create a temperature gradient.
simultaneously measured the acoustic-emission activityṄ
and observed the interphase boundaries of the crystal
they underwent a phase transition to the ferroelectric ph
in the field of a temperature gradient¹T515 °C/cm with a
heating and cooling rate of 1–2 °C/min.

Microphotographs of one of the crystals as it was s
cessively rotated around the@001# axis are shown in Fig. 1a
and the corresponding acoustic-emission valuesṄ appear in
Fig. 2. A ~023! interphase boundary and the correspond

FIG. 1. Microphotographs of the~023! interphase boundary, which main
tains its orientation as thea-domain crystal PbTiO3 rotates relative to the
direction of temperature gradient¹T ~magnification320).

83510835-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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a–c domain structure~Fig. 1a! were formed in the crysta
during the first thermal cycle. However, after the phase tr
sition was complete, the initiala-domain structure was re
stored in the crystal. When the crystal was rotated furth
only a ~023! interphase boundary was formed~Figs. 1b–1d!,
and thea-domain structure was restored after each ph
transition. Optical observations showed that the interph
boundary moved smoothly, without slowdowns or jerks,
approximately the same rate for all angles between@010#
and¹T.

However, theṄ(a) dependence has an extremal char
ter ~Fig. 2!. As can be seen, as rotation progresses,Ṅ in-

FIG. 2. Acoustic-emission activityṄ vs anglea between the normal to the
interphase boundary and the direction of temperature gradient¹T for suc-
cessive rotations of ana-domain PbTiO3 crystal around the@001# axis.
836 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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sponds to the maximum angle between the interph
boundary and¹T, and then again decreases. Similar dep
dences are observed in the other quadrants:Ṅ has maxima at
a5135°, 225° and 315°. A repeated complete rotation c
firmed this result, but, when a third rotation was attempted
crack appeared in the crystal ata545°, cleaving the phase
boundary, and further investigation became meaningless

The observed constancy of the domain structure and
position of the interphase boundary confirm the assump
that the post-growth defect system exerts blocking act
similar to clamping of the crystal. Since, in this case, it is t
c component that disappears in the phase structure afte
phase transition is complete, it is obvious that this clamp
occurs over the thickness of the crystal. The increase ofṄ at
definite rotation angles corresponds to strengthening of
dislocation generation4 as a result of relaxation of the me
chanical stresses developed during the attempt of the in
phase boundary to reorient itself to correspond to¹T.

It is also obvious that it is the evolving stresses th
cause the crystals to fracture. Earlier studies show that m
PbTiO3 crystals do not survive long thermal cycling but us
ally fracture.5 As shown in this paper, virgina-domain
PbTiO3 crystals do not survive even a few cycles, which
explained by the high density of their post-growth defect

1E. G. Fesenko, V. G. Gavrilyachenko, and A. F. Semenchev,Domain
Structure of Multiaxial Ferroelectric Crystals@in Russian# ~Izd. RGU,
Rostov-on-Don, 1990!.

2V. G. Gavrilyachenko, E. A. Dul’kin, and A. F. Semenchev, Fiz. Tver
Tela 37, 1229~1995! @Phys. Solid State37, 668 ~1995!#.

3E. A. Dul’kin, V. G. Gavrilyachenko, A. F. Semenchev, Fiz. Tverd. Te
34, 1628~1992! @Phys. Solid State34, 863 ~1992!#.

4V. S. Boyko, R. I. Garber, A. M. Kossevich,Reversible Crystal Plasticity
~American Inst. of Physics, New York, 1994!.

5E. A. Dul’kin, Kristallografiya39, 738 ~1994! @Crystallogr. Rep.39, 669
~1994!#.
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Structure of the short-lived absorption and luminescence spectra of barium

re
and calcium fluorides accompanying pulsed electron irradiation
V. F. Shtan’ko and E. P. Chinkov

Tomsk Polytechnic University
~Submitted April 28, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 45–50~November 12, 1997!

It is established that the optical absorption in the hole and electron components of autolocalized
excitons in BaF2 excited by a pulsed electron beam consists of a collection of overlapping
bands with a half-width no greater than 0.1 eV. Simultaneous subexcitation with the stimulated
emission of II–VI semiconductors made it possible to isolate three groups of bands,
caused, by analogy with CaF2 @Phys. Solid State39, 1060~1997!#, by different configurations of
autolocalized excitons in the fluorite lattice. The process of radiative decay of autolocalized
excitons in CaF2 and BaF2 when they are optically excited in the region of the electron component
of the absorption has been detected. The spectral rate parameters of the radiation that
appears during simultaneous subexcitation coincide with the characteristics of the radiation
ascribed earlier to core–valence transitions. The photostimulated variation of the absorption spectra
of autolocalized excitons is accompanied by selective variation of the luminescence spectra
of autolocalized excitons, which also is evidence of their complex spectral content. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00911-7#

In studying the formation mechanisms of the primary Electron irradiation of the fluorites at room temperatu
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7/1
products of the radiolysis of complex substances, the pr
lem arises of analyzing the absorption and luminesce
spectra. It is usually solved by using the Alentsev–Fo
method.1 Spectra with a complex spectral and kinetic cont
can be analyzed by the double excitation method2, in which
the first ~radiation! pulse is used to create defects, and
second~laser! pulse is used to subexcite them. However
set of lasers with tunable wavelength and with sufficie
emission power is needed for selective excitation in a w
spectral range, and this complicates the technique and ca
material expenditures.

The problem of selective subexcitation can be solved
using the pulsed cathodoluminescence of direct semicon
tors from the II–VI group~and their solid solutions! and the
III–V group, which have a stimulated character at high e
citation levels (W.0.05 J/cm2).3,4 The absolute energy out
put of the stimulated emission increases with increasing
citation density all the way to the threshold values that ca
brittle breakdown of the material, while the energy reach
tens of millijoules.3 This set of semiconductors makes it po
sible to obtain stimulated emission in the spectral ran
1.6–3.7 eV.5 The position of the maximum of the stimulate
emission spectrum is fine-tuned by choosing the geom
and the excitation density.4

The stimulated emission of ZnSe (hnmax52.609 eV,
d50.011 eV! and CdSe (hnmax51.854 eV,d50.015 eV! is
used in this paper to study the short-lived absorption
luminescence spectra of barium and calcium fluorides
cited by a pulse of accelerated electrons with the parame
Emax50.26 MeV, t512 ns, andW50.2 J/cm2. The tech-
nique of precision measurements of the spectrum is sim
to that used in Ref. 6. The samples for the studies w
nominally pure crystals grown by the Stockbarger meth
The residual impurity concentration was less th
1025 mol%. The luminescence spectra were not correcte

837 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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results in the formation of autolocalized excitons.Their
optical absorption and luminescence spectra are ordina
represented as broad bands with weakly resolved struc
which is usually ascribed to measurement errors.

Figure 1~curve1! shows the optical absorption spect
of a BaF2 crystal, measured 10 ns after the end of a pulse
electrons. It can be seen from the data of the figure that
spectrum has a complex spectral content, even thoug
form ~the envelope of the bands! it qualitatively matches
those measured earlier.7,8 Moreover, we were the first to de
tect absorption in thehn.5 eV region, which is character
ized by a shorter relaxation time (t<100 ns! than the autolo-
calized exciton lifetime (t5400 ns,hn54.5 eV,T5295 K!.

The use of the Alentsev–Fock method made it possib6

to partially resolve the complex absorption spectrum in
CaF2 crystal into groups of bands in which one transitio
from the region of the electron component of the autoloc
ized exciton absorption corresponded to two or three tra
tions from the region of the hole component. The comp
spectral content of the short-lived absorption in the Ba2

crystal~Fig. 1, curve1! suggests that such transitions~groups
of bands! are present, but they are hard to isolate becaus
strong overlap and similar decay coefficients.

Simultaneous subexcitation of the BaF2 crystal with
CdSe radiation results in selective variations~Fig. 1, curve2!
in the short-lived absorption spectrum and promotes a m
distinct resolution of the total spectrum into separate ban
The arrows in Fig. 1 show groups of bands isolated acco
ing to the relative increase~decrease! of the optical density
during subexcitation.

The use of optical subexcitation also makes it possible
explain the complex content of the luminescence spectrum
autolocalized excitons in BaF2 (hnmax54 eV, t5400 ns,
T5295 K!: Both increases and decreases~about 4 eV! in the
luminescence intensity can be observed over the spec

83710837-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Optical absorption spectra~1, 2! and lumines-
cence spectra~3, 4! of a BaF2 crystal measured at
295 K 10 ns after the end of a pulse of accelerated el
trons. Spectra2 and4 are measured with simultaneou
subexcitation by CdSe radiation. Curve5 is the differ-
ence of spectra3 and4.
~Fig. 1, curves3–5!. Moreover, in the region of rapidly
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damped luminescence (hnmax55.6 eV, t,1 ns!, whose na-
ture has not been conclusively established,8,9 a band can be
distinguished with a maximum at about 5.2 eV, in which t
luminescence damping time was less than the time resolu
of the measurement channel~about 10 ns!. The appearance
of this luminescence is unambiguous evidence of radia
recombination of autolocalized excitons from excited sta
populated during optical subexcitation in the electron co
ponent of the absorption.

A similar radiative decay effect of autolocalized excito
is detected in a CaF2 crystal when it is optically subexcite
by stimulated ZnSe emission~see the inset in Fig. 2!. Unlike
BaF2, rapidly damped luminescence in CaF2 appears only

FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectra~1, 2! of a CaF2 crystal, measured a
295 K 10 ns after the end of a pulse of accelerated electrons. Spectrum2 is
measured with simultaneous subexcitation with ZnSe radiation. Curve3 is
the difference of spectra1 and2. Curve4 was obtained by resolving spectr
2 and3 by the Alentsev–Fock method. The inset shows the spectral con
of the fast~5! and slow~6! components of the luminescence damping
CaF2 with simultaneous subexcitation by ZnSe radiation.
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assume that this is associated with more efficient de-exci
action of ZnSe radiation on CaF2 crystals. Actually, it can be
seen from the data in Fig. 2 that optical subexcitation
accompanied by selective changes~curve 3! over the entire
spectrum~compare curves1 and 2!. The application of the
Alentsev–Fock method to resolve the spectrum obtained
ing the subexcitation of CaF2 by ZnSe radiation makes i
possible to explain the more complex structure in the reg
of the electron component of the absorption of autolocaliz
excitons~curve4!, which substantially supplements the da
of Ref. 6.

Thus, the use of the pulsed cathodoluminescence
semiconductors as a source of selective subexcitation
made it possible for the first time to establish the presenc
complex structure in the optical absorption and luminesce
spectra of autolocalized excitons in BaF2, to additionally in-
terpret the spectral structure in the region of the elect
component of the absorption of autolocalized excitons
CaF2, and to detect the photostimulated radiative decay
autolocalized excitons both in BaF2 and in CaF2. The result-
ing regularities require a substantial correction to be mad
the concepts of the structure of autolocalized excitons
crystals with the fluorite lattice.
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Suppression of plasma fluctuations in the transition to the improved-confinement

the
regime when the current is raised rapidly in the FT-2 tokamak
V. N. Budnikov, V. V. Bulanin, A. V. Vers, L. A. Esipov, E. R. Its, S. I. Lashkul,
A. V. Petrov, and A. Yu. Tukachinski 

St. Petersburg State Technical University, A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute,
Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 4, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 51–57~November 12, 1997!

Collective scattering of CO2-laser radiation is used to study the microturbulence of the plasma in
the FT-2 tokamak when the current is rapidly raised, while the magnetic-field shear is
varied appreciably. The experiment exhibited suppression of the plasma fluctuations, the
appearance time of which was correlated with the transition of the discharge to the improved-
confinement regime. The resulting data are evidence that the suppression of the oscillations
occurred predominantly in the central zone of the tokamak, and a suppression-extending
phenomenon or hysteresis is detected. The evolution of the spectral characteristics of the
fluctuations during the suppression is analyzed, using model calculations of the magnetic-field
shear. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01011-2#

A transition to an improved-confinement regime in the laser beam in the volume of the plasma was measured,
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central regions of the plasma has recently been attaine
large tokamaks by creating negative magnetic-field sh
~see, for example, Ref. 1!. Strong suppression~by a factor of
up to 40! of the transport rates of the charged particles a
energy has been detected. In connection with these resul
elucidate how perturbations of theq(r ) profile affect plasma
confinement in small tokamaks, experiments with a rapid
of plasma currentI p were undertaken on the FT-2 tokama
(R55 cm, a58 cm, Bt52.2 T!.2 A current increaseDI p

from 22 to 30 kA maintained for 3 ms produced a transiti
to a regime with an increase by as much as a factor of
the charged-particle lifetime and the ion energy. A simi
transition was also observed in discharges which combi
raising of the current and additional heating by rf radiation
the lower-hybrid range~LHR!. The aggregate of experimen
tal data2 indicated that a transport barrier similar to that o
served on large toroidal devices appears in the centra
gions of the discharge.

According to theoretical concepts, the transition to t
improved-confinement regime is associated in the fi
analysis with suppression of turbulent fluctuations of
plasma.4 To experimentally determine this connection, stu
ies of the behavior of small-scale plasma turbulence~0.01–
1 cm! were carried out on the FT-2 tokamak by the meth
of collective scattering of CO2-laser radiation at smal
angles. The diagnostic system developed on the FT-2 per
ted parallel analysis of theK spectrum of the fluctuations.3

Homodyne detection was used to simultaneously record
scattering at fluctuations of four different spatial scales
the wave-number rangeK'56.3–40 cm21 and in the fre-
quency region from 0.02 to 2 MHz. The laser beam w
directed along the central vertical chord of the minor cro
section (X50) and along peripheral chords at distanc
X516 cm and16.5 cm from the axis of the discharge to
ward the outer circumference of the torus. At small scatter
angles, under the conditions of the experiment on the FT
when the radiation scattered over the entire length of
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power spectraPs(F) of the output signals of the detecto
was determined from the integral of the local power sp
trum of the electron-density fluctuations along the ent
probing chord.

Figure 1a compares the time dependence of the rela
value of Ps /(^ne&)

2, averaged in the band of frequenciesF
from 100 to 800 kHz, for an ohmic discharge and a discha
with a current increase ofDI p . The power is normalized to
the square mid-chord plasma density^ne& in order to elimi-
nate from consideration the increase ofPs because of the
increase of̂ ne& always observed during a current rise a
lower-hybrid heating. The data for the two wave numbe
K' obtained by central probing (X50) are represented in
the same arbitrary units. It can be seen that switching
additional current immediately reduced the fluctuation lev
It is noteworthy that a low turbulence level was maintain
for a long time after the flat part of the additional curre
pulse ended.

This time dependence in the suppression of small-sc
fluctuations correlates with a long time of existence of a h
level of plasma density when improved confinement
charged particles occurs.2 A decrease of the fluctuation in
tensity was also noted in combined discharges~LHR1DI p)
~see Fig. 1b!. This attenuation of the fluctuations was loca
ized in the wave number range 15–25 cm21. As in the case
with a current rise, the low fluctuation level was noted for
long time, which corresponded to the increase of the confi
ment time of the ion energy detected in the same discharg2

In considering the resulting data, it should be kept in mi
that the radiation scattered in a volume extending along
entire vertical probing chord was recorded in the experime
Therefore, the relatively small decrease of the output sign
of the photodetectors~Fig. 1! can actually reflect the fact o
strong suppression of the fluctuations in a narrow inter
along the minor radius of the tokamak.

It was impossible to directly determine in the measu
ments the zone of greatest suppression. However, by shi

83910839-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the scattering volume along the major radius of the tokam
it was possible to indirectly estimate the spatial region
which the microturbulence was suppressed. Measurem
undertaken with this purpose, with peripheral placemen
the probing chord, showed that the fluctuation level eit
does not change at all as the current is raised or decre
slightly only at the beginning of the additional current puls
These data are apparently evidence that, at least 2 ms
the beginning of the current increase, the suppression of fl
tuations, unlike the usual L–H transition~see Ref. 4! covers
the central region of the discharge (r ,5 cm!.

Other indirect data on the position of the zone in whi
microturbulence is suppressed can be obtained from spe
measurements of the scattered radiation. Figure 2 shows
time evolution of the relative fluctuation spect
Ps(F)/(^ne&)

2 in the regime with a current rise, obtaine
with central probing. It can be seen that, with the beginn
of the current rise, noted in Fig. 2 by a vertical line, t
fluctuations begin to be suppressed in a wide freque
band. This band, which corresponds to a reduced oscilla
level even in the ohmic stage of the discharge, is clea
displaced asK' increases toward higher frequencies. T
spectral suppression zone becomes narrower after 3 ms b
observable up to 10 ms after the start of the additional c
rent. The shift of the suppression region with increasingK'

allows an interpretation based on the fact that the appear
of each frequency component in the spectra is determine

FIG. 1. ~a! Time dependence of the relative value ofPs /(^ne&)
2 for the

ohmic regime of the discharge~1, 3! and for a discharge with a curren
increase~2, 4! for central probing (X50); K'512.7 cm21 for 1 and2, and
K'518.2 cm21 for 3 and4. ~b! The same in the ohmic~5, 7! and combined
regimes~LHR1DI p) ~6, 8!; 5, 6—K'512.7 cm21; 7, 8—K'518.2 cm21.
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the Doppler shiftF5K'Vu /2p (Vu is the poloidal propaga-
tion rate of the oscillations!, while the presence of man
frequency components in thePs(F) spectrum for fixedK' is
mainly associated with the radial inhomogeneity ofVu in the
scattering volume extending along the entire vertical cho
If Ps is represented in the form of a dependence on velo
Vu ~Fig. 2!, it can be seen that the suppression at the ini
stage of the current rise manifests itself for differentK' in
approximately the same wide region of velociti
Vu553104–23105 cm/sec. As time passes, this interv
narrows to a range close toVu'105 cm/sec. For a known
radial profileVu (r ), this range can be correlated in veloci
with the region of suppression of fluctuations over the min
radius. According to neoclassical estimates, a velocity
105 cm/sec corresponds to a gradient region withr'4 cm.

Thus, suppression of small-scale plasma fluctuation
observed when the current is raised. The period during wh
this suppression is observed correlates with the time du
which improved confinement of the charged particles and

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the relative fluctuation spectraPs(F)/(^ne&)
2 in

a regime with a current rise with central probing.
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fluctuation suppression can be associated with the app
ance of regions with negative or zero magnetic-field sh
s5(r /q)dq/dr. The evolution of theq(r ) profile and ac-
cordingly of s(r ) under the conditions of the FT-2 tokama
were estimated by modelling the process of the current
by means of theASTRA code. This modelling showed that
region with a flattened distributions(r ).0 appears at the
beginning of the current pulse at the periphery of the d
charge and, as time passes, moves toward the axis o
discharge, where a wide zone withs'0 is formed in 1.5–
2 ms. However, as can be seen from Fig. 2, strong supp
sion of the fluctuations in a wide spectral band was obser
even before the appearance of the region withs'0 in the
central zone. It can be assumed that, under the condition
the experiment, the suppression of oscillations is associ
with a small time-dependent flattening of the profile w
s(r ).0, which arise as the current diffuses. However,
fact that the fluctuations are immediately suppressed ov
wide frequency region makes the assumption more lik
that the decrease of the turbulence level is associated
rapid reconstruction of the rotational shear. Such a rec
struction can be expected, for example, because the ra
the Ware pinching varies when a strongly inhomogene
longitudinal electric field appears in the plasma.2 As shown
by the modelling, the perturbed distributionq(r ) relaxes to
841 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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current in the plasma in the relatively short time of 5 m
Therefore, the maintenance of a reduced fluctuation leve
long times (.5 ms! is a form of hysteresis phenomeno
apparently not associated with the deformation ofq(r ).
Similar phenomena are noted in large tokamaks and are
firmed in various models of the transition to improved co
finement~see, for example, Ref. 5!.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 97-02-18119!,
INTAS ~Grant 94-2236!, and INTAS–RFBI ~Grant 95-
1351!.
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Zinc oxide whiskers

ich
B. M. Ataev, I. K. Kamilov, and V. V. Mamedov

Physics Institute, Dagestan Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, Makhachkala
~Submitted April 29, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 58–63~November 12, 1997!

This paper describes the first experiments on the production of zinc oxide whiskers in air without
crystallization chambers or reactors, using CO2-laser radiation. The features of their exciton
luminescence are studied, and they are compared with bulk single crystals and epitaxial layers
of ZnO. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01111-7#

Interest in crystal whiskers arises from a number of un-all thermal losses and the deepening of the crater, wh
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usual properties that they have, in particular mechan
strength close to the theoretical limit and from the possibi
of obtaining submicron structures and in general of study
the growth mechanisms and kinetics of the crystal in
one-dimensional approximation.1 It is well known that zinc
oxide has a tendency to form an acicular habit of sing
crystal whiskers extended along theC axis and, depending
on the process parameters, attaining a length of from sev
microns to several centimeters~see, for example, Refs. 2 an
3!. It is also well known that the use of laser radiation mak
it possible to grow single crystals by a crucible-free meth
in an arbitrary atmosphere, including vacuum.4,5 Moreover,
the simplicity of the method, the low thermal lag, and t
free access for observing the crystallization front broaden
experimental possibilities for studying the crystallizati
processes, including those affected by external fields.

In this paper, we describe the first experiments on
production of zinc oxide whiskers in air—without crystall
zation chambers or reactors—using laser radiation. Ther
also interest in studying the features of the exciton lumin
cence of filamentary microcrystals and in comparing th
with bulk single crystals and epitaxial layers of zinc oxide

A commercial LG-25 cw CO2 laser with a power of
25 W was used in the experiments. When a Ge lens w
f 520 cm was used for focusing, the power density on
surface of a pellet reached 105 W/cm2. Pellets prepresse
from VHP powdered zinc oxide, about 1 cm in diameter a
height, were annealed in a muffle furnace at a temperatur
800 °C for 1 h toensure mechanical strength. The irradiati
procedure took 1–3 min. After a short time~about 10 sec! in
the local irradiation region, the temperature reaches the v
~direct measurements are made difficult both by the size
the samples and by the substantial temperature gradient! nec-
essary to decompose the zinc oxide:Tdec>1800°. The begin-
ning of the decomposition of the material in the region of t
focus and homogeneous formation of ZnO at a distance
1 cm from the focal region could be seen with the naked
from a jet of white smoke directed straight upwards. A pu
finely dispersed powder of zinc oxide with a grain size
greater than 10 nm was condensed on a cold glass subs
placed in the jet of smoke at a distance of 1–3 cm from
focal point, whereas the initial powder possessed a grain
of 1 mm. A liquid phase (Tm>1950 °C! apparently forms
after a certain time needed to reachTm , taking into account
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slows them down.
Reference 6 pointed out that the liquid can be swept

of a shallow crater by the recoil force of the vapors if th
act for a long enough time and if the irradiation zone
small, which corresponds to our case. When the edge of
crater is formed, sweeping out of the liquid, along with r
moval of matter in the gas phase, can play an apprecia
role if the radiation intensity does not exceed the threshold
developed vaporization. The possibility of melting under t
conditions of the experiment, at least inside the crater
indicated by vitrification of the inner surfaces of the cra
and of the opening observed under a microscope after cr
ing open the pellet. We were especially interested in t
question, since, because the decomposition and melting
peratures of zinc oxide are very different, it is consider
problematical to melt it under ordinary conditions. At th
same time, the presence of at least a quasi-liquid phase, c
to the state of a dense gas and containing relatively ac
growth sections, is essential in the PZhK growth model
whiskers.1

The size of the crater in the irradiation region reach
3–4 mm, depending on the time and the initial power de
sity. Bumps or thickenings visible to the naked eye a
formed on the edges of the crater. When they are exam
under a microscope with moderate magnification~10–100!,
it is clear that the edge of the crater consists of discrete o
formations about 1 mm across, separated from each othe
the same distance. A fragment of the crater’s edge is sh
in Fig. 1. It can be seen that whiskers grow in radial dire
tions on each such formation, excluding their inner coni
surface, close to the irradiation zone. The size of these c
tals reached several millimeters along theC axis, and severa
microns in directions perpendicular to theC axis. X-ray
structural measurements were made difficult by the size
the samples.

The length of the acicular crystals made it possible
excite photoluminescence by submerging a pellet with cr
tals directly into liquid nitrogen. To monitor it, in order t
avoid recording the radiation of the pellet itself, the excit
luminescence of individual whiskers pressed between
transparent sapphire substrates was also studied. The ex
luminescence was excited by the 313-nm line of a merc
lamp and a N2 laser. The spectra were recorded using s
chronous detection and an SPM-2 monochromator wit
photomultiplier.

84210842-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Microphotograph of a fragment of the edge of a crat
illustrating the radial growth direction of zinc oxide whiskers
A characteristic exciton luminescence spectrum of zinc
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oxide whiskers, obtained at 77 K, is shown in Fig. 2, curve1.
For comparison, the same figure shows the exciton lumin
cence spectra of texturized layers and of single crystals
epitaxial layers of ZnO~curves2 and3, respectively!. It can
be seen that the fundamental bands of the epitaxial lay
observed in the whiskers, are close to 369.3, 374.3,
382.6 nm. At the same time, the radiation of the 367.2-
peak, corresponding to the annihilation of a free Al excit
~see, for example, Ref. 7! and a series of subsequent equid
tant bands—the phonon sidebands of Al—predominate in
spectra of single crystals and of perfect epitaxial layers
zinc oxide.

The band withlmax at 369.3 nm was identified earlier a
the radiation of an exciton associated with the neutral do
JD .8 The exciton luminescence of the whiskers has the f
tures that the radiation from the free Al exciton is absent,
radiation in the band ofJD is relatively weak, and the inten
sity of the 1LO band is anomalously high. Since bulk sing
crystals and high-quality epitaxial layers are dominated

FIG. 2. Exciton luminescence spectra of whiskers~1!, texturized films~2!,
single crystals, and epitaxial layers~3! of zinc oxide at 77 K.
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intensity ratio,7 the features of whiskers pointed out abov
as well as the broadening of the phonon sidebands, are in
opinion evidence that they have a significant number of
fects.

Reference 1 explains the high mechanical strength
whiskers relative to bulk single crystals in terms of their hi
structural perfection~for thicknesses less than 1mm!, asso-
ciated with a decreased probability that the crystallizat
front will capture liquid inclusions, which cause the grow
of dislocations during solidification. This is apparently val
for whiskers obtained under special conditions~closer to
steady state!. In our case, with temperature gradients exce
ing 103 K/cm, it is obvious that there are substantial m
chanical stresses that are associated with the presence o
fects and, as a consequence, with the observed features o
exciton luminescence of zinc oxide whiskers.

The authors are grateful to A. Kh. Abdulev for help
carrying out the experiment.
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The degree of relative ordering accompanying a nonequilibrium phase transition

le-
in a system consisting of a thin film of high-temperature current-carrying
superconductor and boiling coolant

V. N. Skokov

Thermal Physics Institute, Ural Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg
~Submitted June 9, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 64–68~November 12, 1997!

From experimental implementations of thermal oscillations in the region of a nonequilibrium
phase transition accompanying the Joule self-heating of thin films of high-temperature
superconductors in boiling nitrogen, an estimate is made of the relative ordering of the system,
using theS-theorem criterion. It is shown that, according to this criterion, the two-phase
state of the system is more ordered than the homogeneous single-phase state. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01211-1#

Self-organization processes accompanying nonequilib-librium phase transition. Different regimes can be imp
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rium phase transitions have attracted the attention of inv
tigators for many years. The criteria for self-organization
this case remain an issue of high priority. Yu. L. Klimonto
ich formulated a criterion for the relative degree of orderi
of open systems, based on theS theorem~see, for example
Refs. 1–4!. In particular, it was concluded in Ref. 4 that, fo
type-II phase transitions, the subcritical state (T,Tc) is
more ordered than the supercritical state (T.Tc). It is a
difficult task to directly determine the degree of orderi
from the experimental data for ordinary thermodynam
phase transitions, since, to do this, the distribution funct
of the thermal fluctuations must be measured close to
critical point. In the present paper we compare the rela
degree of ordering according to the experimental data fo
critical nonequilibrium phase transition in the complex no
linear system consisting of a superconductor with a curr
and a boiling coolant.

It was experimentally shown in Refs. 5–8 that, wh
thin films of high-temperature superconductors unde
Joule heating in liquid nitrogen, a critical nonequilibriu
phase transition associated with the interaction of nonlin
thermal processes occurs in the current-carrying super
ductor and the boiling coolant. The amplitude of the te
perature oscillations sharply increases in the transition reg
in this case, and macroscopic wide-band 1/f noise is
observed.8 It is possible to bring about subcritical, critica
and supercritical nonequilibrium phase transitions by vary
the parameters of the electric circuit.

Oscilloscope tracings of the voltage drop on the poten
contacts of a thin-film YBa2Cu3O72x bridge were measure
in the experiments under conditions of Joule self-heating
a transport current in boiling nitrogen. The oscillations of t
voltage drop are associated with the oscillations of the h
output as the nitrogen boils on the surface of the superc
ductor. In this case there is feedback in the system betw
the processes of boiling and of the dynamics of the norm
phase domain in the superconductor.

Anomalies in the behavior of the system were obser
during strong heating, corresponding to a local crisis of th
mal evolution.7 These features can be regarded as a none
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mented by varying the slope of the load line of the elect
circuit with respect to the current–voltage characteris
which has a characteristicS shape.5–8 If the load line has one
intersection with the current–voltage characteristic, a sup
critical transition is observed. When there are two inters
tion points, a type-I nonequilibrium phase transition or a su
critical transition occurs. Finally, when the load line
tangent to the current–voltage characteristic, a critical tr
sition occurs.

Figure 1 shows typical distribution functions of the am
plitudes of oscillations in the supercritical~a! and subcritical
~b! regimes. In going from the supercritical to the subcritic
region ~by varying the slope of the load line with respect
the current–voltage characteristic!, the amplitude of the os-
cillations increased according to the power lawA;R1/2,
whereA is the half-width of the distribution function, andR
is the load resistance of the electric circuit. Such an incre
occurs until the system splits up into phases~Fig. 1b!.

To compare the degree of ordering in the supercriti
and subcritical regimes, we used the criterion of theS theo-
rem, the essence of which is to compare states with diffe
values of a control parameter, reduced to the same m
effective energy of the system.1–4 The load resistance of th
electric circuit can be used as the control parameter. Le
consider the states for two values of the control parame
R0 andR1. These states correspond to the voltage drop at
potential contacts at two times, and accordingly to two d
tribution functions,f 0 and f 1. We take the state withR5R0

for the state of physical chaos and, following Refs. 2 and
we introduce the effective function

Heff52 ln f 0 , E f 0~x!dx51. ~1!

Because of the openness of the system, the effective Ha
tonian is not in general conserved as the control param
varies. To compare the two states, we introduce the re
malized valuef̃ 0 in order to satisfy the condition of equalit
of the mean effective energy in the two states, i.e.,

E Heff f̃ 0dx5E Heff f 1dx. ~2!

84410844-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The renormalized functionf̃ 0, according to Refs. 1–4, is
represented in canonical form:

f̃ 05exp
F̃2Heff

T̃
, E f̃ 0dx51, ~3!

whereF̃ andT̃ are the effective free energy and the effecti
temperature in the renormalized state. Equations~1! and ~3!

make it possible to determine the effective temperatureT̃
from the experimentally known functionsf 0 and f 1. The
criterion of theS theorem states that, forT̃.1, the assump-
tion that the chosen reference state 0 is highly random ho
The entropy change

DS5S12 S̃052E f 1 ln
f 1

f 0
dx,0 ~4!

serves as the measure of the randomness of state 0~or of the
self-organization of state 1!.

The supercritical state~Fig. 1a! with R5R0 was chosen
as the reference state in calculating the measure of the
tive ordering. States withR.R0 were compared with the
reference state. It was found by numerically solving E
~1!–~3! using the experimental realizations that, in sta
with R.R0, the corresponding effective temperatures w
T̃eff(R).1; i.e., according to the criterion of theS theorem,
self-organization of the system occurs as one goes from
supercritical to the subcritical region. When the referen
state was inverted, i.e., when state 1 (R,R0) was chosen as
the state of physical chaos, valuesT̃eff,1 were obtained.
This is evidence that it is correct to choose the state with

FIG. 1. Distribution functions of the oscillation amplitudes of the volta
drop on a sample in the supercritical~a! and subcritical~b! regimes.
845 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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smallestR as the state of physical chaos. Equation~4! was
used to calculate the entropy changeDS for a given mean
effective energy of the system as a function of the con
parameterR. TheDS(R) dependence is given in Fig. 2~the
scale of the horizontal axis in Fig. 2 is logarithmic!. It can be
seen from the figure that the results are a good approxi
tion of theDS;2 ln R dependence~the solid line in Fig. 2!.

The application of the KlimontovichS theorem to a non-
equilibrium phase transition in a system consisting of
current-carrying superconductor and a boiling coolant th
shows that, as one goes from the supercritical~single-phase!
to the subcritical~two-phase! state, the entropy of the sys
tem, calculated from the experimental data under the co
tion that the mean effective energy is constant, decrea
i.e., self-organization occurs in the system.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 96-02-
16077a!.
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Formation of an ‘‘inverse’’ kink in optically bistable systems based on increasing

the
absorption
O. A. Gunaze and V. A. Trofimov

M. V. Lomonosov State University, Moscow
~Submitted March 21, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 69–73~November 12, 1997!

Using the well-known property of the focusing of hollow beams, it is shown that a high-
absorption domain can be created in the end of a sample cell. The results can serve as one method
of recording information in the interior of a medium. The implementation of such a domain
can serve as a new mechanism for developing autowave processes for varying the output intensity
of a light beam. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01311-6#

Optical bistability based on increasing absorption hasbreaks up into parts because its energy is consumed in
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been studied in the literature for a long time. This is app
ently because it is relatively simple to implement in physi
experiments and because it has been observed in a wid
riety of nonlinear media~for example, semiconductors
chemically active gas mixtures, and various glasses!.1 Inter-
est in the problem of optical bistability is also caused by
prospect of constructing new optical information-process
methods and optical computers.1

Among the different phenomena that accompany opt
bistability based on increasing absorption, we note in p
ticular the formation of longitudinal kinks observed
semiconductors.2,3 Similar spatial structures in a chemical
active gas mixture in which light energy is absorbed by
reaction product were also obtained in Ref. 4. It is import
to emphasize that the region in which the characteristic
the medium had a high value was close to its input cr
section when collimated light beams acted on it. Howev
temperature kinks, for example, can be formed close to
output cross section of a semiconductor by focusing opt
radiation on the back face of the crystal.5–7 Note that an
initially Gaussian beam was used for this purpose in the
dicated papers.

This paper, taking into account the diffraction of optic
radiation and using optical bistability based on a chemica
active gas mixture as an example, shows that, when an
tially hollow collimated light beam acts on it, an ‘‘inverse
kink of the concentration of the reaction product is forme
The word inverseemphasizes that it is formed at the ba
wall of the sample cell: a region of high concentration of t
product is located close to the output cross section of
medium and is preceded by a region in which its concen
tion is low. This paper also discusses the mechanism
which pulsations of the high-absorption domain and of tra
mitted optical radiation intensity are developed, based on
mechanism described here by which kinks are formed un
the action of collimated hollow beams.

Note that the necessity of taking into account the diffra
tion and self-action of optical radiation when it propagates
an optically bistable cavityless system manifests itself
other ways besides the decrease in the initial beam rad
since its diffraction length shortens in the process of the
teraction both because its transverse size is reduced as a
sequence of the absorption of light energy and becaus

846 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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region where the intensity is highest. The influence of d
fraction can therefore be substantial, even if the diffract
length is initially several times as great as the length of
nonlinear medium.

The propagation of the axisymmetric collimated hollo
beam that we studied is described by the following system
dimensionless equations:

]A

]z
1 iDD'A1d0NA50, 0,z,1, 0,r ,R,

«
]T

]t
5xD'T1qNuAu21g f , D'5

1

r

]

]r S r
]

]r D , t.0,

~1!

]N

]t
5DND'N1 f , f 5~12N!expS 2

1

TD2kNexpS 2
Tc

T D
with initial and boundary conditions

Az505A0~r !@12exp~210t !#, A0~r !5
r 2

a2
expS 2

r 2

a2D ,

~2!

Aur 5R5
]A

]r U
r 50

5
]N

]r U
r 50,R

5
]T

]r U
r 50

50,

x
]T

]r U
r 5R

52h~T2T0!, Tu t505T0 , f u t5050.

The description of the parameters of Eqs.~1! and~2! is given
in detail in Ref. 8. Therefore we only point out here thatA is
the normalized complex amplitude of the beam,N is the
dimensionless concentration of the reaction product,T is the
normalized temperature of the medium,z is the longitudinal
coordinate normalized to the diffraction length,q character-
izes the input power of the beam, anda is the normalized
initial radius of the beam, retained, as isD, for convenience
in carrying out the calculations.

Let us consider the interaction of optical radiation und
the conditions of weak diffusion and thermal conductivity
a medium with the following parameters:

R51, h52x, D50.0025, «51,

DN5x51027, Tc50.375,

84610846-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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T050.125, a50.1, k50.5, g50,

q50.5, d054. ~3!

We can make several remarks regarding the values
the parameters in Eq.~3!. First, the concentration and tem
perature have a bistable dependence on the input intensi
the optical radiation for these values. The regularities of
implementation of the optical bistability forq, x, DN , areD
values larger than those in Eqs.~3! were studied in Ref.9,
where it was shown that it is possible to form multidoma
structures. Second, the value of the initial powerq is such
that no high-concentration region is formed close to the in
cross section of the sample cell.

As is well known, a hollow beam is transformed into
Gaussian beam at a definite distance~depending on the po-
sition of its maximum and the size of the region with no
zero intensity!. When this happens, its maximum intensi
can exceed its input value. By using this property of a holl
beam, it is easy to make it intense enough to switch
chemical-medium–laser-beam system to the upper s
close to the output face of the cell; this also causes a h
concentration region~an inverse kink! to be formed here.
The time during which it exists and its longitudinal size d
pend on many parameters, in particular the diffusion, therm
conduction, and absorption coefficients. As an illustratio
Fig. 1 shows the dynamics of the formation of an inver
kink on the beam axis. As can be seen from the figure, a k
is generated at the end of the sample cell. This is because

FIG. 1. Longitudinal distribution of the concentration of the reaction pro
uct on the axis of the beam at timet535 ~1!, 55 ~2!, 80 ~3!, 150 ~4! for
d054, g50, q50.5, a50.1, D50.0025, andDN5j51027.
847 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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cell. A kink is then formed within a certain region of th
medium. The boundary of this region is determined by
diffusion, the thermal conductivity, and the inverse react
rate. In particular, a situation is possible in which the switc
ing wave comes to a halt. It is this case that is shown
Fig. 1. We should emphasize that the diffusion and therm
conductivity coefficients must be small for this case to occ

If the processes of longitudinal and transverse diffus
or thermal conductivity are sufficiently well developed, th
region of high concentration or temperature reaches the in
cross section within a certain time. As a result, the abso
tion coefficient increases here, the intensity decreases a
end of the sample cell, and the kink disappears. Since
intensity close to the input cross section is insufficient
keep the system in the upper bistable state, in the absen
an inflow of the reaction product or of heat, the absorpt
coefficient close to the input cross section decreases.
cause of this, the intensity increases at the end of the sam
cell, which again causes a kink to form there. This proces
then repeated. The output intensity of the beam and
power transmitted through the cell will consequently osc
late. We should point out that the mechanism of these p
cesses was predicted in Ref. 10. Thus, the mechanism
oscillations of the output intensity explained here is simi
to that described in Ref. 5 and to the output-power mec
nism when optical radiation is focused on the back face
a semiconductor, experimentally implemented in Refs
and 7.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 95-02-
04448!.
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Angular momentum of the fields of a few-mode fiber: I. A perturbed optical vortex

e

A. V. Volyar and T. A. Fadeeva

Simferopol State University
~Submitted March 25, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 74–81~November 12, 1997!

This paper presents the results of studies of the physical nature of the electrodynamic angular
momentum of a stable CV11

1 vortex in a few-mode fiber. It shows that the angular
momentum of a CV11

1 vortex can be conventionally divided into orbital and spin angular
momenta. The longitudinal component of the fundamental HE11

1 mode on the axis of the fiber has
a pure screw dislocation with a topological charge ofe511. The longitudinal component
of a CV11

1 vortex also has a pure screw dislocation on the axis of the fiber with a topological
charge ofe512. Therefore, perturbation of a CV11

1 vortex by the field of the fundamental
HE11

1 mode removes the degeneracy of the pure screw dislocations of the longitudinal and
transverse components of the field and breaks down the structural stability of the CV11

1

vortex. As a result, an additional azimuthal flux of energy with an angular momentum opposite
to that of the fundamental flux is induced. An analogy is drawn between the stream lines
of a perturbed CV vortex and the stream lines of an inviscid liquid flowing around a rotating
cylinder. Studies of the evolution of a CV vortex in a parabolic fiber show that they are
structurally stable when acted on by the perturbing field of the HE11

1 mode. However, perturbing
a CV11

1 vortex of a stepped fiber with the field of the HE11
1 mode destroys the structural

stability of the vortex. It is found that the propagation of a circularly polarized CV vortex can be
represented as a helical wavefront screwing into the medium of the fiber. The propagation
of a linearly polarized vortex in free space is characterized by the translational displacement
~without rotation! of a helical wavefront. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01411-0#

The physical nature of optical vortices in few-mode fi- the CV vortex by the HE11 mode reduces to studying th
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bers is inextricably associated with the azimuthal ene
fluxes of these fields and consequently with the angular
mentum of the wave field. In its general features, the pr
lem of the angular momentumM of an electromagnetic field
on a quantum level has been touched on in Refs. 1 an
However, interest in this phenomenon has increased onl
recent years in connection with the study of the propertie
optical vortices in free space3 in order to use them as optica
traps of microparticles and optical tweezers.4

In our opinion, the problem of transporting angular m
mentum in optical fibers has two aspects:~1! the electrody-
namic task of shaping and converting the angular momen
of the light waves in a fiber, and~2! the quantum-mechanica
task of transforming the angular momentum of direc
fields in a fiber into the mechanical angular momentum
microparticles.5

In this paper, we consider only the first part of this pro
lem: the properties of the angular momentum of the field
a stable CV vortex in a few-mode fiber when it is perturb
by the circularly polarized field of the HE11 mode.

1. When a stable CV11
1 vortex is excited in a few-mode

fiber,6 the right-circularly polarized HE11
1 mode is usually

excited at the same time. The field of this mode perturbs
field of the vortex and alters the location of the pure scr
dislocations. Unlike fields in free space, the CV vortex a
the HE11 mode contain longitudinal components of the ele
tric field Ez and the magnetic fieldHz . Moreover, theEz and
Hz components of these fields on the fiber axis (R50) have
pure screw dislocations. Therefore, the process of pertur

848 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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interaction of the singularities of the transverse and long
dinal fields. Let a CV11

1 vortex with a topological charge
e51 and the HE11

1 mode, both right-circularly polarized, b
excited in an optical fiber. Expressions for the electric fielde
can be written as7,8

e5et~CV11
1 !1aez~HE11

1 !:

et5ê1~F1~R!exp$ i ~f1b1
1z!%1aE0~R!exp$ ib0z%!,

~1!

ez5 i
A2D

V
~G1

2~R!exp$ i ~2f1b1
1z!%

1aG0~R!exp$ i ~f1b0z!%!, ~2!

wherea is the relative weight of the HE11 mode,ê1 is the
unit vector of the right-circular polarization,F1(R) and
F0(R) are radial functions of the transverse fields,7 and b1

1

andb0 are the propagation constants of the CV11
1 and HE11

1

fields, respectively.
It follows from Eq. ~2! that the ez component of the

CV11
1 vortex transports a topological charge ofe512,

while that of the HE11
1 mode transports the topologica

chargee511. The positions of the zeroes of theet and ez

fields can be determined from the condition9

Re(e)5Im(e)50. For the fields of Eqs.~1! and~2!, the azi-
muthal coordinates of the position of the pure screw dislo
tions of theet andez fields are identical and equal

f5p1~b02b1!z. ~3!

84810848-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Current lines of the Poynting vectorPt in the cross
section of a fiberdb21z5p/4: ~a! a50, ~b! a50.5, ~c!
a50.7, ~d! shows the neighborhood of the induced vorte
a50.5. The shading denotes the fiber core.
The radial coordinates of these dislocations are different and
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are the solutions of the equations

F1~R!2aF0~R!50, ~4!

G1
2~R!2aG0~R!50. ~5!

It follows from Eqs.~3!–~5! that the field dislocations lie on
circles with radiiR050, R1, andR2 and rotate with velocity
w5df/dz5b02b1. For a stepped fiber with a core radiu
of r053.5mm and a waveguide parameter ofV53.6, the
velocity of the dislocations isw51.383104 m21. Only the
dislocation et of the field component with the coordina
R5R1 is recorded in a direct physical experiment, since
observed value isPz5Re(exhy2eyhx), which is a compo-
nent of the Poynting vector. We shall analyze a method
measuring the dislocationez of the component separately.

2. Let us consider the evolution of the angular mome
tum M of a perturbed CV11

1 vortex. The electrodynamic an
gular momentumM can be defined by1

M5r3P, ~6!

where

P5«0m0~e3h* 1e* 3h!/2 ~7!

is the Poynting vector. Based on Ref. 7, we write the co
ponents of the magnetic fieldh of the CV11

1 vortex and the
HE11

1 mode in the form

h52 inco~«0 /m0!1/2e. ~8!

Then, substituting the fields of Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~8! into Eq.
~7!, we find the components of the energy flux of a perturb
CV11

1 vortex in a few-mode fiber:

849 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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3cos~f2wz!%, ~9!

Pr52Ka~F0G1
22F1G0!sin~f2wz!, ~10!

K51/~2c2!nco~«0 /m0!1/2~A2DV!. ~11!

It is easy to determine thez component of angular momen
tum M from Eq. ~9! as

M z5rPc , ~12!

wherer is the running radius of the cross section of the fib
We determine the stream lines of the vector fieldP in a fiber
from10

dx

Px
5

dy

Py
,

dy

Py
5

dz

Pz
, ~13!

The singular points of the stream line pattern in a cross s
tion of the fiber are found from

Pf5Pr50, ~14!

from which it follows that

~F12aF0!~G1
22aG0!50. ~15!

Equation~15! shows that there will be three such sing
larities: for R5R1, the position of the dislocation of theet

component, and, forR50 andR5R2, the positions of the
dislocations of theez component, while Eq.~15! is a combi-
nation of Eqs.~4! and~5!. The pointR50 corresponds to the
center of the main azimuthal flux; the pointR5R1 is a sin-
gular point of the saddle type, at which the branches of

849A. V. Volyar and T. A. Fadeeva
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FIG. 2. Distribution in the cross section of a fiberdb21z5p/4
of: ~a! Pz , ~b! Pr , ~c! Pf , ~d! shows the lines of the absolut
value of the transverse fluxPt in the neighborhood of an in-
duced vortex~the normalized valuePt /Pt(max)

is shown!.
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of the field component is located. The center of the indu
vortex is placed at the pointR5R2. Since, in the absence o
perturbation (a50), the singular points of the field are de
generate at a point of the type of the center point, wher
three singular points are generated when a perturbation
(aÞ0), the CV11

1 vortex is structurally unstable11 with re-
spect to the action of a perturbation of a right-circularly p
larized HE11

1 mode. For the stepped fiber whose parame
are given above, a diagram of the lines of force of the tra
verse Poynting vectorPt is shown in Fig. 1 for certain value
of perturbation parametera. For a CV vortex in a parabolic
fiber, Pr50 holds in the entire region of the cross sectio
and R15R2. In this case, the stream lines ofPt form con-
centric rings centered atR50, coinciding with the diagram
of stream lines with no perturbation~Fig. 1a!. A CV11

1 vor-
tex in a parabolic fiber is therefore structurally stable w
respect to perturbation by the HE11

1 mode. In a stepped fiber
as the perturbation parametera increases, the region of lo
calization of induced azimuthal flux of opposite sign~Figs.
1b and 1c! increases. We should especially note that
stream lines of an induced vortex are analogous in their
mal attributes to the stream lines that appear when an in
cid liquid flows around a rotating cylinder.12

Figure 2 shows diagrams of the energy distribution
Pz , Pf , and Pr of the fluxes for a stepped fiber with th
corresponding values of the perturbation parametera.

A numerical calculation shows that the ratio of the a
solute values of the total flux isa5uPtu/uPzu54.3231022

for a stepped fiber anda54.8831022 for a gradient fiber.
As the perturbation increases, the share of the azimuthal
decreases; thus,a53.731022 when a50.5, and it reaches
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perturbation of a CV11
1 vortex by the left-circularly polarized

HE11
2 mode does not remove the degeneracy of the sing

points, and the vortex field remains structurally stable aga
the action of the perturbation. Studies of the perturbation o
CV21

2 vortex by the HE11 mode gave identical results.
The projection of the angular momentum of an unp

turbed CV11
1 vortex onto the z axis is written as

Mz522KrF1G1
2 . Expressing functionG1

2 in terms ofF1,
according to Ref. 7, we find

Mz522KrS 1

2

dF1
2

dR
2

F1
2

R D . ~16!

A CV11
1 vortex has right-circular polarizationê1 and

transports topological chargee511. Both the circular po-
larization of the vortex and its topological charge correspo
to a certain angular momentum. According to Ref. 3, t
angular momentum of a vortex in free space can be divi
into orbital angular momentumMe , associated with the
value e of the topological charge, and spinM s , associated
with circular polarization. By comparing Eq.~16! with Eq.
~10! of Ref. 3, we can conventionally divide the angul
momentum for a few-mode fiber into a spin part@the first
term in Eq.~16!# and an orbital part@the second term in Eq
~16!#.

The propagation of circularly polarized CV vortices
represented as the screwing of a helical wave front into
fiber core according to the right-hand rule. Plane-polariz
free-space vortices are characterized by translational
placement~with no rotation! of the wavefront helicoid.
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IR-spectroscopic study of the deformation of alkane molecules on a metal surface

at high temperature

V. I. Vettegren’ and A. I. Tupitsyna

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
Institute of Problems of Machine Construction, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted June 10, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 82–86~November 12, 1997!

An increase of the valence angle in the CH2 groups of alkane molecules is detected when the
crystallites in samples of ceresin grease melt on an aluminum substrate. This effect is
explained by compression of the sample because the adhesion to the substrate is strengthened as
the crystallites melt. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01511-5#

Samples of OKB-122-7-5 ceresin grease of thicknessrespect to the natural coordinates. It follows from Eq.~2! that
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1–10mm on an aluminum substrate have been studied
room temperature and near 90 °C.

The IR spectra of the grease at room temperature con
a doublet at 720–730 cm21 ~Fig. 1!, which results from the
frequency splitting of the pendulum vibrations of the me
ylene groups in the orthorhombic crystal cell.1 When the
samples are heated to about 85 °C, the indicated doublet
appears, which is a sign of thermal breakdown of the cr
tallites with an orthorhombic cell.

Figure 2 shows sections of the IR spectra of the greas
the 3000–2800-cm21 region at room temperature and 90 °
Three strong bands are observed in this region, at 28
2920, and 2960 cm21. It can be seen that the ratio of th
intensity of the 2920-cm21 band (A2920) to that of the
2850-cm21 band (A2850) increased upon heating. Thes
bands belong to the symmetric and antisymmetric vale
vibrations of the methylene groups.1 Moreover, the maxima
of the indicated bands in the spectra of the melts are shi
toward shorter wavelengths by 5–6 cm21 ~the 2920-cm21

band! and by 2–3 cm21 ~the 2850-cm21 band!.
The intensity in the IR spectra is directly proportional

the square of the derivative of the dipole moment of
transition with respect to the normal coordinate.2 Let us con-
sider the expressions for the derivatives of the dipole m
ment of the CH2–CH2 group with respect to the normal co
ordinates]m/]Q of vibrations of typeB2u ~symmetric! and
B3u ~antisymmetric!.2

For B2u vibrations,

]m/]Q5A2~]m1 /]q11]m1 /]q2!cos~w/2!l q~sl! , ~1!

and, forB3u vibrations,

]m/]Q5A2~]m1 /]q12]m1 /]q2!cos~w/2!l q~sl! , ~1a!

where]m1 /]q1 and ]m1 /]q2 are the derivatives of the di
pole moment of the C–H bond in the CH2 group with respect
to its own coordinate and the ‘‘opposite’’ coordinate,w is the
valence angle in the CH2 group, andl q(sl) is the form factor
of the vibration.

It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~1a! that

A2920/A28505K tan2 w/2, ~2!

whereK is a factor that depends on the derivatives of
dipole moment of the transition of the CH vibrations wi

852 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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the increase of the ratioA2920/A2850 can be explained by the
increase of the anglew between the C–H bonds.

When the crystallites in the samples of grease melt,
ratio A2920/A2850 increases by a factor of 1.2–1.3. If the in
tial value ofw is taken to be equal to 109°, it follows from
Eq. ~2! that such a variation of the intensity ratio of the ban
of interest corresponds to a variation of the angle by 5–
However, the resulting values may be somewhat overe
mated, since we neglected the weak dependence of the
]m1 /]q2 on the valence angle.

The change of the geometry of the CH2 group must
cause several of the terms in the matrices of the kinem
coefficients and the force constants of the molecule
change and consequently must change the characte
frequencies.2

We have calculated the characteristic frequencies of
valence vibrations of the CH2–CH2 group with a variable
valence angle. The values of the force constants for the o
nal geometry of the~CH2)2 group were taken from Ref. 3. I
was assumed that the frequency shifts of the vibrations
interest were mainly caused by a change of the valence a
in the CH2 group, and therefore only the terms containing t
corresponding coordinate varied in the force-constant ma
Insignificant variations of the interaction force constants

FIG. 1. IR transmission spectrum of OKB-122-7-5 grease on an alumin
substrate in the region 700–800 cm21. The layer is about 1.5mm thick.n is
the wave number. The arrows show the 720–730-cm21 doublet. 1—
T525 °C.2—T590 °C.

85210852-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. IR transmission spectrum of OKB-122-7-5 grease
an aluminum substrate in the region 3000–2800 cm21. The
layer is about 5mm thick. n is the wave number. The arrow
show the bands of the antisymmetric vibrations of the C
groups~about 2920 cm21) and of the symmetric vibrations o
the CH2 groups ~about 2850 cm21). 1—T525 °C, 2—
T590 °C.
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the valence vibrations of the CH bonds. In summary, sh
that agreed with experiment were obtained by increasinw
by 4° and decreasing the force constant of the interactio
the coordinates of the CH bond and anglew by 0.33106

cm21 ~the initial value of this force constant was assume3

to be equal to 0.63106 cm21).
The short-wavelength shifts of the bands of the CH

lence vibrations when the crystallites melt can be caused
an increase of the concentration of levo conformers,4 but
increasing the concentration of the levo conformers redu
the total intensities of the bands of interest.5 We did not
detect any decrease of the total integral intensities of
bands of the CH valence vibrations of the methylene gro
when the samples were heated to 90°. The total integr
intensities of the bands of interest remain unchanged w
the crystallites are melted for samples 1.5mm thick, whereas
they increase for thicker samples~Fig. 1!. Consequently, the
concentration of levo conformers in the alkane molecu
does not increase when the crystallites in the sample
interest melt, and the observed short-wavelength shifts of
bands of interest are caused by an increase of the val
angle in the CH2 group.

It is well known that the valence angles and the bonds
the molecules vary when the sample is compressed, pro
ing a short-wavelength shift of the characteristic frequenc
and changing the band intensities in the IR spectra.6 The
853 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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of steric hindrances that appear when the sample is c
pressed.

Thus, the changes in the IR spectra of ceresin gre
when the samples are heated to 90 °C show that the sam
studied here are compressed when the crystallites melt.

This effect, in our opinion, is explained by strengtheni
of the wetting of the metal substrate~of regions of strong
intermolecular interaction! by the sample when the crysta
lites melt, as well as by an increase of the surface-con
area of the two materials. The strengthening of the adhe
attraction of the alkane molecules to the aluminum subst
can serve as the cause of the compression of the sampl
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The effect of laser radiation on the permeability of porous membranes

lar
I. K. Meshkovski , O. V. Klim, and S. N. Dmitriev

St. Petersburg State Institute of Precision Mechanics and Optics (Technical University)
~Submitted June 18, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 87–90~November 12, 1997!

This paper discusses studies of the effect of laser radiation on the permeability of thin porous
polymeric membranes performed at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna. It is
shown that the electrodiffusion rate through the membrane is substantially reduced when molecular
ions are efficiently photoexcited. The effect of temperature on the electrodiffusion process is
studied. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01611-X#

A number of papers1–3 have shown that photoexcitation laser radiation affects the electrodiffusion flux of molecu
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of the electronic and vibrational subsystems of molecule
the gas phase reduces their mobility in porous membra
Moreover, studies have been made of how laser radia
affects the mobility of dissolved molecular ions3 on samples
of porous glass.

The purpose of the present work was to investigate h

FIG. 1. Electrodiffusion rate of dye vs membrane pore diameter with
laser irradiation.~a! for rhodamine G:1—at a temperature of 60 °C,2—at
20 °C; ~b! for thionine:1—at 60 °C,2—at 20 °C.

854 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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ions of certain laser dyes dissolved in ethanol in connec
with electromigration through thin porous polymeric mem
branes. This is a question of keen interest for the study
laser action on biological objects.

t

FIG. 2. ~a! Time variation of the concentration of rhodamine G durin
electrodiffusion through a membrane with a pore diameter of 30 nm fo
voltage of 900 V across the electrodes:1—with no laser irradiation,2—with
simultaneous laser irradiation;~b! electrodiffusion rate of thionine vs time
during electrodiffusion through a membrane with a pore diameter of 20
for a voltage of 900 V across the electrodes.

85410854-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



Experimental part. Porous nylon membranes 10mm
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increasing temperature. The data of Figs. 2a and 2b show
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thick, with 20-, 30-, and 50-nm pores were used for the
periment. The experiments were carried out in a sample
consisting of two sections that were partitioned off by a p
rous membrane. The left-hand part of the cell was filled w
an ethanol solution of dye with a concentration of 1023 M
and contained the anode, while the right-hand part of the
contained pure ethanol, the cathode, and a photometric fi
optic probe. The surface of the membrane was accessib
radiation from an LG-106M-1 argon laser.

An automatic spectrophotometric apparatus was use
measure the diffusion flux through the membrane.

Figure 1a shows how the electrodiffusion rate of the d
rhodamine G for membranes depends on pore diamete
temperatures of 20 and 60 °C without laser irradiation. F
ure 1b shows the corresponding curves for thionine.

When membranes with pore diameters of 30 and 20
are irradiated by an argon laser with a power density of ab
15 W/cm2, the diffusion flux rate is substantially reduce
this is illustrated by the curves shown in Fig. 2, where tra
1 of Fig. 2a and the dependence in Fig. 2b are plotted tak
into account the photobleaching dynamics of the dye. Red
ing the applied radiation power to 5 W/cm2 for thionine and
to 1.5 W/cm2 for rhodamine G caused the observed slo
down of the diffusion flux to disappear. No effect of the las
radiation on the electrodiffusion rate was observed for me
branes with a pore diameter of 50 nm.

Discussion of the results. It follows from the data of
Figs. 1a and 1b that the electromigration rate increases
855 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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that irradiating the molecules with exciting laser radiati
substantially reduces the electrodiffusion rate. These res
correspond to those obtained by studying the analogous
havior for porous glass.

The results show that the slowdown of the molecu
ions during electromigration through thin polymeric mem
branes has a threshold dependence on the laser radi
power and largely depends on the size of the membr
pores and the molecular structure of the ion.

The results obtained in Refs. 1–3, as well as the mat
als of this paper, make it possible to conclude that the ac
of exciting radiation reduces the permeability of poro
membranes. This conclusion can explain certain physiolo
cal effects that accompany laser irradiation of biological o
jects.

Moreover, the detected regularity makes it possible
carry out application-oriented work on the separation a
purification of materials.
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Polarization switching with four-wave mixing of copropagating light waves

in birefringent fibers

S. A. Podoshvedov

Chelyabinsk State Technical University
~Submitted October 16, 1996; accepted for publication May 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 91–95~November 12, 1997!

A system of equations is graphically solved that describes the copropagating interaction of four
waves in a birefringent fiber. It is proposed to use this type of interaction for polarization
switching. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01711-4#

Four-wave mixing of counterpropagating light waves dE1y 2
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that are nondegenerate in frequency but have coincident
larizations was discussed in Ref. 1, where the optical pow
switching effect was predicted. This paper presents an an
sis of interaction in birefringent fibers of four copropagati
waves that are nondegenerate both in frequency and in
larization. By solving this question, it becomes possible
use copropagating four-wave mixing in a birefringent fib
for purposes of polarization switching. With polarizatio
switching, the polarization state of one light wave particip
ing in the interaction sharply changes at the output from
fiber when there is a slight change of the initial polarizati
state of another wave. As shown by the analysis,
polarization-switching effect with four-wave copropagati
mixing is possible at any wavelength.

In a birefringent fiber, an elliptically polarized wave d
cays into two linearly polarized waves. The total elect
field of the two initally elliptically polarized waves with fre
quenciesv1 andv2 can therefore be represented as

E5
1

2 H x̂ (
i 51

2

Eix~z!Fix~x,y!exp@2 i ~v i t2kixz!#

1 ŷ (
i 51

2

Eiy~z!Fiy~x,y!exp@2 i ~v i t2kiyz!#J , ~1!

whereFi(x,y) is the spatial distribution of the field over th
cross section of the waveguide,ki5(niv i)/c, ni are the ef-
fective refractive indices for the corresponding modes of
lightguide, x̂ is the slow axis, andŷ is the fast axis of the
fiber. The evolution of amplitudesEi obeys a system of fou
coupled equations, which in the paraxial approximation h
the form

dE1x

dz
5 iR

2

3
f 1234E2x* E1yE2ye

2 iDkz1 iRE1xS f 11uE1xu2

12 f 12uE2xu21
2

3
f 13uE1yu21

2

3
f 14uE2yu2D , ~2a!

dE2x

dz
5 iR

2l1

3l2
f 2134E1x* E1yE2ye

2 iDkz1 iRE2x

l1

l2

3S 2 f 21uE1xu21 f 22uE2xu21
2

3
f 13uE1yu2

1
2

3
f 14uE2yu2D , ~2b!
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dz 3 3412 2y 1x 2x 1y 3 31 1x

1
2

3
f 32uE2xu21 f 33uE1yu212 f 34uE2yu2D , ~2c!

dE2y

dz
5 iR

2l1

3l2
f 4312E1y* E1xE2xe

iDkz

1 iRE2y

l1

l2
S 2

3
f 41uE1xu21

2

3
f 42uE2xu2

12 f 43uE1yu21 f 44uE2yu2D . ~2d!

Here the following notation has been introduce
R5(pn2)/l1 (n2 is the nonlinear refractive index!,
Dk5k1x2k1y1k2x2k2y is the detuning of the wave
vectors, and f i jkl 5(^Fi* F j* FkFl&)/((^uFi u2&^uFi u2&^uFku2&
,uFl u2)1/2) is the overlap integral~the brackets denote ave
aging over the cross section of the fiber!. It was assumed tha
xxyyx

(3) 5xxyxy
(3) 5xxxyy

(3) 5xxxxx
(3) /35xyyyy

(3) /3. Equations ~2! are
the most general equations; they contain the terms res
sible for the self- and cross-phase modulation effects, as
as for energy exchange. To simplify the formulas, it will b
assumed in what follows that all the overlap integrals
approximately identical; i.e.,f i jkl . f i j .1/Aeff , whereAeff is
the effective area of the mode. ThenR5(pn2)/(l1Aeff).
The system of equations~2! allows the existence of the fol
lowing conserved quantities ~integrals of motion!:
uE1xu22(l2 /l1)uE2xu25D1, uE1yu22(l2 /l1)uE2yu25D2,
and uE1xu21(l2 /l1)uE2xu21uE1yu21(l2 /l1)uE2yu25P.
After replacing variablesE1x5qAP, E2x5q2A(l1P)/l2,
E1y5q3AP, andE2y5q4A(l1P)/l2, the system of Eqs.~2!
can be transformed to a system of two differential equati
for the real quantities h(s)5uq1u2 and
c(s)5w1x1w2x2w1y2w2y1ks. The new system has th
form ]c/]s5]H/]h, ]h]s52]H/]c, where H is the
Hamiltonian

H5
2

3
coscAhAh2d1A11d11d222hA11d12d222h

1
h2

3 S 41
l1

l2
1

l2

l1
D1F2

d1

3 S 81
3l1

2l2
1

l2

2l1
D

1
d2

6 S l1

l2
2

l2

l1
D2

1

3 S 41
l1

2l2
1

l2

2l1
D1kGh. ~3!
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Here d15D1 /P, d25D2 /P, s5zr, r51/Lnl5(RPl1)/l2,
k5Dk/r; uq2u2, uq3u2, uq4u2 are expressed in terms ofh:
uq2u25h2d1, uq3u25(11d11d222h)/2, and uq4u2

5(11d12d222h)/2. To analyze the system of Eqs.~3!,
we assume the following values:l151.06mm, l250.9mm,
and d15d250.05. For the given values, Fig. 1 shows t
graphical solution of the system of Eqs.~3! (H5 const! for
uq2u2 whenk50.1. The stable eigenmodes are the centers
the phase plane, while the unstable eigenmode is a poin
the unstable saddle type~denoted byA), which gives the
beginning of a two-branch separatrix~the eigenmodes ar
determined from the condition1,2 ]H/]h (he ,ce)

5]H/]c (he ,ce)50. Besides the two-loop separatrix, the
exists a simple separatrix~all the separatrices are distin
guished by thicker lines! beginning at the pointh50.45,
c5(3p)/2 and ending at the pointh50.45,c5p/2. Let us
consider the possibility that the polarization-switching effe

FIG. 1. Phase portrait of the system of equations~3! for k50.1.
857 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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will appear. Figure 2 shows theE2x(s)u2/Pin dependence,
(Pin5uE1x(s50)u21uE2x(s50)u21uE1y(s50)u21uE2y(s
50)u2, PinÞconst! as a function ofs5z/L (L is the length
of the fiber!. Curve1 corresponds to the case in which th
final polarization state of a light wave with frequencyv2

remains unchanged~we assume the length of the fiber to b
equal to the oscillation period of curve1!. As can be seen
from Fig. 2, a ‘‘slight’’ change of the polarization state of th
light wave with wavelengthl1 ~a change of the power of th
x̂ and ŷ modes of the pump wave of the order of hundred
of a percent of the total power! greatly strengthens the ligh
wave with wavelengthl2, polarized along the fast axis (E2y)
at the output from the fiber~curve2!. Moreover, the ratio of
uq2maxu2 ~curve1! to uq2minu2 ~curve2! equals 9.43 for almos
identical boundary conditions.

1S. A. Podoshvedov, Opt. Spektrosk.83 ~in press! @Opt. Spectrosc.83 ~to
be published!#.

2S. Trillo and S. Wabnitz, Opt. Lett.17, 1572~1992!.

Translated by W. J. Manthey
Edited by David L. Book

FIG. 2. Relative power (uE(s)2xu2/Pin) of the light wave with frequencyv2

and polarization directed along the slow axisx̂, as a function of distance
s5z/L (L is the length of the fiber!. Curves1 and2 correspond to the case
in which the initial points on the phase portrait lie outside and inside
separatrix (L/Lnl550).
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Stress field at the boundary of a wedge-shaped twin

V. S. Savenko and O. M. Ostrikov

Moscow State Pedagogical Institute
~Submitted November 28, 1996; resubmitted May 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 1–6 ~November 26, 1997!

A model is proposed to calculate the stress field at the boundary of a wedge-shaped twin which
can allow for its degree of coherence. It is shown that the stress field decreases
exponentially with increasing distance from the twinning boundary. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01811-9#
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a wedge-shaped twin, the authors of Ref. 1 represented
twin as infinitely thin compared with its dimensions an
compared with the distance between it and the dislocatio
In this case, the twin was modeled as a dislocation wall. T
model allows the stress field to be calculated fairly ac
rately at large distances from the twin. However, for calc
lations of the stress field in the immediate vicinity of th
twin, the dislocation wall model yields appreciable errors2,3

and to avoid these, the twinning boundary must be mode
as a dislocation pile-up which would take into account
characteristics of its dislocation structure. These conditi
are satisfied by our proposed model whereby the twinn
boundary may be represented as a dislocation ladder, i.
pile-up of edge dislocations in which each dislocation is p
sitioned relative to the other such that the entire combina
forms an infinite number of steps distributed along so
straight line~Fig. 1!. In this case, the Burgers vectors of a
the dislocations are directed along theX axis in the same
direction. The components of the stress tensor created by
dislocation pile-up in an isotropic medium are defined by
expressions:

sxx52hA (
n52`

`
~n1q!@3d2~n1p!21h2~n1q!2#

@d2~n1p!21h2~n1q!2#2
,

syy5hA (
n52`

`
~n1q!@d2~n1p!22h2~n1q!2#

@d2~n1p!21h2~n1q!2#2
, ~1!

sxy5dA (
n52`

`
~n1p!@d2~n1p!22h2~n1q!2#

@d2~n1p!21h2~n1q!2#2
,

wheren is the dislocation number.
The following notation is introduced in formula~1!

A5
bG

2p~12n!
, p5

x

d
, q5

y

h
. ~2!

Hereb is the Burgers vector,G is the shear modulus,n is the
Poisson ratio, andd andh are the projections of the segme
connecting neighboring dislocations on theX and Y axes,
respectively~Fig. 1!. The projections of the Burgers vecto
are obviouslybx5b, by50, andbz50. Applying the theory
of Fourier series,4 the sums~1! may be reduced to the form

sxx52
hA

d21h2S z1I 21j1

]I 1

]q
1g1

]J

]qD ,
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syy5
d21h2S z2I 21j2 ]q

1g2 ]qD , ~3!

sxy5
dA

d21h2S z3I 11j3

]I 2

]p
1g3

]J

]pD .

Here, we have

z153d21h2, z15z252d2~q2p!,

g15g2522d2q~q2p!,

z25z35d22h2, j352h2~q2p!, g35h2~p21q2!,

I 15
p

d~d21h2!

d sin a1h sinh b

coshb2cosa
,

I 25
p

h~d21h2!

h sin a2d sinh b

coshb2cosa
,

]I 1

]q
5

2p2h

d~d21h2!

sin a sinh b

~coshb2cosa!2
,

]I 2

]p
5

d2

h2

]I 1

]q
,

]J

]q
5

p

dh~q2p!2

sinh b

coshb2cosa
2

2p2

d~d21h2!~q2p!

3
d~12coshb cosa!2h sinh b sin a

~coshb2cosa!2
,

]J

]p
52

p

dh~q2p!2

sinh b

coshb2cosa
1

2p2

h~d21h2!~q2p!

3
h~11coshb cosa!1d sinh b sin a

~coshb2cosa!2

The following notation is introduced in these functions:

a52p
d2p1h2q

d21h2
, b52p

dh~q2p!

d21h2
.

For a computer analysis of the results it is convenien
use the ratios i j /A, which does not have any special physic
meaning in itself, but allows the numerical value of the co

85810858-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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stantA to be neglected in the calculations, since the cur
of s i j /A ands i j as a function ofp andq are almost identi-
cal in form.

Curves ofs i j /A as a function ofp and q are shown
schematically in Fig. 2, whered andh are taken to be unity
It can be seen from these curves that the stresses are hi
at the twinning boundary which lies in thepOq plane and
passes through the origin at angle of 45°~sinced andh are
equal! to the p axis. With increasing distance from th
boundary, the stress fields decay exponentially.

The configuration of the fields of normal stresses gen
ated along theX axis ~Fig. 2a! resembles that of the stres
fields created around a single dislocation. This similarity w
also observed in Ref. 3 but for an analysis of a dislocat
wall. Figure 2b, which givessyy /A as a function ofp andq,

FIG. 1. View of twinning boundary.
s

est

r-

s
n

ing distance from the twinning dislocations, i.e., partial d
locations forming the twinning boundary being studied. T
difference between the normal stressessxx and syy can be
explained by the fact that this twinning boundary consists
dislocations of the same sign, creating different stresse
mutually perpendicular directions. The form of the cleava
stresses~Fig. 2c! shows that they decrease rapidly with i
creasing distance from the dislocation pile-up modeling
twinning boundary.

The proposed model to calculate the stress fields a
twinning boundary has some advantages over that consid
in Ref. 1. It can take into account the degree of coherenc
the twinning boundary, defined by the ratioHL, whereL is
the length of the twin andH is the width at its mouth. These
values are proportional tod andh:

H

L
5

h

2d
. ~4!

Having determined the expansion angle of the wed
shaped twina ~herea5arctan(H/L)), we can use expressio
~4! to find the relation between the parametersd andh which
describe the relative position of the twinning dislocation
and the experimentally observed valuesL andH. This means
that formula~3! can be used to determine the stresses at
boundaries of these twins. This cannot be achieved with
model proposed in Ref. 1 because this only uses one pa
eter h, which determines the distance between the dislo
tions and is unrelated to the experimentally observed valu
FIG. 2. Curves ofs i j /A as a function ofp and q: a —
sxx /A, b— syy /A, and c —sxy /A.
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Dynamic laws and superhydrodynamics
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Dynamic laws are formulated which provide the basis of the macroscopic theory of highly
nonequilibrium processes — superhydrodynamics. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01911-3#

Qualitative laws governing the behavior of systems ex- This generally occurs when the internal reservoir of
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posed to strong perturbations were formulated and discu
in Refs. 1 and 2.

Here an analysis is made of the main dynamic la
which can be used to obtain a closed description~equation!
of highly nonequilibrium processes: the ‘‘rate-action’ law
the balance law, the principle of abbreviated description,
also the antipode of Le Chatelier’s principle for active sy
tems.

These laws provide the basis for a macrodynamic the
of highly nonequilibrium processes — superhydrodynam
This theory is designed to describe processes in a wide ra
of systems, in nuclei and atoms containing more than a h
dred nucleons and electrons, gases and condensed m
and also in stellar systems.

1. The rate-action law relates the time variation of
object — a system of velocity characteristics — with a
internal or external action on the system.

An example of the application of this law may th
Newton-Meshcherski� equations

dtx5v, dtv5
1

m
f~xvt !, dtm5 j m~xvt !. ~1!

The second and third equations respectively imply t
the rate of change in velocity is equal to the action~force!
with the coefficient 1/m and the rate of change in mass
equal to its rate of loss or gain.

All known and new equations for any physical quantiti
can be obtained similarly by using suitable balance relati
for internal actions.

2. The balance relations reflect an extremely general
of balance. This law is an expression of the action of op
site influences of significant quantities~forces, energies
other resources!. All dynamic systems fluctuate in a balance
way. Stability of these systems is achieved by means of
ance.

Balance relations — the law of active masses —
used to obtain chemical kinetics equations. Stability crite
are balance relations3 and the degree of nonequilibrium has
balance nature.2

The balance of resourceA, generally an energy flux en
tering and leaving the system, determines the transition f
a passive~absorption predominates! to an active system
~emission predominates!:

DA~ t !5Ain~ t !2Aout~ t !,0. ~2!
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sourceA is opened as a result of the actionAin .
Active or activated systems include explosive and co

bustible substances, media with a fairly high concentration
electronically excited particles, the strongly overhea
phase, and so on.

It may be stated that for active systems or systems in
active state, the antipode of Le Chatelier’s principle hol
the reaction of the system amplifies the action exerted u
it. The system deactivates and is transferred to its preact
tion form in the presence of a limiter, or it breaks up a
becomes a different system~explosion, combustion, gravita
tional collapse!.

3. The principle of abbreviated description is an impo
tant factor for obtaining equations for highly nonequilibriu
processes.

This principle follows as a necessary consequence of
law of ‘‘universal relation and mutual influence’’ and con
sists of three propositions: 1! the unbounded ‘‘expansion’’ of
a system as the intensity of the process increases necess
a suitable abbreviation of the description; 2! a system con-
sisting of more than hundreds of particles should be con
ered as a suitable continuous medium having a structure!
the abbreviation of the description and the transition to
continuous medium are accomplished most effectively
means of a projection method. In the first proposition t
‘‘expansion’’ of the system implies the involvement o
deeper and deeper levels of the system structure in the
cess and also a wider and wider environment as the sourc
action in unstable states of the system typical of highly n
equilibrium processes.

4. To demonstrate an abbreviated description, let us
tain simple variant of superhydrodynamics.

Let us take as the initial equation the general dynam
equation for a quantityf describing the microdynamics an
select a set of macroscopic quantitiesA of interest to us,
which correspond to a subspace with the projectorP. Let us
take

] t f 5Ef , f 5P f1Q f , Q512P, PQ50. ~3!

The separation off into P andQ components is completely
analogous to isolating the final sum and residue of a Fou
series, respectively.

Assuming for simplicity that the evolution operatorE is
linear and the projectorP is steady-state, we formally obtai
a closed equation for the quantityP f[ f A ~Ref. 4!:

86110861-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Considering for simplicity the densityP f5r, we obtain
from Eq. ~4! the superdiffusion equation~in the Laplace–
Fourier representation!

zr2r052us• ikr1 ik iKd
~ i j !ik jr, ~5!

Kd
~ i j !~zkF!5^v̂ i ,@z2 Ê#21v̂ j& ~6!

i.e., the nonequilibrium diffusion tensor.4

The most general nonlinear system for obtaining sup
hydrodynamics can be found in Ref. 5. In this general ca
the determining relations — expressions for the fluxesJn in
terms of the forcesXe — are defined by the kinetic operato
Kne@X#. In accordance with their general expressions,5 for
high velocities, gradients, and forces these also pos
qualitative asymptotic behavior

Kne;
c1

]/]t
,

c2

u¹u
,

c3

uFu
. ~7!

Similar dependences with specific values ofck are also found
for Kd ~6!.

The rate asymptotic expression agrees with the phen
enological relaxation theory; the gradient asymptotic fo
gives the first-order theory in terms of gradients with dis
pation; the force asymptotic form indicates a weak dep
dence of the corresponding current on the force when th
large.

5. The general nature of the description abbreviat
procedure allows different microdynamic equations to
used as the initial equation: the general kinetic equation
structure-kinetic elements,4,5 the Liouville equation~Mori,
Zwanzig, Richardson!, and also the Schro¨dinger equation for
a molecular system.

In this last case, a nonequilibrium variant of the Born
Oppenheimer theory is obtained to abbreviate the descrip
in terms of the nuclear degrees of freedom of the molec
The description abbreviation procedure, as applied to
nucleus, is a very useful superhydrodynamic model of
nucleus.

By applying the projection operator method to the c
responding problem in quantum field theory, it was possi
to calculate the Lamb shift naturally without an artifici
renormalization procedure.6
862 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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the Liouville equation, it is possible to demonstrate the tra
sition from a reversible to an irreversible description. T
achieve this, it is sufficient for the Liouville operator to hav
a continuous spectrum, which is physically obvious. The
fect of vanishing relaxation frequency, indicated by t
author,4 can then be eliminated.

The Fokker–Krylov problem of atomic decay, solve
using the projection operator method, specifies an expon
tial dependence for moderately long times.

In the problem of boundary-layer flow of a turbule
liquid a strict expression for the turbulent viscosity was fi
given to obtain equations for the averaged motion based
the Navier-Stokes equation with a random force simulat
the stochastic interaction of the vortices.7

To conclude, it should be noted that the principle
abbreviated description prescribes a dependence of var
characteristics, including quasiparticle ones, on the dyna
state of the system. Characteristics such as the quasipa
mass, nonequilibrium transport coefficients, and the appa
mass of a body in hydrodynamics, may alter their values
an order of magnitude in the course of the process. Sim
effective characteristics should be obtained by the projec
operator method using an interpolation-asymptotic meth
of specification, as was done in Refs. 4 and 5.
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‘‘Semiconductor–metal’’ conductivity phase transition temperature in chalcogenide

glassy semiconductors and overheating effect

É. A. Lebedev and K. D. Tséndin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 12, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 12–17~November 26, 1997!

It is shown that thin films of chalcogenide glassy semiconductors may repeatedly withstand short-
term heating to temperatures substantially in excess of the ‘‘semiconductor–metal’’
transition temperature and the melting pointTm without being damaged. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02011-9#

It is known that in chalcogenide glassy semiconductors
5
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exposed to a strong electric field (;10 V/cm!, a reversible
phase transition takes place from semiconducting conduc
ity s5s0exp(2DE/kT) to temperature-independent met
conductivity.1–3 The reversibility of the phase transition im
plies that after the electric field has been removed,
sample returns to its initial semiconducting state. The nu
ber of cycles of transitions from the semiconducting to
metal state and back can cover many orders of magnit
and is called the degree of reversibility.

In the literature there is no common viewpoint on t
nature of this phase transition. Its most important charac
istic — the transition temperature — has been the subjec
particular controversy.3,4 As a result of filamentation of the
current in a strong field, the volume of the metal phase
usually a few cubic micron. It is extremely difficult to mak
direct measurements of the temperature in such a small
ume and it is therefore estimated from indirect measu
ments.

In Refs. 1 and 2 the phase transition temperatureTpt was
obtained as;500–600 K, which was appreciably highe
than the temperature of the surrounding mediumT05300 K
but much lower than the value ofTpt measured directly in
solid samples exposed to a field, which was;1000 K ~Ref.
5!. Thus, it was noted in Refs. 2 and 4 that equally import
factors for a phase transition in a strong field are the Jo
heating by the current and the change in the electronic p
erties of chalcogenide glassy semiconductors in a str
field, which reduceTpt from 1000 K to 500–600 K. Accord-
ing to a different viewpoint, the conductivity phase transiti
in a field takes place without any heating, i.e.,Tpt5T0 and is
only caused by changes in the electronic microscopic pr
erties of the medium in a strong electric field.3

One of the most powerful arguments in support of t
Tpt5T0 theory is the high reversibility of the phase tran
tion, since it is assumed that a repeated transition from se
conductor to metal and back without any change in the pr
erties of the material can only take place in the absenc
any appreciable heating. Here we show that under short-t
action small volumes of chalcogenide glassy semiconduc
may be repeatedly heated to temperatures considerab
excess ofTm without being damaged. It is thus demonstrat
that high reversibility does not imply the absence of a
appreciable heating during a conductivity phase transition
a strong field.

For the investigations we used films of Te81As4Ge15
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thicknessL50.15–0.3mm, prepared by vacuum depositio
on a glass substrate. When films having this composition
heated, a ‘‘glass–crystal’’ structural phase transition is o
served at the crystallization temperatureTc'500 K ~Ref. 6!.
The melting point for this compound isTm'650 K ~Ref. 7!.
The samples were exposed tol50.514mm optical radiation
pulses from an argon laser, of lengtht in the range
(0.231026–1! s, focused into a spot having the are
S'20 mm2. The results of the irradiation were monitore
from the change in the transmission of an optical probe be
(l50.63mm! focused at the irradiation point, and by a
additional examination under a transmission microscope

The films initially underwent thermal annealing at;540
K, causing crystallization, which was determined from
approximately tenfold decrease in the transmission of
probe light. Crystallization could also be initiated by illum
nating as-grown amorphous film with an argon laser.
Fig. 1, the ‘‘a’’ marker indicates the pulse power and leng
Wa 5 5–6 mW andt550 ms at which crystallization is
initiated ~the transmission is reduced by;30%!. For the
thermally crystallized films we determined the minimu
pulse powerW1 needed for hole burning as a function oft
~curve 1!. Also plotted is the pulse powerW2 which
bleached the film twice as a result of partial amorphizati
as a function oft ~curve 2!. For films with L<1 mm the
transition takes place in the electric field in 1026 s or less.
Thus, attention will mainly be focused on this time interv
We show that the strong dependence ofW1 on t for short
times indicates that the transient heating temperatureTi is
considerably higher thanTm ~overheating effect! and thatTi

increases with decreasing time for points lying within regi
A in the figure. Each point in this region corresponds
power levels which bleach the crystallized films more th
twice (W(t).W2(t)) but do not burn through them
(W(t),W1(t)). For many points in regionA the
‘‘darkening-bleaching’’ cycle was observed repeatedly.

We first consider how the power should depend on ti
if the samples were always heated to the same constant
perature which does not depend ont. The thermal relaxation
time t r for a film of thicknessL'0.3 mm is ;0.3 ms ~Ref.
2!. Fort,t r heating of the volumeLS may be considered to
be adiabatic

Wt5rcLS~T2T0!, ~1!

wherer is the density andc is the specific heat. IfT does not

86310863-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Pulse power versus pulse length. For exp
nation see text.
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heated volume includes part of the substrate so that the c
acteristic size of this volume isl 5(Dt)1/2, whereD5k/rc
andk is the thermal conductivity. Assuming that the therm
constants of the substrate and the film are similar, and s
stituting l instead ofL in formula ~1!, we obtainW;1/t1/2.
As t increases further, equilibrium is established andW
ceases to depend on time. This lack of dependence ofW1,2

on t is observed fort.1025 s, where the difference be
tweenW1 andW2 is only 10–20% so that they are difficu
to distinguish. Thus,W2(t) is shown schematically for thes
times by the dashed line. We now estimate the steady-s
heating temperatureTs in this region. The powerWa at
which crystallization is initiated is;7 times lower thanW1.
From this we obtain W1 /Wa5DTs1 /DTsa57, where
DTs1,sa5Ts1,sa2T0. Under thermal annealing, crystalliza
tion is initiated after heating byDT550 K ~Ref. 8!. After
identifying this heating withDTa we find thatDT15350 K,
i.e., Ts15650 K. We obtain an upper estimate by equati
W1 and the powerWb ~denoted by ‘‘b’’! required to darken
the fresh film;2.4 times. This darkening was achieved
thermal annealing as a result of heating by'220 K ~Ref. 8!.
Since W1 /Wb'2, it then follows thatDT15440 K, i.e.,
Ts15740 K. Thus, fort.10 ms, Ts1 lies in the range 650–
740 K, whose lower limit coincides withTm . This estimate
is supported by the fact that in this range of times, the po
W2 causing bleaching, which is associated with melting f
lowed by partial amorphization, is only 10–20% lower th
W1.

Completely different behavior is observed fort,10 ms,
whereW1 increases substantially and there is a large diff
ence betweenW1 andW2. We first consider the dependenc
of W2. For times ;3 –0.3ms this dependence accurate
obeys the law;1/t1/2 which is shown by curve28 for clar-
ity. At times shorter than;0.3 ms a hint of a transition to
the dependence;1/t ~curve 29) is observed. Thus, fo
t,3 ms theW2 dependence is determined by heating to c
stant temperature. The fact thatW1 is much higher thanW2

for these times indicates that the temperature correspon
to the powerW1 increases substantially with decreasi
time. We estimate this temperature fort'0.4 ms assuming
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from the equality ofW1 /W2 and DTi1 /DTi2, we find that
DTi1 is ;2250 K. Thus, we found that whereas for larget
the temperaturesT1 and T2 were similar and were close t
Tm , for small t the temperatureT1 is considerably higher
than T2, reaching at least 2250 K at the end of the tim
interval. Thus, in the entire rangeW1.W.W2 correspond-
ing to regionA in Fig. 1, the films withstand repeated hea
ing to temperatures appreciably higher than the melting p
without being damaged.

Thus, these results indicate that a reversi
semiconductor–metal phase transition may take place rep
edly in a strong field at temperatures of 500–600 K det
mined in Refs. 1 and 2 since films of chalcogenide gla
semiconductors can withstand much greater heating with
being damaged.

These results are also of practical importance since t
show that the known advantages of optical and electr
recording and rerecording of information using short puls
are possibly related to the existence of a wide power ra
for short times~regionA) whereas this range is appreciab
narrower for long times.

The authors would like to thank V. I. Kochenev for a
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Oscillatory instability of a highly charged droplet

D. F. Belonozhko

Yaroslaval State University
~Submitted June 10, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 18–23~November 26, 1997!

A dispersion equation is obtained for the capillary oscillations of a charged viscous droplet of
electrically conducting liquid in a conducting medium allowing for the charge relaxation
effect and it is shown that this droplet may undergo oscillatory instability. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02111-3#

Studies of the laws governing the buildup of instability
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of highly charged droplets are of interest for numerous
plications in physics, geophysics, and technology.1,2 The
aperiodically occurring Rayleigh instability of a droplet rel
tive to its own charge is well known and has been studied
detail.1,2 The oscillatory instability of a highly charged drop
let has been little studied although indirect experimental e
dence of its possible existence has been reported.3,4

We shall consider a system consisting of two immisci
incompressible liquids having the densitiesr (1) andr (2) and
the kinematic viscositiesn (1) and n (2). In the absence o
gravitational forces, the internal liquid, identified by the s
perscript~1!, has the form of a spherical droplet of radiusR
as a result of the action of surface tension forces whose
efficient is denoted byg. At the interface between the tw
liquids there is a chargeQ which is kept constant by mean
of a current flowing between a point electrode at the cen
of the droplet and a concentric spherical electrode locate
the external medium at a very large distance from the in
face. The influence of the electrodes on the flow of the me
will be neglected in these model calculations. We assu
that the liquid in the droplet has the conductivitys1 and
permittivity «1, and the medium is conducting with the cha
acteristicss2 and«2. We shall seek the dispersion equati
for the capillary motion in the system using a method d
scribed in Ref. 5.

The system of hydrodynamic equations describing
liquid motion inside the droplet and in the surrounding m
dium, linearized near the equilibrium spherical state, has
form:
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Herej, u, andp denote perturbations of the interface profil
the velocity field, and the pressure field, respectively, andpg

is the perturbation of the pressure of the surface tens
forces.6

pg~j!52
g

R2
~21DV!j,

pE is the perturbation of the electric field pressurePE caused
by the interface perturbationj ~Ref. 7!, P j u andP iw are the
electrical components of the tangential component of
stress tensor caused by the currents of charge underg
redistribution as a result of the deformation of the drop
surface

PE5
1

8p
@«1E2n

2 2«2E1n
2 #1~«22«1!

E2t

8p
,

P j t5
« j

4p
EjnEj t , j 51;2.

Ejn andEj t , j 51; 2 are the normal and tangential comp
nents of the electric field strength vector,n, t[eu , andew

are the unit vectors of the normal and two tangents to
surface of the droplet.

The required dispersion equation is obtained in the fo

det ai j 50, 1< i , j <5, ~1!

a1151, a12521, a135 f m
~1!~x1!1~m11!,

a145 f m
~2!~x2!1m, a1550,
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i m(x) and km(x) are modified Bessel functions of the fir
and third kinds, respectively.

The results of the numerical calculations using Eq.~1!
are plotted in Fig. 1 as dependences of the real and im
nary parts of the complex frequency on the conductivity
the external mediums2. It is easy to see that for a Rayleigh
supercritical droplet charge, there is a region ofs2 values in
which oscillatory instability exists.

To conclude, a highly charged droplet of electrica
conducting liquid in a conducting medium may undergo o
cillatory instability caused by a phase advance~as a result of

FIG. 1. Dependences of the real ReS 5 ReS(s2) and imaginary ImS 5
Im S(s2) parts of the complex frequency on the conductivity of the exter
mediums2 for s15104, m52, n15n250.002,r151, r251023, «1550,
«255, b51022, Ds51025, andW522.
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redistribution of the charge in the presence of capillary os-
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Traveling vortex breakdown

s

S. V. Alekseenko and S. I. Shtork

Institute of Heat Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk
~Submitted June 3, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 24–28~November 26, 1997!

A new type of propagating perturbations on a vortex filament — traveling vortex breakdown —
has been observed experimentally. A method of controlled external action on a vortex flow
with known parameters is used. Data are obtained on the absolute propagation velocity of the
perturbations as a function of the conditions in the vortex chamber, which determine the
vortex characteristics. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02211-8#

Vortex breakdown plays a fundamental role in the dy-with breakdown in a weakly expanding tube which allow
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en
namics of extended vortices. Extended vortices are obse
at the microscale level~vortex filaments in superfluid helium
vortex structure elements in turbulence! and at the macros
cale level~twisted flow in a vortex chamber, sandstorms a
tornados!. The most dramatic stage in the evolution of vo
tices is their sudden collapse — known as vortex breakdo
A fairly comprehensive bibliography on this problem is no
available~see the review presented in Ref. 1!. Vortex break-
down was first observed in flow around a delta wing a
large angle of attack. However, most studies are conce
ed

d

n.

a
ed

the experimental conditions to be strictly monitored. Vort
breakdown leads to a fundamental rearrangement of the
structure and the onset of turbulence. In particular, the
mation and breakdown of vortex structures is found in va
ous scenarios for the evolution of turbulence in detached
boundary-layer flows.2 Vortex breakdown and its unpredic
ability is one of the main factors lowering the efficiency a
therefore holding back the development of vort
technologies.3

A fairly large number of theoretical models have be
r-
80
re
er
FIG. 1. Photo sequence showing forced traveling vo
tex breakdown. The time interval between frames is
ms. The vortex flow moves upward. The vortex co
was perturbed at a distance of 50 mm from the upp
edge of the frame:Q51.3 l/s,S53.5.
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proposed for vortex breakdown.1 However, there are no ad
equate theories which can sufficiently accurately predict
instant, position, and type of vortex breakdown. Some of
promising approaches must include the wave theories.1,4 It is
hypothesized that flow instability or an external influen
may produce such an intense solitary wave~such as a
Korteweg-de-Vries soliton! that return motion occurs locally
leading to breakdown or rearrangement of the flow. Ho
ever, these theories are extremely difficult to check beca
most of the experiments described in the literature hav
spatially fixed breakdown position. Here, we describe
first experimental observations of traveling vortex brea
down generated under controlled conditions. These res
shed light on new properties of the breakdown phenome
and may be used as the basis to develop a wave appr
since this offers the possibility of studying the entire brea
down formation process in space and time. The most imp
tant factor is that the breakdown effect can be controlled
altering the conditions used to generate the initial pertur
tions and the parameters of the vortex filament in the vor
chamber.

The experiments were carried out using a hydraulic v
tex chamber having a 1883188 mm square cross section a
a height up to 630 mm~see Ref. 5!. It was shown in experi-
ments with cylindrical inserts, that the shape of the cr
section did not play a fundamental role when studying vor
filaments. Twelve rotatable rectangular nozzles whose a
were directed along the tangent to a certain circle were u
to supply liquid and produce twisted flow. The character
tics of the vortex motion~the circulation, the velocity along
the axis of the vortex, and the vortex diameter! could be
varied fairly easily by changing the design twist parame
~the angle of rotation of the nozzles!, the flow rateQ, and the
diameter of the exit aperture in the diaphragm. The para
eters of the vortex core were determined by measuring
velocity profiles near the vortex axis along particle trac
and by measuring the static pressure at the end wall.
experimental points lie on empirical curves which accurat
describe the profiles of the tangentialV and axialW compo-
nents of the velocity in canonical vortex systems:6,7

FIG. 2. Absolute propagation velocity of traveling breakdown as a func
of conditions in vortex chamber.
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whereA, B, W1, andW2 are empirical coefficients, andr is
the radial distance from the vortex axis.

The characteristic diameter of the vortices at which p
turbations were initiated did not exceed 4 mm and their ch
acteristic length was greater than 400 mm. Since the tra
verse width of the chamber is 188 mm, it follows that t
vortex in the chamber may be interpreted as an isolated
tex filament. The vorticity and axial motion are concentrat
in the thin core of this filament, i.e., the axial and tangen
velocities are considerably higher than the velocities in
surrounding medium.

A flow perturbation was created at a distance of 80 m
from the exit aperture of the diaphragm by passing a 6 mm
diameter rod through the vortex core. This method can in
ence the vortex filament without significantly perturbing t
average flow. As a result, a breakdown region was form
which propagated upstream, forming an almost cylindri
wake, and the surrounding liquid remained unperturbed u
the breakdown point. The flow was visualized by using sm
air bubbles. As a result of the sharp pressure drop on the
of the concentrated vortex, the bubbles collect on the a
forming an air filament which effectively visualizes the vo
tex axis. The characteristic diameter of the breakdown reg
was of the order of 10 mm. The visual observations w
accompanied by video recording~Fig. 1!. The video images
were decoded and processed on a personal computer.

Experimental dependences of the breakdown velocity
the twist parameterS and the Reynolds number~or flow rate
Q) of the vortex flow~Fig. 2! were obtained by analyzing th
video recording of the traveling breakdown. The twist p
rameter was determined asS5(md)/(n f), where m5188
mm is the transverse width of the chamber,d is the diameter
of an arbitrary circle along the tangent to which the axes
the vortex-generating nozzles are directed,n512 is the num-
ber of nozzles, andf 514323 mm2 is the area of a single
nozzle. It can be seen from the graph that the perturba
velocity increases as the twist and the flow rate increase

Investigations of the local structure of the travelin
breakdown are required to identify the mechanisms resp
sible for these effects and compare them with wave theo
of breakdown. Such investigations constitute a separate
fairly complex hydrodynamic problem because of th
three-dimensional nature and transient conditions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Grant No. 96-01-01667!.
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Scenario for the establishment of an electron beam ‘‘squeezed state’’ in a magnetically

or
insulated vircator
A. E. Dubinov

Russian Federal Nuclear Center — All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics,
Sarov (Arzamas-16)
~Submitted July 29, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 29–33~November 26, 1997!

A 2.5-dimensional particle-in-cell code was used to simulate different scenarios for the
establishment of an electron beam ‘‘squeezed state’’ in a magnetically insulated vircator. Vircators
with and without anode foils were compared. It was found that the squeezed state is
established in both cases but the dynamics of establishment differ. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02311-2#

Generators of microwave radiation with a virtual cath- in Ref. 4, and particularly to determine whether the same
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ode ~vircators! are attracting increasing attention amo
researchers.1,2 Among these devices, particular mentio
should be made of vircators with magnetically insulated
odes in which a virtual cathode is formed in a drift tube
diameter much greater than the anode diameter.3 Usually
these systems do not have a transverse anode foil so that
can be called foilless vircators.

The dynamics of the formation of a virtual cathode in
foilless magnetically insulated vircator was simulated in R
4. It was shown that a so-called ‘‘squeezed state,’’ char
terized by a low velocity and high electron density, is est
lished in the beam, and the front of this squeezed state m
together with the virtual cathode in the direction opposite
injection and stops near the cathode in the anode tube.

In order to explain this phenomenon, the authors
Ref. 4 analyzed a model based on the balance of the pres
forces in the cross sections on different sides of the step
transient anode tube in the drift tube.

However, this model disregards the conditions at
step itself, where a thin electron-transparent foil or, say
thin plasma layer, may or may not exist. It is natural
expect that different conditions at the step may lead to
ferent scenarios for the formation of the virtual cathode~sig-
nificant differences in the electron dynamics with and wi
out an anode foil have been observed in an ordinary virca
see Ref. 5!.

In this context, our aim here is to continue the study
the squeezed state in a magnetically insulated vircator sta
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different scenario for the establishment of the squeezed s
may be achieved under different conditions at the step.

For this purpose we used theKARAT computer modeling
package6 which uses a 2.5 dimensional particle-in-cell~PIC!
code and was kindly supplied by V. P. Tarakanov.

The region modeled and the required dimensions
shown in Fig. 1.

It was assumed that a uniform longitudinal magne
field of 50 kG was applied to the entire system and a 500
voltage pulse was applied to the diode gap. Two versio
with and without a foil positioned at the diameter step, we
compared.

It was found that in both cases, the amplitude of t
cathode current was approximately 17 kA and a squee
state was formed.

The evolution of the squeezed state can be convenie
studied using instantaneous phase portraits of the beam
the coordinates (vz ; z). Phase portraits at various times~1,
2, and 3 ns! are given in Fig. 2a for a vircator with a foil an
in Fig. 2b for a foilless vircator. An analysis reveals that
the vircator with the anode foil, the squeezed-state region
the beam develops more slowly than in the foilless vircat
leaving behind a ‘‘phase bubble’’ in the foil region. Th
existence of this bubble can be explained by the fact that
potential near the step is forced to remain equal to the an
potential.

The nature of the virtual cathode motion and also
motion of the front of the squeezed state were determin
FIG. 1. Schematic of modeled region~all dimensions
are in millimeter, not to scale!.
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he
FIG. 2. Instantaneous phase portraits of t
beam in the plane (vz ; z): a — for a vircator
with an anode foil, b — for a foilless vircator.
The laws governing their motion for both cases, calculated
ite

es at

s,
zed

su-
ndi-
its

n-
FIG. 3. Laws of motion of virtual cathode~and front of squeezed state!:
1 — for vircator with an anode foil,2 — for foilless vircator.

871 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
with a time step of 250 ps, are plotted in Fig. 3. The oppos
curvature of these graphs indicates that the pressure forc
the front of the squeezed state differ in the two cases~if it is
meaningful to talk of a force acting on phase formation
such as the virtual cathode and the front of the squee
state!.

To conclude, the squeezed state in a magnetically in
lated electron beam is established regardless of the co
tions at the step but these conditions strongly influence
establishment scenario.

The author would like to thank V. P. Tarakanov for co
sultations on the use of theKARAT code.
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Inverted domains in lithium niobate

A. V. Golenishchev-Kutuzov and R. I. Kalimullin

Moscow Power Institute (Kazan Branch)
~Submitted May 6, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 34–38~November 26, 1997!

The formation of a periodic structure of inverted domains under the simultaneous action of
uniform laser irradiation and a standing surface acoustic wave has been investigated. Mechanisms
for the formation of an acoustically induced domain structure are discussed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02411-7#

The possible formation of periodic structures with a vari- It is fairly difficult to identify domains with inverted
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pti-
able gradient or, especially, with a variable-direction elec
field in ferroelectrics has long formed the subject of expe
mental investigations and theoretical models.1 A comparison
between the various models suggests that domains are
ated as a result of the formation of layers of impurity ions
different valence and therefore of different electric char
These layers of ions form electric fields whose directions
inverted relative to each other.

In order to check out this hypothesis, we investigated
formation of inverted domain structures in the piezoelec
layer by a standing acoustic wave. Since the redistribution
electrons by fields of standing surface2 and bulk acoustic
waves3 has already been observed in lithium niobate and
photo-induced electric field gradients are known, these c
tals were selected for our investigations. Samples of lithi
niobate single crystals cut in the form ofx-cut wafers, mea-
suring 1315325 nm (XYZ) and containing between 1021

and 1023 at.% iron ions, were annealed in helium at 600°
for 1.5 h. It was observed using ESR, acoustic ESR,
optical spectroscopy, that up to 30% of the iron ions h
been transferred to the divalent state after annealing. St
ing surface acoustic waves were excited in the 30–35 M
frequency range along theZ axis of the sample using two
deposited interdigital transducers. TheYZ surface was irra-
diated by 0.53mm and 0.63mm laser beams, expanded by
collimator, at intensities between 50 and 500 mW•cm22.
The simultaneous acoustic and optical action on the sam
was varied between a few seconds and 30 min with
samples thermostatically controlled in the temperature ra
20–160°C.
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polarization. The etching method normally used for the
purposes partially destroys the surface layer, as well as
senting experimental difficulties. In Ref. 4 we only reliab
identified spatial modulation of the refractive index (dn) by
a piezoelectric field of surface acoustic waves. In our vie
more convincing evidence of polarization reversal was
tained in subsequent experiments which are considered in
present paper.

It is known5 that for neighboring 180° domains only od
tensors describing some physical properties, such as th
ezoelectric (di jk) and electrooptic (r i jk) tensors, will have
different signs. Thus, when an electric field is applied to
crystal, the birefringence tensor will be quasiperiodica
modulated as a result of the electrooptic effect, which
equivalent to a periodic change in the sign of the refract
index. This principle is used as the basis for an interferom
ric method of identifying antiparallel domains, which wa
successfully used for lithium niobate in Refs. 6 and 7.

We used a similar method to determine the direction
the domains. A sample on whose surface an inverted dom
structure had previously been formed was placed in
branch of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer~Fig. 1!. An elec-
tric field E was applied parallel to theZ axis using electrodes
deposited on theXZ surface near the domain boundaries.
this experimental geometry the change in phase for an o
cal beam passing through the sample along theY axis as a
function of E has the form5

w52
pLV

ld
z33ne

3 ~E•P!

uE•Pu
,

FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus:1 — screen,2, 5 — lenses,
3 — beam splitters,4 — mirrors, 6 — measuring laser,7 —
inverted domain structure, and8 — static electric field source.
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FIG. 2. Phase of applied voltage versus position of sc
ning optical beam.
where P is the polarization vector,L is the optical path
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length, andV is the voltage applied to the sample across
gapd. When the fieldE is parallel to the polarizationP, the
change in phase will decrease with increasing fieldE and the
interference rings will expand. WhenE andP are antiparal-
lel, the phasew will increase and the rings will shift with
increasing fieldE.

This structural change in the behavior of the interferen
rings was observed by scanning along theXZ surface in the
region of formation of the domain structure using a focus
(f'20 mm! low-power helium-neon laser beam. Expansi
and shrinkage of the interference rings as the beam mo
from one domain to another in fields corresponding to ro
tion of the phase between 0 and 180° was only obser
experimentally in the temperature range 120–160° C
when the relative amplitude of the acoustic deformation
the surface acoustic waves was less than 1024 ~Fig. 2!. At
T,120°C the phase change in the electric field had the s
sign over the entire scanning cross section. Thus, our in
ferometric results are completely consistent with the d
presented in Ref. 4.

A second set of evidence to support the formation of
inverted domain structure in an acoustic field is provided
the observation of reflection of surface acoustic waves fr
domains. We investigated the propagation of surface ac
tic waves excited and detected by wide-band transducer
was established that the induced structure possesses res
properties in the frequency range 62–67 MHz, which cor
sponds to the period of the induced structure. In subseq
experiments the generation of surface acoustic waves
observed using an alternating electric field applied to
deposited electrodes.

Finally, further evidence of this structure is provided
the ‘‘indelibility’’ of the inverted structure when heated t
500°C. A high heating temperature was not used becaus
T.500°C the optical quality of the surface deteriorates. T
873 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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temperatures above 180–200°C.
The mechanism for the formation of inverted domai

can be understood on the basis of the concept of lithi
niobate as a ‘‘frozen’’ ferroelectric. It follows from Ref. 8
that the applied electric fieldEs required for polarization
reversal depends strongly on temperature. We establis
that at 140°C the fieldEs is 23103 V•mm21. The compa-
rability between these fields and also the fact that the dom
sizes are multiples of the standing wavelength confirm
hypothesis that the piezoelectric field is responsible for
formation of inverse domains.

This mechanism evidently also predominates in the f
mation of inverse domains by other methods, such as
electric fields induced by a graded distribution of dopants
a graded distribution of defect centers.

The electric fields in the domains measured after cool
are consistent with the electric charges produced by cap
of photoexcited electrons by the corresponding centers.
intradomain fields are proportional to the time and intens
of the optical irradiation.

This work was supported financially by the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research, Grant No. 96-02-18229
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Optical properties of layers of ultradisperse diamond obtained from an aqueous

ich
suspension
A. E. Aleksenski , V. Yu. Osipov, N. A. Kryukov, V. K. Adamchuk, M. I. Abaev,
S. P. Vul’, and A. Ya. Vul’

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted May 29, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 39–44~November 26, 1997!

The possibility of obtaining thin~1500–3000 Å! layers of ultradisperse diamond from an
aqueous suspension is reported and the first results of studies of its optical properties are presented.
It is deduced from an analysis of the optical absorption spectra of layers of ultradisperse
diamond that the band gap of ultradisperse diamond is 2.06 eV. The luminescence spectra of
ultradisperse diamond reveal a characteristic line with a peak at 363.7 nm. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02511-1#

Recently, considerable success has been achieved in thevalue agrees with the data given in Ref. 5 according to wh
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preparation of diamond films by chemical deposition fro
the vapor phase.1 However, the problem of obtaining dia
mond films on substrates made of materials whose co
cient of thermal expansion differs substantially from that
diamond or which do not possess chemical affinity with c
bon, has yet to be resolved.

One method of solving this problem is to incorpora
carbon nucleation centers in the vapor phase during
growth process in the form of fullerenes for example,2 or to
coat the substrate with a preliminary layer containing carb
crystallization centers. In Ref. 3 this layer was deposi
from a colloidal solution of diamond particles in aceto
with an average size of around 250 nm.

Here we report a possible method of preparing sim
layers from an aqueous suspension of ultradisperse diam
powder and we present the first results of a study of th
optical properties.

The initial product used to prepare the suspension
ultradisperse diamond was detonation carbon, prepared
commercial detonation synthesis from a 60/40 mixture
trinitrotoluene and hexogen. The ultradisperse diamond
separated by oxidation of the nondiamond component of
detonation carbon using aqueous nitric acid at elevated t
perature in a continuous-flow system. The mass obtained
ter this purification process comprised a suspension of
tradisperse diamond in 30–40% aqueous nitric acid wit
diamond concentration of around 3 wt.%. The time taken
this suspension to settle out was around 24 h, when a bo
ary could be distinguished between the clear and settled
ers. Further preparation of the suspension involved repe
dilution with distilled water, mixing, and removing th
settled layer. As a result, a suspension of ultradisperse
mond in water was obtained, with a concentration of 0
wt.% and a settling time of at least 20 days.

It is known that, like other ultradisperse materials, clu
ters of ultradisperse diamond combine to form aggregates
the ultradisperse diamond used to prepare the suspensio
size of the ultradisperse diamond clusters was around 4
~Ref. 4!. The average diameter of the aggregates in the
pension, determined from the sedimentation characteris
using the Stokes approximation, was around 410 Å. T
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the sizes of ultradisperse diamond aggregates in an aqu
medium are in the range 200–600 Å.

Layers of ultradisperse diamond were prepared by de
sition of ultradisperse diamond particles from an aque
suspension onto a fused quartz substrate by evaporating
the water. The layers had a specular surface, the layer th
nesses, determined by an ellipsometric method atl5632.8
nm, were between 1400 and 3500 Å, and the refractive in
(N5n2 ik) varied betweenN51.4020.08i and N51.55–
0.02i . The difference between the real part of the refract
index of the layers and the corresponding value for natu
diamond (n52.5) may be attributed to the presence of po
in the layers and to the ‘‘friable’’ structure of the ultradis
perse diamond aggregates.5

Figure 1 shows the spectral dependencea(l) of the op-
tical absorption coefficient of ultradisperse diamond for la
ers of varying thickness. It can be seen that the abso
values of the absorption coefficient lie in the ran
(33103) –105 cm21, i.e., they are several orders of magn
tude higher than the absorption coefficients of natural d
mond single crystals in the same spectral range.6 However,
both the nature of the spectral curve and the absolute v
of the absorption coefficienta(l) of the ultradisperse dia
mond layers are almost the same as those observed for a
phous diamond-like films7,8 ~Fig. 1!.

An attempt to determine the band gap in ultradispe
diamond by using the Tauc criterion~plotting the curve
a(hn) in terms of the coordinates (a•hn)1/25 f (hn)) by
analogy with amorphous materials did not yield positive
sults since the absorption spectrum could not be fitted t
straight line~see inset to Fig. 1!. However, this is not sur-
prising and is sometimes observed in amorphous mater
In these cases, the energy for which the absorption co
cient of the material is 104 cm21 is frequently taken as the
optical band gap.9 By this criterion the band gap of ultradis
perse diamond is 2.06 eV.

Note that the band gap of single-crystal natural diamo
is Eg55.5 eV and thus the optical absorption edge is n
225 nm. In amorphous diamond-like films the band gap m
be substantially smaller depending on the ratio between
sp2 ~‘‘graphite’’ ! and sp3 ~‘‘diamond’’ ! bonds. For in-

87410874-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spectral dependences of the absorption coe
cient a(l) for layers of ultradisperse diamond o
quartz at 293 K. Layer thickness, Å:1 — 1600,2 —
3000,3 — 3500;4 — a(l) for an a-C:H film accord-
ing to data from Ref. 7 (Eg53.6 eV!, 5 — a(l) for an
a-C:H film according to data from Ref. 8 (Eg52.1 eV!.
Wavelength rangel between 230 and 2000 nm. Inse
— a versushn for a layer of ultradisperse diamond
3000 Å thick, in Tauc coordinates.
stance, it was shown in Ref. 10 that the tetrahedral lattice of
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amorphous carbon, where 86% of the atoms formsp3 bonds
and 14% formsp2 bonds, has a band gap of around 2 e
and a decrease in the fraction ofsp2 bonds leads to an in
crease inEg .

Thus, the existence of strong absorption in the visi
range in ultradisperse diamond and the difference betw
the optical band gap of ultradisperse diamond and the co
sponding value for natural diamond may be attributed to
presence of a specific fraction of the amorphoussp2 phase.
As in Ref. 4, where this phase was observed in analyse
the Raman light scattering and x-ray diffraction spectra
may be postulated that thesp2 phase is available at th
surface of the diamond clusters.

The luminescence spectra of layers of ultradisperse
mond~Fig. 2, curve1! show a characteristic line with a pea
at lm5363.7 nm (hn53.40 eV!. The full width at half
maximum of the line is 19.5 nm. The luminescence exc
tion spectrum — the dependence of the luminescence in
sity atlm on the wavelength of the exciting radiation — h
the form of a saturating curve~Fig. 2, curve2!. This means
,

e
en
e-
e

of
it

a-

-
n-

the excitation spectrum reaches a plateau, which gi
hn55.24 eV (l5236.4 nm!. This Eg value is considerably
higher than that obtained from the optical absorption and
close to that for natural diamond. It can therefore be pos
lated that the luminescence is caused by radiative recom
nation which takes place in the diamond nucleus of the
tradisperse diamond cluster.

Further investigations are required to identify the natu
of the characteristic luminescence line in the range 350–
nm. An interpretation of this line must obviously take a
count of the fact that nitrogen is one of the main compone
of detonating explosives and large quantities~up to 1.5 at.%!
are therefore contained in the product particles of ultrad
perse diamond. A high percentage of nitrogen in the
mixture at the stage where the ultradisperse diamond
ticles are formed may lead to the formation of complex
trogen complexes. Note, however, that in natural and s
thetic bulk diamond crystals nitrogen centers and intrin
lattice defects do not give rise to any characteristic featu
in the luminescence atl 5 350–380 nm~Ref. 1!. The small
l-

-

FIG. 2. Luminescence characteristics of layers of u
tradisperse diamond on quartz atT5293 K: 1 — lumi-
nescence spectrum,2 — peak luminescence intensity
~at l5363.7 nm! as a function of wavelength of excit
ing radiation.
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appearance of a new radiative channel, particularly as a
sult of the confinement of a photoexcited electron-hole p
In this context, we note that electroluminescence from d
mond films with a peak near 3.0 eV, also of an unidentifi
nature, was observed in Ref. 11.

The authors are grateful to A. T. Dide�kin for useful
discussions.
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Investigation of transient processes in YBaCuO films by low-temperature scanning

nho-
electron microscopy
V. A. Solov’ev, M. É. Gaevski , S. G. Konnikov, R. A. Suris, and A. V. Bobyl’

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg;
St. Petersburg State Technical University
~Submitted July 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 45–53~November 26, 1997!

It has been observed that the inhomogeneity of high-temperature superconducting films
influences its temporal characteristics under the local action of electron probe pulses. The proposed
method of time-resolved, low-temperature scanning electron microscopy is the first step in
this direction. For the first time local investigations with a time resolution of 1 ns have been made
of the influence of weak bonds during switching from the superconducting to the normal
state and back, under local heating by an electron probe. It was shown that for a YBa2Cu3O72x

film 400 nm thick atT580 K, the thermal diffusion time is between 400 and 600 ns
depending on the parameters of the film and substrate sections adjacent to the point under study.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02611-6#
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7/1
of high-temperature superconducting films on substrates~the
thermal resistance of the film–substrate interface, the h
diffusion coefficient, the electron–phonon interaction co
stant, and so on! are generally nonlocal and are based
studying the integrated response of the entire sample to
external pulsed action. Methods used include transmi
current pulses, laser illumination, and microwa
irradiation.1–5 A characteristic feature of high-temperatu
superconductors is the strong spatial inhomogeneity of v
ous characteristics. In particular, it was shown in Refs. 6
that, nearTc , the mechanism of current flow and low
frequency noise in YBa2Cu3O7 films is mainly determined
by the spatial distribution of its microstructure. Since t
thermal resistance and the heat diffusion coefficient are lo
characteristics of the film and they depend strongly on
substrate material, the film thickness and the quality of
film–substrate interface, and on the structural perfection
composition of the film, the use of nonlocal methods ob
ously gives appreciable errors in the values of these par
eters and the corresponding electron–phonon interac
constants.

Here we propose to develop a method for making lo
studies of transient processes, with a spatial resolution
1–2 mm and 1 ns time resolution, in structures based
high-temperature superconducting films. Such studies m
also be of interest because of the need to develop var
high-speed cryoelectronics devices based on h
temperature superconducting films whose temporal cha
teristics and degradation are determined by heat transfer
cesses. The first results described below show that th
requirements are met by the method of low-temperat
scanning electron microscopy.6–10 This method involves re-
cording the voltage induced by an electron probe at the c
tacts of a high-temperature superconducting bridge expo
to local irradiation by a focused 5–20 keV electron beam

Here we present results of studies of YBa2Cu3O7 films
by low-temperature scanning electron microscopy for ca
of cw and pulsed excitation of the samples by an elect
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mogeneity of the electrophysical properties and to study
time constants of typical sections of the sample. For the m
surements we used a CamScan Series 4-88 DV 100 scan
electron microscope fitted with a system for cooling t
samples to the range 77–300 K~Oxford Instruments!, an
electron probe modulator, and also a low-noise amplifier
the electron-probe-induced voltage signal. The spatial re
lution of the method was;1mm and the time resolution wa
1–2 ns, limited by the pass band of the modulator. The
vestigations were carried out using YBa2Cu3O7 films, 0.4–
0.5 mm thick, prepared by magnetron sputtering on an M
substrate.10 The results of x-ray structural analysis and R
man spectroscopy revealed a high degree of orientation
the c crystallographic axis of the film perpendicular to th
substrate. A standard photolithographic method was use
form 1003500 mm microbridges on the films. These stru
tures became superconducting atTc587 K with a transition
width of DTc50.7 K.

Immediately after preparation, the samples exhibite
high degree of spatial homogeneity forTc (, 0.3 K! and
high current density, but after thermal cycling between 3
and 77 K ten times, the nonuniformity of the current flo
increased appreciably. In particular, low-temperature sc
ning electron spectroscopy in the cw mode at temperatu
T,Tc , revealed accumulations of current whose spatial d
tribution corresponds to the maxima of the induced volta
signal, which is plotted in Fig. 1 for the case of electr
beam scanning along the sample. An investigation of
sample morphology in the secondary electron mode reve
microcracks whose position correlated with the position
the corresponding peaks of the induced voltage signal. S
ies of the temperature and time dependences of the indu
voltage signal were made at various points near one mi
crack intersecting the sample~points G, B, and H in Fig. 1!,
at various spatially separated microcracks~A, B, C, D, and
F!, and in region E where there were no microcracks. Te
perature dependences of the signal at point B near the m
crack and at point E are plotted in Fig. 2. Near the micro

87710877-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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rack the peak of the induced voltage signal broad
appreciably and its maximum is shifted toward lower te
peratures. This indicates that a weak bond forms at the
crocrack with a substantially lower critical current dens
compared with the defect-free zone.8

The following observations may be made on the ov
heatingDT. It was shown in Ref. 11 that the voltage sign
induced by the electron probe isS; jdVDT, where j is the
displacement current density,dV is the heated volume of th
film, and DT is the heating temperature. In Refs. 1–5, t
entire area of the sample (;1003100mm2 or greater! was
exposed to the external irradiation so that a comparativ

FIG. 1. a — Voltage signal induced by electron probe as a function of
coordinate during electron beam scanning along a bridge, heating tem
ture DT510 K — curve 1 andDT51 K — curve 2; b — schematic of
microbridge showing points at which temperature and time characteri
were measured. The position of the microcracks which appeared after
mal cycling is indicated by the dashed lines; also shown is the line al
which the electron beam was scanned.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the induced voltage signal fo
region with a microcrack at pointB in fig. 1 ~curve B! and for the defect-
free region at point E~curve E!.
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low excitation energy density could be used to obtain a s
ficiently high signal level and the temperature did not
crease by more than 0.05 K. In order to make highly lo
measurements, the power density and probe current de
must be increased. Another favorable factor for enhanc
the signal level was the comparatively large film thickne
optimized to give the minimum surface resistance at mic
wave frequencies. Since the maximum thickness of the fi
is limited by technological difficulties involved in their fab
rication and the current density cannot exceed the crit
value j c ~in our casej c553105 A/cm2 at 77 K!, the only
method of enhancing the signal level is to increase the h
ing temperature. In this studyDT was varied between 0.5
and 10 K.

Typical behavior of the induced voltage signals when
probe is switched on and off is shown in Figs. 3a and
respectively. At points located near weak bonds a rapid
in the induced voltage signal is observed in the first 100–4
ns, corresponding to a transition of the weak bond from
superconducting to the normal state. This transition is th
followed by a section where heat propagates over the s
strate and the film. Since the coefficient of heat diffusion
the MgO substrate is more than two orders of magnitu
greater than that in the YBa2Cu3O7 film, the propagation of
heat in the film is mainly determined by the thermal char
teristics of the substrate and by the thermal resistance of
film–substrate interface. We note in relation to the latter, t
the experiment is carried out at fairly high temperatures
80–90 K and ballistic expansion of phonons can be
glected so that the thermal resistance can subsequentl
considered to be large, also bearing in mind the relativ
great thickness of the film. ForDT;10 K and a displace-
ment current of 0.9j c , propagation of heat over the substra
takes place within;1.5 ms. After a steady-state temperatu
distribution has been established over the substrate, hea

e
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he

FIG. 3. Time dependences of the induced voltage signal for two typ
points on the bridge: a — with the probe switched on, b — with the probe
switched off.
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fuses into the film, which corresponds to the exponen
sectionS;exp(t/tD) in Fig. 3a. The characteristic heat diffu
sion times when the probe is switched on~Fig. 3b! are
tD5900 ns whereas when it is switched off, we findtD5600
ns. This difference can be attributed to the temperature
pendence of the nonequilibrium phonon velocity, which w
observed in Ref. 2, and also to the difference between
temperature distributions at the beginning of the correspo
ing relaxation processes. As a result of the strong heatin
the film by the electron probe with itsd-shaped distribution,
the switchon process takes place on average at a higher
perature, which is responsible for the increase intD by a
factor of 1.5.

When analyzing the profile of the time dependenc
S(t), we need to bear in mind the influence of the neighb
ing sections. When the film is subjected to a high level
excitation, Fig. 1 shows strong overlap between the in
vidual peaks. A method of allowing for this influence
neighboring sections when the electron-probe-induced v
age signal is recorded under cw conditions was describe
Refs. 7 and 9. Here this influence is observed on the pro
of the time dependencesS(t). For the curve corresponding t
point E in Fig. 3, deviations from the exponential profile a
observed fort.1.5 ms and the effective valuetDeff increases
to 1700 ns, which is caused by the influence of the B an
sections. In fact, with increasing distance from the point
incidence of the electron beam, the heating temperature
creases and the corresponding sections make a smaller
tribution to the integrated signal. Thus, when the beam
incident in regions B and C, having a high signal level, t
contributions made to the signal by the remote section
and F, having a low signal level, may be neglected. Ho
ever, when the beam is incident at points D, E, and F,
tortion of the signal is observed at the instant when the th
mal wave reaches the weak bonds B and C~Fig. 4!. The
observed effect depends strongly on the excitation time
level. As the exciting pulse time decreases, a decrease intDeff

FIG. 4. Normalized time dependences of the induced voltage signa
point C at which the maximum induced voltage signal is observed and
point D at a distance of 15mm.
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is observed at point E. For the excitation timet5200 ns, no
influence of neighboring points was observed andtDeff

reaches the minimumtD5400 ns~Fig. 5!, which agrees with
the value obtained for thick YBa2Cu3O72x films in Ref. 5.
At points B and C,tD did not depend on the pulse duratio
This may be explained by the fact that neighboring regio
with weak bonds are converted to the normal state in tim
,1.5 ms.

By comparing the data plotted in Figs. 1 and 4, we c
estimate the coefficient of heat diffusion in the substrate
can be seen from Fig. 1 that the distance between poin
and the nearest weak bond of point C, corresponding t
high signal level, isx515 mm and Fig. 4 shows that the
thermal wave reaches this section after the timet15700 ns.
Additional measurements showed that the timet1 depends
linearly on the distance between the point irradiated by
probe and the region with a high level of induced volta
signal ~points B and C!. An estimate of the coefficient o
heat diffusion givesD;x2/t153.6 K/cm2, which is in good
agreement with the coefficient of heat diffusion of the Mg
substrateD56.2 K/cm2 ~Ref. 1!.

To conclude, we have observed that the inhomogen
of high-temperature superconducting films influences th
temporal characteristics under the action of electron pr
pulses. The method used, time-resolved, low-tempera
scanning electron microscopy, is a first step in this directi
Local investigations of the influence of weak bonds duri
switching from the superconducting to the normal state a
back again, caused by local heating by the electron pro
have been conducted for the first time with a time resolut
of 1 ns. We have shown that for a YBa2Cu3O72x film 400
nm thick atT580 K, the thermal diffusion time is betwee
400 and 600 ns depending on the parameters of the film
substrate sections adjacent to the point being studied.

This work was carried out under the Russian State S
entific Program ‘‘Superconductivity,’’ Project No. 96071.

or
r
FIG. 5. Dependences of the induced voltage signalS(t) for two different
durations of the electron probe pulses: a — 400 ns, b — 200 ns.
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Physicochemical mechanism for rearrangement of the shock wave structure

in a decaying discharge plasma

A. S. Baryshnikov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted May 29, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 54–57~November 26, 1997!

A physicochemical mechanism of wave rearrangement in a decaying glow discharge plasma is
studied. A mechanism for stratification of the plasma flow via excitation and emission
from a pseudometastable oxygen state is confirmed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02711-0#

The anomalous structure of a shock wave in a glow dis-
1

O211M→O1e1M k5 f ~E/N!, ~9!
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charge plasma in air has been studied in previous articlesIt
has been observed that this structure takes a very long
~approximately 100 s! to disappear as the discharge deca2

and this behavior cannot be explained merely in terms
electrodynamic theory. It is also known that some exci
states of oxygen have a radiative decay time measure
hours.3 This suggests that an explanation for the mechan
of this effect should be sought in the theory of physic
chemical conversions in air.

The theoretical calculations and experiments descri
in Refs. 4 and 5 may be used to understand the proce
taking place in a glow discharge plasma in air. These inv
tigations have the advantage that they were carried out u
conditions similar to those studied: gas temperature 353
electron temperature and density in discharge 12 000 K
1010 cm23. The experimental conditions for the effect ar
gas temperature in discharge 400–100 K, electron temp
ture and density 1 eV and 1011 cm23 ~Ref. 1!; the gas pres-
sure~33 Torr! is lower than that in Refs. 4 and 5~647 Torr in
dry air! but this difference can easily be taken into accoun
the preexponential factor in the expression for the rate of
physicochemical conversions. In addition to dry air, t
physicochemical kinetics of a discharge in moist air we
also studied in these articles.

Having information on the lifetime of the effect, we ca
compare this with the times of the processes and determ
which state and which process is responsible for the eff
Using the data given in Refs. 4 and 5, we can find sev
fairly slow processes~process times of the order of 10–100
under the conditions required to observe the effect!:

N1O2→NO1Q k510216cm3/s, ~1!

N1O2~a1D!→NO1Q k510216cm3/s, ~2!

N1O3→NO1O k510215cm3/s, ~3!

O21O→O31e k55310215cm3/s, ~4!

O2~b1(!1N2→O21N2 k52310215cm3/s, ~5!

N2~A3(!1N2→N21N2 k53.7310216cm3/s, ~6!

O2~a1D!1O2→O21O2 k52.2310218cm3/s, ~7!

O2~a1D!1N2→O21N2 k51.4310219cm3/s, ~8!
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wherek is the rate constant of the process.
Reactions~5!–~8! involve the deactivation of excited

states of molecules by collisions with air molecules, who
concentrations are orders of magnitude lower than thos
the atomic components and electrons. These reactions ca
play any significant role in the discharge. Three-body reco
bination processes have a substantially longer process t
It is known that deionization of the gas in a glow discharge
mainly caused by ambipolar diffusion. The reactions cit
above are secondary processes involving the formation
intermediate states which lengthen the time taken to estab
an equilibrium state of the air in the decaying plasma.

It can be seen from the system of reactions~1!–~4! that
the main secondary processes involve the formation
atomic oxygen, apart from reaction~4!, which reduces the
@O# concentration by collisions with negative oxygen ion
Thus, reaction~9!, involving the detachment of electron
from oxygen atoms, is a competing process for this react
The rate constant of this reaction depends strongly on
parameterE/N, whereE is the voltage on the electrodes an
N is the gas density. According to data presented in Ref
for E/N570 Td, we havek510216 and for E/N.120 Td
we havek510212. In the case under study, the mechanis
for the effect should apply to the decaying plasma and to
discharge itself so we shall consider the discharge. In Re
we find E/N575–100 Td. The difference in the voltage
(E512.5 and 650 V! is compensated by the difference
pressure. Thus, the difference in the ratio is only determi
by the difference in gas temperature. At the center of
discharge the temperature is 3–4 times higher and the pa
eterE/N is also higher. At the edges of the discharge un
conditions where the effect is observed, the value of the
rameterE/N is close to the values in Refs. 4 and 5 but
10–20% higher. Consequently, the rate of process~9! is so
high, even at the edges of the discharge, that reaction~4!
only makes a small contribution to the balance of activa
states and may be neglected closer to the center of the
charge. This holds in the decaying plasma of a decay
discharge because of the low@O2# concentration. This im-
plies that as a result of secondary processes, a fairly h
density of atomic oxygen states is formed under these c
ditions. In order to effectively reduce this density, either t
parameterE/N must be reduced substantially or the moistu

88110881-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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pseudometastable state also exists in atomic oxygen: res
3 0 5 0
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Dy-
accordance with Refs. 4 and 5, in moist air the atomic o
gen is replaced by OH hydroxyl groups. This conclusio
together with the observation that there is a high density
atomic oxygen states, form the basic conclusions of the c
articles.

The effect was first observed in an argon discharge6 It
was shown earlier in Ref. 7 that effects involving rearran
ment of the shock wave structure in ionized argon can
explained by a model of emission behind the wavefr
whose intensity is proportional to the third power of the co
centrations of the plasma components. However, no spe
physicochemical mechanism was put forward for this thi
order emission. A physicochemical mechanism was also
posed in Ref. 8 for the rearrangement of the discharge st
ture in argon ~but a microwave discharge! where the
discharge broke down into an alternate series of light
darker sections.9 According to this mechanism, the especia
close spacing of some metastable and resonant levels i
gon ~res 11.83 eV, met 11.72 eV, or res 11.62 eV, m
11.55 eV! has the result that the emission is effectively thir
order in terms of the component concentration. These gro
of states are called ‘‘pseudometastable’’ states. In argon
ratio of the energy difference between the resonant
pseudometastable states to the energy of the state itse
approximately 1%. A remarkable factor is that a simi
882 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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9.51 eV (3 S1), met 9.13 eV (3S2) for which the relative
energy difference is approximately 4%. Other pseudome
stable states in an air plasma cannot be identified. It is
pothesized that this atomic oxygen state is responsible for
effect being studied.
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Angular momentum of the fields of a few-mode waveguide: conversion of the angular

momentum

A. V. Volyar, T. A. Fadeeva, and N. A. Groshenko

Simferopol State University
~Submitted March 25, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 58–65~November 26, 1997!

An analysis is made of the transformation of the angular momentum density in the field of an
unstable IV vortex of a few-mode optical fiber. It is shown that the effect of mode
dispersion of IV vortices is observed as the conversion of the polarization and orbital components
of the electrodynamic angular momentum. The angular momentum defect may be recorded
experimentally as a mechanical twist of the optical few-mode fiber. Formally the dispersion
process resembles the conversion of the signs of the orbital and polarization components
of the angular momentum density. A complex pseudopotential, whose real and imaginary parts
characterize the field lines and lines of equal pseudopotential, is introduced to describe
the energy flux density of the fiber vortex. The conversion of field states with equivalent partial
ê1F1(R)exp$2iw% and ê2F1(R)exp$1iw% vortices was investigated experimentally.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02811-5#

The physical mechanisms for the interaction between 2 l→ l , sz→2sz . ~4!
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light and matter allow a distinction to be made between
electrodynamic angular momentum and the quantum s
momentum of an optical field.1 The angular momentum i
usually associated with the rotational degree of freedom
the electromagnetic field and its density is determined as

M5r3P/c2, ~1!

whereP is the Poynting vector. The quantum density of t
photon spin vector is given by

Si51/2« i jk~Ak]Aj /]t2Aj]Ak /]t ! ~2!

(« i jk is the Levi-Civita tensor,Aj is the vector potential! and
is associated with the internal degree of freedom of the p
ton field.

Electrodynamic processes for transformation of the
gular momentum densityM andS are known in anisotropic2

and astigmatic3 optical systems. The transformation of a li
early polarized Hermite-Gaussian beamHGmn into a
Laguerre-Gaussian beamLGlp ( l is the topological charge!
is usually associated with a transformation of the orbital
gular momentumM50 into M5M0. This property can be
found in an optical mode converter consisting of a system
spherical and cylindrical lenses. In addition, by acting on
Gouy phase of the natural modes, such a converter can
verse the sign of the topological chargel→2 l and therefore
the sign of the angular momentum.3

In optical fibers, the electrodynamic and quantum pro
erties of the fields cannot be considered separately from
vector polarization properties. This is observed most clea
for the unstable IV vortices of a few-mode fiber for whic
the following relation is satisfied

sz1 l 50, ~3!

wheresz561 is the helicity of the field, which is charac
terized by the circulation of the polarization.5 As a result of
the mode dispersion effect in IV vortices, it is possible
have processes of the type
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It is tempting to associate the orbital angular moment
with the topological chargel and the quantum spin momen
tum with the helicitysz . However, it should be borne in
mind that for the momentaM andS, the laws of conserva-
tion are satisfied separately,1 the quantitiesM andS describe
different physical processes, and thus a conversion of
type M↔S is impossible.

At the same time, the angular momentumM of paraxial
beams in free space may be represented as a sum o
angular polarization momentumM s to which the helicitysz

makes a contribution, and the orbital angular momentumM l

associated with the topological chargel ~Ref. 6!. This divi-
sion is based on the condition dive50 (e is the electric field
strength vector! which neglects the polarization properties
the wave in an inhomogeneous medium.

Our aim was to study the conditions for transformati
of the transverse components of the Poynting vector of
energy flux in the field of a IV vortex perturbed by the fie
of the dominant circularly polarized HE11 mode of a few-
mode waveguide and the associated transformation of
angular momentum densityM .

1. Let us assume that a right circularly polarized HE11
1

mode, having the propagation constantb0, propagates along
a few-mode fiber together with a IV21

1 vortex. We write the
strength components of the electric and magnetic fields
the perturbed unstable IV21

1 vortex in the form:5,7

et5~ ê1exp$2 iw%cosDbz2 i ê2exp$ iw%sinDbz!F1

3expH i
b21b4

2
zJ 1aê1F0exp$ ib0z%,

88310883-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Distribution pattern of field lines~black
curves with arrows! and lines of equal pseudopoten
tial ~gray lines! for the field of the Poynting vector
Pt of an unstable IV21

1 vortex in the fiber cross sec
tions: a — Dbz50, b — Dbz5p/4, c —
Dbz5p/2; d — field of the vectorPt in the region
of induced vortex state of the CV vortex.
h 52n A«0
~ ê1exp$2 iw%cosDbz

M

-

Pr52Ka~F0G1
12F1G0!cosDbzsin~Db1z2w!,Db1

ss.
ergy
ital
n-
int

oth

nt
en-
i co m0
H

1 i ê2exp$ iw%sinDbz!F1expH i
B21b4

2
zJ

1aê1F0exp$ ib0z%J ,

ez5 i
A2D

V
~G1

1exp$ ib2z%1aG0exp$ ib0z%!,

hz56ncoS «0

m0
D 1/2A2D

V
~G1

1exp$ ib4z%

1aG0exp$ ib0z%!, ~5!

whereb2 and b4 are the propagation constants of the T
and TE modes,Db5(b42b2)/2, Fl and Gl are the trans-
verse distribution functions of theet andez fields, andR is
the normalized radius of the fiber cross section.

Using relation~5!, we derive an expression for the com
ponents of the Poynting vectorP5zE3Hu and theM z com-
ponent of the angular momentum density of the IV21

1 vortex
perturbed by the field of the HE11

1 mode:

Pw52K$F1G1
1cos2Dbz1a2F0G0

1a~F0C1
11F1G0!cosDbzcos~Db1z2w!%,

884 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
51/2~b21b4!2b0 ,

Pz5K
V

A2D
$F1

21a2F0
212aF1F0cosDbz

3cos~Db1z2w!%, ~6!

M z5rPw /c2, K5a1
2/2A«0

m0
nco

A2D

V
, ~7!

wherea1 is the amplitude of theet field strength of the IV
vortex,r5r0R, andr0 is the radius of the fiber core.

It can be seen from expressions~6! and~7! that the sepa-
ration of the angular momentumM z into orbital and polar-
ization components in IV vortices becomes meaningle
Each expression for the transverse components of the en
flux contains terms which are responsible for both the orb
and polarization components. In addition, the field of an u
stable IV vortex is not strictly transverse and the constra
div e50 is not satisfied for it. The longitudinalz components
of the energy and magnetic fields of this vortex are smo
and do not have dislocations although thez components of
the perturbing circularly polarized HE11

1 mode carry a screw
dislocation with the topological chargel 51.

If the perturbing field is weak or completely abse
(a50), it may be formally assumed that the angular mom

884Volyar et al.
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FIG. 2. Distribution pattern of the contoursuPtu5const
of an unstable IV21

1 vortex in the fiber cross sections
a — Dbz50, b — Dbz50.95p/4, c — Dbz5p/4;
d — Dbz5p/2. Photographs of the interference patte
of the radiation field of a perturbed IV vortex~e, f!.
tum of an unperturbed IV vortex at the entry end of the fiber
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The perturbing field of the circular HE11
1 mode displaces the
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(z50) corresponds to the polarization momentumM s with
sz511 and the orbital momentumM l with l 521. As it
propagates along the fiber, the componentM z of the angular
momentum density gradually decreases and reaches
value M z50 at the point z5p/4Db. At the point
z5p/2Db, the angular momentum densities correspond
the numberssz521 andl 511, and the direction ofM z is
reversed. The distribution of thePt field lines in the fiber
cross section is shown in Fig. 1c and the contoursuPtu5const
are plotted in Fig. 2d~the black area indicates regions whe
M z50).

We shall consider the propagation process of a pertur
IV21

1 vortex. It was shown in Refs. 5 and 8 that the evoluti
of an unperturbed IV21

1 vortex may be represented as be
between partialê1exp$2iw% and ê2exp$1iw% vortices, for
which the coordinates of the screw dislocations are the sa

885 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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vortex field with like polarization state, inducing a separati
of the zero points of the vortices having the chargesl 511
and l 521. In accordance with expression~2!, the partial
vortex with (sz511, l 521) is expelled and that with
(sz521, l 511) remains unperturbed. A screw dislocatio
with l 521 undergoes both radial and azimuthal displa
ment. The rate of azimuthal displacement
wf51.383104 rad/m ~for r053.5mm, V53.6), and the
rate of radial displacement iswr!wf . At points
z5(m11/4)p/Db along the fiber, the screw dislocation
displaced to infinity as a result of radial displacement. At t
entry end of the fiber there only exists a field in the st
(sz511, l 521). The coordinates of the singular points
the fieldPt are determined by the conditionPt5Pw50 and
at z50 for w05p we have:

885Volyar et al.



F1~R!2aF0~R!50, G1
1~R!2aG0~R!50, ~8!
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and forw050:

G1
1~R!1aG0~R!50. ~9!

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the field lines~heavy
lines with arrows! and the lines of equal pseudopotential
the perturbed field of a IV vortex for the relative perturbati
parametera50.1. The flow lines of the vectorP were cal-
culated using Eq.~13! from the first part of this study, and
the lines of equal pseudopotential were determined from
requirement that they should be orthogonal to the field lin
The term pseudopotential was used to emphasize the no
tential nature of the field of the Poynting vectorP: curl P
Þ0 ~but divP50) and was introduced on the basis of
formal analogy with the velocity field of an ideal fluid.9

It can be seen from Figs. 1a and 2a that three system
field lines having opposite directions of circulation and tw
groups of pseudopotential lines are formed at the entry e
The first group of pseudopotential lines collects at the loc
ization pointl 521 of the dislocation~the center of the vor-
tex of theP vector! in the region encompassed by the seco
group of field lines. The second group of pseudopoten
lines begins at infinity and, contracting to a circle, collects
the same point as the first group. At the pointz5p/4Db, the
first term in (3,a) responsible for the angular momentum
the unperturbed IV21

1 vortex, vanishes and the main contr
bution toM is made by the field of the circularly polarize
HE11

1 mode and the cross term. In this state, the oppo
azimuthal fluxes ofP almost cancel each other out and t
lines of pseudopotential collect at the well-defined center
the vortices of the vectorP. At z5p/2Db the induced vortex
of the vectorP completely dominates in this cross section
886 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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Thus, at the pointz5p/2Db, conversion of the angular mo
mentumL z(Dbz50)→2L z(Dbz5p/2) takes place. For-
mally, this change in the sign of the angular momentum m
be expressed as the conversion of the polarization mom
tum L z

s→2L z
s and the orbital momentum2L z

l→L z
l ~for

comparison Fig. 1d shows the distribution of the field a
pseudopotential lines of the vectorPt or the field of a stable
CV11

1 vortex in the fiber.!
Figures 2e and 2f show photographs of the interfere

pattern of a perturbed IV vortex. In Fig. 2e the ‘‘fork’’ of th
field indicates a region of localization of a screw dislocati
at the exit end of the fiber (l 521). Figure 2f shows an
interference field in which a screw dislocation withl 521 is
displaced to infinity.
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Investigation of spontaneous and coherent radiation in the 3–4 mm wavelength range

ap
in an InGaAsSb/AlGaSbAs laser heterostructure
E. A. Grebenshchikova, O. G. Ershov, B. E. Zhurtanov, A. N. Imenkov,
N. M. Kolchanova, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 16, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 66–71~November 26, 1997!

Coherent radiation in the 3–4mm spectral range has been obtained for the first time in an
InGaAsSb/AlGaSbAs double heterostructure grown on a GaSb substrate. It has been shown that
spontaneous and coherent radiation is generated mainly as a result of interband transitions
in the narrow-gap InGaAsSb layer. It has been established that the optical confinement of the
electromagnetic wave is sufficient for operation of the laser up to 120 K with a square-
wave supply. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02911-X#

1. Laser structures for the 3–4mm spectral range, grown
1,2

anticipate improving this substantially by using wide-g
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on an InAs substrate in which the active region consists o
ternary InAsSb solid solutions and the emitter layers
formed by wider-gap InAsSbP, are well known. The ma
mum phosphorus content is'34% and determines the re
gion of existence of InAsSbP solid solutions isoperiodic w
the InAs substrate. As a result of the similarity between
compositions of the narrow-gap and wide-gap layers, the
fractive index difference is in the rangeDn 5 0.02–0.09.
For such a smallDn the differential quantum efficiency o
the lasers does not exceed 10–15% because of the s
penetration of radiation into the wide-gap layers and
InAs substrate, and its corresponding absorption.

When the temperature increases above 77 K, not o
does the absorption increase, reducing the efficiency , butDn
also decreases, as was shown in Ref. 3, because of a
creased carrier density in the narrow-gap layer. SinceDn
tends to zero with increasing temperature, it is difficult
raise the operating temperature above 200 K for lasers u
these structures.

In AlGaSbAs–InGaAsSb–AlGaAsSb structures with
In content of;90% in the narrow-gap layer and an Al co
tent .60% in the wide-gap layers,Dn may be in the range
0.1–0.3. As the temperature increases from liquid-nitrog
to room temperature,Dn varies negligibly, since the lattice
component of the refractive index in the narrow-gap la
increases more rapidly than in the wide-gap layers and c
pensates for the decrease in the refractive index as a res
an increase in the threshold concentration of nonequilibr
carriers with temperature. With good optical confinement
should be possible to develop highly efficient lasers with
high operating temperature.

Here, we attempt to fabricate for the first time a las
structure in the long-wavelength 3–4mm spectral range with
largeDn ~the difference between the refractive indices of t
active and emitter regions! and improved electron confine
ment.

The laser structure was an isoperiodic AlGaSbA
InGaAsSb–AlGaSbAs heterostructure grown on a GaSb s
strate. The Al content in the wide-gap layer was 64% and
In content in the narrow-gap solid solutions was;90%. The
optical confinement in this structure is still low~0.13! but we

887 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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solid solutions with a high Al content~up to 90%!. The large
difference between the band gaps of the confining layers
the active layer~Fig. 1c! ensures good electrical confineme
for electrons and holes~Fig. 1d!.

2. The laser structures were prepared by liquid-ph
epitaxy on an-GaSb substrate oriented in the@100# plane
~Fig. 1a!. First, we grew a wide-gapn-AlGaAsSb confining
layer containing 64% Al, then a narrow-gapn-InGaAsSb
active layer containing ;10% Ga and a wide-gap
p-AlGaSbAs injector containing 64% Al, and finally
p-GaSb contact layer. All the layers were isoperiodic w
the GaSb substrate~the mismatch of the lattice periods di
not exceed 0.2%!. The thickness of the active region was 1
mm and the wide-gap layers were each 1.6mm thick. The
calculated refractive index difference between the wide-g
and narrow-gap layers wasDn50.13 at 77 K ~Fig. 1b!.
These structures were used to fabricate stripe lasers w
stripe width of 20mm and a cavity length of 200–300mm.
The laser structures were used to investigate the curr
voltage, lux-ampere, and spectral characteristics at diffe
temperatures in the range 77–300 K, using techniques
scribed in Ref. 1.

3. Both spontaneous and coherent radiation was obta
for the first time over a wide temperature range in the
AlGaSbAs–InGaAsSb–AlGaSbAs structures. Spontane
radiation was recorded in the range between 77 and 300
The maximum energy of the spontaneous radiation b
~Fig. 2! was close to the band gap of the narrow-gap mate
at the appropriate temperature. The long-wavelength slop
the radiation band was gentler than that obtained from in
band recombination theory. At low temperature, another t
bands can be identified with maximum energies 10–15
15–20 meV lower than the maximum energy of the dom
nant band, respectively. When the temperature is increa
from liquid-nitrogen to room temperature, the radiation i
tensity is reduced approximately ten times for the same c
rent.

Coherent radiation was recorded in the temperat
range 77–120 K. Figure 3 shows the coherent radiation sp

88710887-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tra for four temperatures when the laser is supplied b
square wave. In all cases, the dominant mode suppresse
two neighboring cavity modes with the other cavity mod
being weak. Thus, the dominant mode has a large advan

FIG. 1. Schematic of structure studied~a!, layer-by-layer profile of refrac-
tive indexn ~b! and band gapEg ~c!, and energy diagram in operating mod
~d!.

FIG. 2. Spontaneous radiation spectra at 77 K~1! and 300 K~2!.
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4. We shall analyze the experimental results.
The dominant band in the spontaneous radiation sp

trum has a profile close to that predicted theoretically
interband recombination in ann-material. Its half-width can
be used to determine the electron concentration in the ac
region at low currents when the stimulation of radiation
low. From the spectra measured at low currents~less than 10
mA! the electron concentration is~4–5!31016 cm23. This
clearly corresponds to the concentration of intrinsic don
in the specially doped active region.

Since the photon energy of the laser radiation is close
the maximum energy of the interband spontaneous radia
band, we can conclude that lasing is achieved as a resu
interband transitions. Having due regard to the nature of
energy diagram, we postulate that the weaker lo
wavelength bands in the spontaneous radiation spectrum
caused by interface recombination at the type IIp–n hetero-
junction and then–n heterojunction. Since the depth of th
potential wells at thep–n junction is less than that at then–
n junction, one hypothesis is that the short-wavelength a
lower-intensity bands are generated by thep–n junction and
the longer-wavelength band is generated by then–n junc-
tion. As the thickness of the narrow-gap layer decreases,
fraction of interband recombination will decrease and coh
ent radiation may be obtained as a result of interface tra
tions. However, interband recombination predominates in
structures studied where the width of the narrow-gap laye
1.7 mm. The high Al content in the wide-gap layers has t
result that as the temperature rises, the refractive index
ference between the narrow-gap and wide-gap layers va
negligibly. Thus, the laser can be operated at 120 K wit

FIG. 3. Laser radiation spectra near lasing threshold at various tempera
T, K: 1 — 100,2 — 113,3 — 116,4 — 120 and currentsI , mA: 1 — 140,
2 — 150,3 — 160,4 — 180, respectively.
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1A. N. Baranov, T. N. Danilova, O. G. Ershov, A. M. Imenkov, V. V.
Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovlev, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.18~22!, 6 ~1992!

d

.
dn.
the 3–4 mm range. A further increase in the Al conte
should improve the laser operating temperature still furth

The fact that the spontaneous radiation intensity o
decreases;10 times when the temperature is increased fr
77 to 300 K at constant current means that these struct
can also be used to fabricate highly efficient light-emitti
diodes.

This work was partly supported by the Copernicus S
entific Program, Grant No. CIPA-CT94-0158.
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Observation of a negative characteristic temperature for the threshold current of diode

lasers for the 2.8 mm spectral range

A. A. Popov, V. V. Sherstnev, Yu. P. Yakovlev, S. Tsivish, and Z. Zelinger

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg;
J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry, 18223 Prague 8, Czech Republic
~Submitted July 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 72–79~November 26, 1997!

A decrease in the lasing threshold with increasing temperature has been observed in InAs/
InAsSbP laser heterostructures for the 2.7–2.9mm spectral range at cryogenic temperatures (T 5
32–85 K!. At temperatures below 50 K a negative characteristic temperature,T05270 K,
was obtained for the threshold current. Characteristics of the temperature dependence of the
threshold current and the laser output power were investigated. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03011-5#

1. Recent success in the development of narrow-gapsastripe structure with a width of 20mm and a cavity length
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7/1
semiconductor lasers utilizing III-V antimonide compoun
has stimulated increasing interest in studies of diodes for
2.5–3mm spectral range. Diodes for this spectral range
fabricated using InAsSbP~Refs. 1–5!, InGaAs/InAs~Ref. 6!,
and GaInAsSb/GaSb heterostructures7,8 grown on GaSb and
InAs substrates. Unlike the wide-gap analogs, lasing in th
narrow-gap semiconductors is accompanied by strong no
diative Auger recombination which predominates atT.77 K
~Refs. 1,3, and 9!. Another feature of the band structure
InAs compounds is the similarity between the band gapEg

and the spin-orbit splittingD. Thus, the radiation generate
in the laser is strongly absorbed by holes in the valence b
which are then excited to the spin-orbit splitting band. T
characteristic temperature of the threshold current obta
for lasers using these compounds was 25–30 K~Refs. 1–5!,
even at temperatures close to liquid nitrogen, and the o
ating range for cw lasing was limited to cryogenic tempe
tures (T,122 K! ~Ref. 5!. The radiative characteristics o
these lasers have mainly been studied in the tempera
range 77–180 K. Studies of the threshold and power cha
teristics in the range below liquid nitrogen temperature h
not been afforded any special attention. However, this ra
is interesting because it can be used to study lasing
narrow-gap lasers under conditions where radiative recom
nation predominates.

The present paper is a continuation of our previous st
ies on narrow-gap laser heterostructures and is conce
with the threshold and power characteristics of InA
InAsSbP laser diodes emitting in the wavelength range 2
2.9 mm at low temperatures (T 5 32–85 K!.

2. The laser heterostructures were grown by liquid-ph
epitaxy on an InAs~100! substrate. The double heterostru
tures~see inset to Fig. 1! consisted of a 1.5mm active region
~rated band gapEg

77 K5425 meV! between two wide-gap
In-AsSbP emitters (Eg

77 K5590 meV! 2 mm thick. The con-
tact layer was 0.8mm thick InAs. The electron concentratio
in the active region was~2–4!31016 cm23. Then-InAsSbP
emitter was doped with Sn to a concentration of~5–8! 31018

cm23 and thep-InAsSbP was doped with Zn to a hole co
centration of~1–2!31018 cm23. The diodes had a deep me

890 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997 1063-7850/9
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of 250–300mm. The laser crystals were attached by t
substrate to a special copper heat sink, which allowed
laser to be placed in a closed helium Dewar~Laser Photon-
ics, Model L5731!. A current and temperature controller~La-
ser Photonics, model L5820! was used to pump the lase
and stabilize the temperature. The laser radiation was c
mated by an off-axis toroidal mirror to a cooled InSb pho
detector. After being processed in a synchronous detec
system and analog-to-digital conversion~DAQ!, the data
were stored in a computer for subsequent analysis.

3. The laser characteristics in the rangeT 5 32–85 K
were investigated in the cw mode. The maximum pump c
rent was 210 mA. AtT532 K, lasing was observed with th
thresholdI th584 mA. The temperature dependence of t
threshold current is plotted in Fig. 1 and consisted of t
fundamentally different sections with a point of inflection
T 5 45 K. In the first section (T 5 32–45 K! it was ob-
served that the threshold current decreased anomalous
the temperature increased toT 5 45 K. This behavior is
unusual for III-V semiconductor lasers. By fitting the exp
nential curve I th5I th

0 exp(T/T0) to the temperature depen
dence of the threshold current, we obtain the character
temperatureT05270 K. In the rangeT 5 45–50 K the
curve passed through a minimumI th574 mA. The second
section was observed at temperatures above 50 K and
accompanied by a slight increase in the lasing threshold w
the characteristic temperatureT05180 K (T,65 K!. Such
high values ofT0 have not been reported so far for 2.8mm
InAs/InAsSbP lasers. With further increase in temperatu
the threshold increased more steeply and atT.75 K the rate
of increase was particularly great. In the sectionT 5 65–75
K, and above 75 K, the temperature dependence is descr
by T0560 K andT0527 K, respectively. It should be note
that this last value, obtained at high temperatures (T.75 K!,
shows good agreement with the characteristic temperaturT0

5 25–30 K already observed in 3.3mm laser diodes in the
rangeT 5 80–95 K~Refs. 4 and 5! and is obviously typical
of mesastripe lasers utilizing InAs compounds.

The current dependences of the laser output power w
determined at 5 K temperature intervals. The most charact
istic curves, obtained for temperaturesT 5 32, 40, 50, 70,

89010890-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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and 85 K, are plotted in Fig. 2. At each selected tempera
in the rangeT 5 32–85 K the optical power increased no
mally with injection current. However, at temperatur
T,70 K the curves contained several current sections wit
hard switching regime at the boundaries of the sections
the low temperature range (T 5 32–50 K! the radiative re-
combination efficiency near the threshold increased rap
with temperature and the boundaries of the initial curre
section became narrower. At high pump currents (I .1.75–
1.45I th) the efficiency fell slightly. At higher temperature
(T.75 K! the power characteristics exhibited a monoton
dependence. The radiative recombination efficiency
mained almost constant near the threshold current (I ,1.2–
1.4I th) and decreased smoothly at high levels of pumpi
The inset to Fig. 2 shows the change in the laser power
function of temperature when the excess of the pumping o
the threshold is fixed (I 51.3I th). A distinguishing feature of
this curve is that the optical output power increases at
almost constant rate as the temperature increases up toT565
K. At higher temperatures the output power falls.

4. We shall discuss the results. These investigations h
revealed various features of the threshold and power cha
teristics of InAs/InAsSbP heterostructure laser diodes for
2.7–2.9mm spectral range at temperaturesT 5 32–85 K.
Particular mention should be made of the anomalous beh
ior of the temperature dependence of the threshold cur
which can be attributed to the section described by a ne
tive characteristic temperature. This section has a steep s
(T05270 K! and was obtained for a narrow-gap bulk sem

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the threshold current of a diode las
the range 32–85 K. The curves were obtained for cw lasing in the wa
length range 2.7–2.9mm for a laser with a 20mm mesastripe width and a
cavity length of 300mm. A schematic of the laser heterostructure is sho
in the inset.
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conductor under conditions where nonradiative Auger
combination makes no significant contribution (T,70–75 K
for the laser studied here, see Fig. 2! and radiative recombi-
nation predominates. Among the various possible physi
factors responsible for this behavior, mention should
made of intraband absorption~important for InAs when
hn.D), changes in the pumping rate, internal quantu
yield, and gain profile.10 A detailed macroscopic analysis o
the behavior of the threshold characteristics of an InA
InAsSbP laser taking into account radiative and Auger
combination, and intraband absorption9 revealed an increase
in the recombination quantum efficiency at temperatures
low 100–150 K. This agrees qualitatively with our exper
mental results plotted in the inset to Fig. 2. In our cas
however, an increase in the lasing efficiency was observe
the rangeT,65 K. In addition, the temperature dependen
of the threshold current given in Ref. 9 does not contain t
minimum observed in Fig. 1 and cannot be used to expl
the observed anomaly of the lasing threshold. In our vie
this may be because the theoretical model adopted negl
the characteristics of the carrier energy distribution at lo
temperatures. However, a considerable part of the temp
ture dependence of the threshold characteristics of inject
lasers is associated with the influence of the density-of-sta
energy distribution on the gain spectrum. The expression
the threshold current density may be written in the form10

I th5~@me* kT/e* F1/2~Fe /kT!/F21/2~Fe /kT!#/te!
1/2,

r in
e-

FIG. 2. Laser output power versus pump current obtained at temperature
32, 40, 50, 70, and 85 K. The inset shows the temperature dependence o
laser output power plotted for a constant excess of the pumping over
thresholdI 51.3I th .
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where me5me(T), F j (Fe /kT), and te are the mobility,
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Fermi integrals, and lifetime of the carriers, respectively.
possible reason for the observed anomaly may be that atT 5
45 K the curve passes through the characteristic tempera
T* 5E0 /kT, which corresponds to degeneracy of t
density-of-states tails in the active region. For InAs/InAsS
lasers the energyE0 can be roughly estimated as 3.9 me
Thus, the optical gain at the threshold, which correspond
compensation for the losses in the active region, differs
the temperatures corresponding to degenerate and nond
erate filling of the states (T,45 K andT.45 K!. This is
consistent with the lack of an abrupt inversion threshold
low temperatures. As the level of degeneracy varies w
increasing temperature aboveT550 K, the inversion thresh
old becomes more abrupt. We turn to the laser power c
acteristics observed atT,45 K which are associated wit
hard switching. These curves may be typical of cases of
ing where the stimulated recombination efficiency diffe
substantially, and the intense interaction between them, w
their degree of spatial overlap is a function of temperatu
Enhanced diffusion of electron-hole pairs and carrier mo
ity with increasing temperature in the rangeT,T* should
give rise to considerable spatial overlap between the mo
in the bulk of the active region. Under conditions whe
radiative recombination predominates, spatial overlap of
modes should lead to strong intermode competition
should be observed particularly in the hard switching regim
A change in the lasing regionVv within the bulk of the active
region accompanied by an increase in the local laser ra
tion intensity helps to promote a superlinear increase
power Pv5hv* Vv* (Nv /tv

ext) with increasing pumping. As
the lasing region becomes stabilized, the current-volt
characteristic of the laser again acquires a more gently s
ing profile. Thus, the observed anomaly in the tempera
dependence of the threshold current may also be caused
change in the recombination region. On the whole, the
served anomalous behavior of the temperature dependen
892 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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influence of all these mechanisms which will be analyzed
greater detail in subsequent investigations.

To conclude, we have reported the observation of ch
acteristic features in the temperature dependence of
threshold current and output power of InAs/InAsSbP (l 5
2.7–2.9mm! laser heterostructures at cryogenic temperatu
of 32–85 K. At temperatures below 45 K the lasers exhibi
a section where the threshold current had a negative cha
teristic temperatureT05270 K. It has been shown that th
threshold current increases slightly with temperature in
rangeT 5 50–70 K and it has been established that the la
optical power reaches a maximum atT;65 K. The assump-
tions made as to the nature of the observed anomalous
havior of the threshold current will form the subject of fu
ther detailed investigations.

This work was supported by the EC under the INC
Copernicus Program.
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by submonolayer migration-stimulated epitaxy

G. É. Cirlin, V. N. Petrov, S. A. Masalov, A. O. Golubok, and N. N. Ledentsov

Institute for Analytical Instrumentation, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg;
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 80–84~November 26, 1997!

Multilayer structures of InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots fabricated by submonolayer migration-
stimulated epitaxy have been studied experimentally by scanning tunneling microscopy and results
are presented. These results clearly show that in multilayer structures, ordering of nanoobjects
into rows occurs in InAs and InGaAs heteroepitaxial layers. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03111-X#

One of the principal trends in modern fundamental andat a substrate temperatureTs 5 610–630 °C in an As4
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applied surface physics is the study of nanostructure for
tion processes by self-organization of the surface during
eroepitaxial growth in lattice-mismatched systems.1,2 Quan-
tum dots and quantum wires open the way to
development of a new generation of optoelectron
devices.3,4 The progress achieved in the theory of nanostr
ture formation5 and the observation of ordering effects
quantum-size formations on the surface of an~InAs,
InGaAs!/GaAs system6,7 suggest that it may be possible
obtain quantum-size structures with predefined geome
properties. In Ref. 8 a model was proposed for the se
organization of quantum dots, involving the development
multilayer structures, and experimental data were prese
as confirmation of the ‘‘effective’’ self-organization o
Si0.25Ge0.75 on the surface of Si. The results of Ref. 9 al
confirm the efficiency of this method for the formation
quantum dots by molecular beam epitaxy in a InAs/Ga
system.

Here we propose to study self-organization processe
quantum dots in multilayer InAs/GaAs and InGaAs/Ga
structures using submonolayer migration-stimula
epitaxy.10

The growth experiments were carried out on GaAs~100!
substrates using an E´ P1203 molecular beam epitaxy m
chine. After removing the oxide layer in the growth chamb
a-
t-
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s
-

ic

f
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of
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stream, a 0.25mm thick GaAs buffer layer was grown b
conventional molecular beam epitaxy atTs5550 °C provid-
ing a (234) surface reconstruction. The buffer layer w
doped with beryllium to a concentration of;1016 cm3 to
ensure reliable capture of the tunnel current during the s
sequent examination of the surface by scanning tunne
microscopy. After the buffer layer had been grown, t
sample temperature in the arsenic stream was reduce
Ts5470 °C ~when the surface reconstruction changes fr
(234) to (434). In all the experiments the arsenic pressu
was kept constant at 2.731026 Pa by keeping the arseni
shutter in the growth chamber open.

Each of the layers of InAs and InGaAs quantum do
was formed by submonolayer migration-stimulated epita
In all cases, three monolayers were grown by the follow
technique: after depositing the required amount of indium
0.5 ML of InAs, or after depositing the required amount
gallium ~33%! and indium ~67%! required for 0.5 ML of
InGaAs, the surface was held in an arsenic stream for 1
The quantum dots formed were then overgrown with
GaAs:Be ~20 ML! layer by conventional molecular beam
epitaxy at the same temperatureTs , and this process o
forming the quantum dots was repeated. After growth h
been completed, the sample heater was rapidly disconne
and the sample was removed from the holder zone.
er

el
FIG. 1. STM images of sections of the surface aft
deposition of one layer~a! and ten layers~b! of InAs on
GaAs~100!. Scanning area 6003600 nm ~a! and
7003700 nm~b!. The sides of the images are parall
to the @011# and @0-11# directions.
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FIG. 2. STM images of sections of the surface aft
deposition of one layer~a! and ten layers~b! of
In0.66Ga0.33As quantum dots on GaAs~100!. The scan-
ning area is 6003600 nm for both cases. The sides o
the images are parallel to the@011# and @0-11# direc-
tions.
The state of the surface was monitored in situ by reflec-
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tion high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED! using a
system11 which could process the RHEED patterns in re
time. The GaAs and InAs growth rates were calibrated
measuring the oscillations of the specular reflex intensity
the RHEED pattern. The GaAs and InAs growth rates dur
the experiments were 0.5 and 0.1 ML/s, respectively.

The surface morphology of the samples was examine
situ with a scanning tunneling microscope~STM!, for which
the procedure and measurement conditions were describ
Refs. 6 and 12. Multiply reproducible stable STM imag
were obtained for various sections of the samples at a p
tive bias in the dc regime (I T 5 5–7310211 A, VT 5 0.7–
0.9 V!.

Figures 1a and 1b show STM images of the surface a
the formation of one and ten layers of InAs quantum do
respectively. In both cases the density of quantum d
(;131011 cm22) and the lateral dimensions~18–20 nm!
are almost the same. However, whereas the spatial dist
tion of the quantum dots is isotropic for the single layer~Fig.
1a!, the distribution of quantum dots for the multilayer stru
ture is anisotropic and is oriented in rows along the@001# and
@010# directions~Fig. 1b!.

Figure 2a shows STM images of the surface after o
and ten layers of InGaAs quantum dots have formed, res
tively. In the first case, the spatial distribution is unifor
with a fairly high density of quantum dots (.1.031011

cm22) and relatively small lateral dimensions~12 nm!. For
the multilayer structure the nanoobjects have an elong
profile with a length-to-width ratio of;4 and are preferen
tially oriented in the@001# direction. Their surface density in
this case is substantially lower (;331010 cm22).

To conclude, we have observed experimenta
the ordering of nanoobjects into rows in multilay
InxGa12xAs/GaAs structures obtained by submonolay
migration-stimulated epitaxy. A detailed statistical analy
894 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (11), November 1997
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responsible for the ordering of nanoobjects into rows will
presented in a separate article.
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Reduction in deflections of a-particle orbits in a thermonuclear reactor

with an l 53 helical winding

Oleg A. Shishkin

Kharkov State University
~Submitted October 14, 1996; resubmitted September 15, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 85–93~November 26, 1997!

Studies are made ofa-particle trajectories in a reactor-scale magnetic system with a three-turn
( l 53) helical current winding and an auxiliary current winding generating a vertical
magnetic field. It is shown that the deflections of negative and positive free particles relative to
the vacuum magnetic surfaces can be reduced by suitably selecting the magnitude and
direction of the vertical magnetic field. It is also shown that the deflections of trappeda-particles
are reduced under the same conditions. It is particularly important to note that this result
was obtained for a system with low aspect ratio. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!03211-4#

1. INTRODUCTION 2. PROPERTIES OF THE MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION
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In the optimum magnetic configuration of a fusion rea
tor based on a toroidal magnetic trap, the displacement o
drift trajectories for free particles having longitudinal veloc
ties parallel and in the opposite direction to the magne
field ~positive and negative free particles! and trapped par-
ticles relative to the initial vacuum magnetic surfaces sho
be as small as possible.1–8 This problem has almost bee
solved for a modular stellarator reactor5 with a Helias mag-
netic configuration.2–4 Methods of solving this problem ar
also being sought for heliotron and torsatron magne
systems.6–8,10 This problem is particularly important fo
compact systems, i.e., systems with a low aspect ratio, w
include the system for the Force-Free Helical Reac
~FFHR! with a quasi-force-free helical winding.8,10 Its mag-
netic system consists of a three-turn (l 53) helical winding
and three pairs of vertical field windings~Fig. 1!. A feature
of this system which distinguishes it from other reactor s
tems is the strong magnetic field on the circular axis of
torus. The system is designed to generate a magnetic
B0512 T on the circular axis of the torus. This can
achieved if the tangent of the angle of inclination of t
helical conductor to the equatorial plane of the torus is cl
to one, i.e.,mha/R51, wheremh is the number of turns o
the helical conductor over the torus length,R anda are the
major and minor radius of the torus on which the helic
windings are wound.

Here we study the trajectory ofa-particles in the FFHR
magnetic system with the following parameters: major rad
of torusR 5 1320 cm, minor radius of torus on which helic
winding is wounda 5 330 cm, number of poles in helica
winding l 53, and number of magnetic field periods ov
torus lengthm512 (mh54). Possible methods of regulatin
the orbits of free and trapped particles~drift trajectories!
relative to the magnetic surfaces are examined. It is sho
that by altering the vertical magnetic field generally pres
in the configuration, the deflections of thea particle trajec-
tories from the initial magnetic surfaces can be reduced
preciably.
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By changing the magnitude and direction of the vertic
magnetic field~its dipole component!, it is possible to shift
the magnetic surfaces into the inner or outer parts of
torus and thereby alter the character of the magnetic fi
modulation in the direction of the field line~Fig. 2!. The
magnetic surfaces are shown in the meridional cross sect
after a period and half-period of the magnetic field. The qu
ity of the magnetic surfaces satisfies the conditions of plas
confinement in the following range of variation of the ver
cal magnetic field:20.003<B' /B0<0.015. The average ra
dius of the magnetic surfaces with the same starting point
the magnetic field line increases with increasing verti
field. For a vertical fieldB' /B050.015 the outermost mag
netic fields are close to rational. This is indicated by t
position of the field line traces which run ‘‘in pairs’’ a sho
distance apart. These magnetic surfaces may require co
tion in the presence of perturbing magnetic fields. Suc
correction may be achieved by using higher-order harmon
of the angular variable along the torus minor circumferen
and is accomplished in practice by varying the currents in
vertical field windings.

For the same range of variation of the vertical field, t
modulation of the field along the field line taken on a ma
netic surface whose radius is approximately half the radiu
the outermost magnetic surface, varies as follows: when
magnetic surfaces are shifted to the outer part of the to
the ripple increases in the region of stronger toroidal fie
This is an indication of conditions for enhanced radial dr
of trapped particles, as we know from Ref. 9. When t
magnetic surfaces are shifted into the inner part of the to
the ripple decreases in the region of weaker toroidal field
increases in the region of stronger toroidal field. This is
indication of a favorable configuration for suppressing rad
drift of trapped particles.9

For this range of variation of the vertical field the ang
of rotation transform varies in the range 0.29< l<0.64.

89510895-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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3. BASIC EQUATIONS AND MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL

The study of trapped particle motion is based on solv
a system of equations of motion for the particle guiding c
ter

dr

dt
5Vi

B

B
1

c

B2
@E3B#1

M jc~2Vi
21V'

2 !

2ejB
3

@B3¹B#,

dW

dt
50,

dm

dt
50,

FIG. 1. Schematic of current coils in the magnetic system: HF-1, HF
HF-3 — helical conductors, IV-1, IV-2, IS-1, IS-2, OV-1, OV-2 — pairs o
annular conductors.
g
-

the particle,Vi andV' are the particle velocities parallel an
at right angles to the magnetic field,M j andej are the par-
ticle mass and charge,r is the position vector of the particle
guiding center,c is an electrodynamic constant, andE andB
are the electric and magnetic fields.

The magnetic field components are defined in a qu
cylindrical coordinate system, relative to the circular axis
the torus, as a Fourier series expansion in terms of the a
lar variablesu andw: B5¹F, where the scalar potential o
the magnetic field is given by:

F5B0H Rw2R/mF(
N

«N~r /a!Nsin~Nu2mw!

1(
k

«k~r /a!ksin kuG J ,

wherer is the radial variable,u andw are the angular vari-
ables along the major and minor radii of the torus:u is mea-
sured from the direction opposite to the principal normal
the circular axis of the torus,«N and«k are the coefficients of
the magnetic field harmonics. In our case, these have
values:N53, «350.76, andk51, and the parameter«1 has
the following three values for the three vertical fields stu
ied: BV /B0520.003, 0.0, and 0.015 .

4. a-PARTICLE ORBITS

The main source ofa particle generation should be th
center of the plasma where the plasma density and temp
ture are highest. This point should be located at the cente
the magnetic surfaces near the magnetic axis. To study
trajectories of 3.52 MeVa-particles we defined the startin

,

ss

g
the
sur-

he
rus
FIG. 2. Profile of magnetic surfaces in meridional cro
sections at the beginning of a magnetic field period:w50
~upper row!, and in a magnetic field half-periodw5p
~middle row!, and modulation of the magnetic field alon
the field line for a surface whose average radius is half
average radius of the outermost unperturbed magnetic
face~lower row! for B' /B0520.003~a!, B' /B050.0 ~b!,
and B' /B050.015~c!. In the upper and middle rows the
distance from the direct axis of the torus is given along t
abscissa and the distance along the direct axis of the to
is given on the ordinate.
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FIG. 3. Projections ofa-particle trajectories on meridiona
cross section forVi /V520.3 ~first and second rows!,
Vi /V50.9 ~third row!, Vi /V520.9 ~fourth row! for
B' /B0520.003 ~a!, B' /B050.0 ~b!, andB' /B050.015
~c!. The distance from the direct axis of the torus is giv
on the abscissa and the distance along the torus direct
is given on the ordinate.
point so that the deflections of the orbits from magnetic sur-
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faces with almost the same average radius'40 cm could be
compared in different configurations~Fig. 3!. We selected
the most typical trajectories for which the ratio of the long
tudinal velocity to the total particle velocity wa
Vi /V520.3, as well asVi /V50.9 and20.9.

Particles starting from a region of weaker toroidal fie
~first row in Fig. 3! are converted into trapped particles a
move a considerable distance from the initial surface
B' /B0520.003~Fig. 3a! and forB' /B050.0 ~Fig. 3b!. For
B' /B050.015~Fig. 3c! this particle is reflected into a regio
of stronger toroidal field and its deflection is substantia
smaller.

Particles starting near the same surfaces but on the
of weaker toroidal field~second row in Fig. 3!, although free
for B' /B0520.003~Fig.3a! and forB' /B050.0 ~Fig. 3b!,
are deflected from the initial surface by appreciable d
tances. For the caseB' /B050.015 ~Fig. 3c! a similar par-
ticle is trapped and remains near the initial magnetic surfa

As the absolute value of the ratioVi /V increases~third
and fourth rows in Fig. 3!, the particles are free. The differ
ences between the positive and negative free particles
very great forB' /B0520.003 ~Fig. 3a! and B' /B050.0
~Fig. 3b! but are barely noticeable forB' /B050.015 ~Fig.
3c!. Figure 3 shows particle orbits starting near inner s
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the difference between the deflections of the positive a
negative free particles — is found forVi /V560.9 for the
outer magnetic surfaces.

The physical mechanism responsible for this effect
volves compensation for the toroidal magnetic field gradi
by harmonics which are satellites relative to the fundame
helical harmonic. These harmonics form as combination h
monics as a result of the action of the vertical magnetic fi
on the pure third helical harmonic.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The incorporation of a vertical magnetic field in th
magnetic system of a fusion reaction with a three-turn (l 53)
helical winding can control and substantially reduce the
flections ofa-particle orbits from vacuum magnetic surface

2. In a configuration where the magnetic axis is shift
inside the torus the deflections of positive and negative f
particles are reduced substantially compared with configu
tions where the magnetic axis is shifted into the outer par
the torus or where there is a zero shift.

3. For the same parameters in this configuration the m
netic field modulation is favorable for suppressing rad
drift of trapped particles.
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